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DR. LEE: Good morning. I am the,chair of 

the committee and I would like to call the meeting 

to order. Let me begin by asking everyone to 

introduce herself or himself, starting on my far 

right side. 

MS. WINKLE: Good morning. I am Helen 

Winkle. I am the acting.director of the Office of 

Pharmaceutical Science. 

DR. HUSSAIN: Ajaz Hussain, deputy 

director of the Office of Pharmaceutical Sci,ence. 

DR. MOYE: Lem Moye, committee member and 

University of Texas Biostatistics. 

DR. DOULL: John Doull, clinical 

toxicologist, Kansas Medical Center. 

DR. MEYER: Marvin Meyer, emeritus 

>rofessor, University of Tennessee, now living in 

?lorida. 

DR. KIBBE: Art Kibbe, professor of 

)harmaceutics, Wilkes University Nesbitt School of 

'harmacy. 

MS. REEDY: Kathleen Reedy, Food and Drug 

idministration. 

DR. LEE: Vincent Lee. I am professor and 
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chair of pharmaceutic'al sciences at USC. 

DR. ANDERSON: Gloria Anderson, Callaway 

professor of chemistry, Morris Brown College, 

Atlanta. 

DR. BLOOM: Joseph Bloom, University of 

Puerto Rico. 

DR. BOEHLERT: '-Judy Boehlert, and.1 have 

my own pharmaceutical consulting business. 

DR. SHARGEL: Leon Shargel, vice president 

biopharmaceutics, Ianlabs, a generic manufacturer. 

DR. SHEK: Efrai,m Shek, vice president for 

pharmaceutical and analytical R&D, Abbott 

Laboratories. 

, 

DR. MASSA:. Tobias Massa, executive 

director of regulatory affairs, Eli Lilly & Co., 

and chair of their PQRI steering committee. 

DR. LAYLOFF: Tom Layloff, Management 

Sciences for Health and NGO working in less 

developed countries and acting chair of the PAT 

committee. 

DR. OSTERBERG: ' Bob Osterberg, acting 

associate director for pharmacology and toxicology 

Ear the Office of New Drugs. 

DR. LEE: Thank you very much. I would 

Like to ask Kathleen Reedy to read the conflict of 
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Conflict of Interest 

MS. REEDY: Acknowledgement related to 

general matters waivers,‘ Advisory Committee for 

Pharmaceutical Science, October 21, 2002: 

The following announcement addresses the 

issue of conflict of interest with respect to this 

neeting and is made a part of the record to 

preclude even the appearance of such at this 

neeting. The topics of today's meeting are issues 

lf broad applicability. Unlike issues before a 

committee in which a particular product is 

discussed, issues of broader applicability involve 

nany industrial sponsors and academic institutions. 

Ill special government employees and federal guests 

lave been screened for their financial interests as 

:hey apply to the general topics at hand. Because 

hey have reported interests in pharmaceutical 

ompanies, the Food and Drug Administration has 

ranted waivers to the following special government 

mployees, which permits them to participate in 

oday's discussion, William Jusko and Judy 

oehlert. 

A copy of the waiver statement may be 

btained by submitting a written request to the 

MILLER REPORTING COMPANY. INC. 
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agency's Freedom of Information Office, Room 12A-30 

of the Parklawn Building. 

Because general topics impact so many 

institutions it is not prudent to recite all 

potential conflicts of interest as they apply to 

each member, consultant and guest. FDA acknowledges 

that there may be potential conflicts of interest 

but, because, of the general nature of the 

discussion before the committee, these potential 

conflicts are mitigated. 

We would also like to note for the record 

-hat Dr. Efraim Shek of Abbott Laboratories, Dr. 

Leon Shargel of EON Labs are participating in this 

neeting as industry representatives, acting on 

jehalf of regulated industry. As such, they have 

lot been screened for any conflicts of interest. 

In the event that the discussions involve 

iny other products or firms not already on the 

agenda for which FDA participants have a financial 

-nterest, the participants' involvement and their 

exclusion will be noted for the record. 

With respect to all other participants, we 

lsk in the interest of fairness that they address 

lny current or previous financial involvement with 

.ny firm whose product they may wish to comment 

MILLER REPORTING COMPANY, INC. 
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upon. 

DR. LEE: Thank you very much. I now 

would like to invite Helen Winkle, the acting 

director of the Offic'e of Pharmaceutical Science, 

to introduce the meeting. 

Introduction to Meeting 

MS. WINKLE: Good morning, every-one. Good 

morning to Dr. Lee, the chair, and to the committee 

members and to the audience. I really want to tell 

the committee how much I appreciate their 

participation today. I know that this is not the 

best part of the country to have to visit. So, I 

know it is almost a hardship to come into this area 

right now. As Dr. Kibbe was saying, just avoid the 

gas station and you are fine. 

[Slide] 

This morning I really want to step back a 

Little bit and look at the accomplishments of the 
/ 

committee. There are a'number of people that are 

Joing off the committee after this particular 

meeting and I felt like it was'important that we 

look back on those accomplishments before we ended 

this particular group of people as the committee, 

and I think it is really important to stress some 

of the things that the committee has contributed to 

MILLER REPORTING COMPANY, INC. 
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First of all, many of the accomplishments 

lave led to guidance development or to help us in 

:he development process. The first one is' to 

jrovide input on the fopd effect guidance. The 
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25 We have discussed DPK at an advisory 

9 
,^ .I .I.". the Office of Pharrnace~~i'c~-~“-~.cien~e‘ over the 'ia‘st 

several years and to emphasize how much the 

recommendations of the committee have assisted us 

in OPS in meeting our various m$.ssions and our 

goals and objectives. .I want to highlight some of 

zhose accomplishments t.o start off with tl?is 

norning. 

;econd is to provide input on the biopharmaceutical 

:lassification system. There were a number of 

[uestions that came up after the draft guidance was 

ssued and the committee has helped us a lot in 

actually addressing those questions; helping in 

establishing the process ,analytical technology 

subcommittee. This has been a really important 

subcommittee to us. The issues that have come- up 
: 

Lave been extremely important and the advisory 

committee was very influential in helping get this 

sommittee set up. 

[Slide] 
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,/ I~ 

committee meeting and this 'had helped us in'making 

the decision to withdraw the draft guidance on DPK 

and to begin to focus' on'more gene‘ral 

bioequivalence methodology for topical drugs. We 

have discuss'ed the PQRI project on blend 

and this has assisted OPS a lot in uniformity, 

determining 

recommendat 

the acceptability of the 

ions from PQRI. 

[Slide] 

We have debated individual bioequivalence 

and replicate designs, and the committee has 

provided OPS with feedback that serves 'as‘ .' _ '- " 

lackground for making changes to the general BA and 

3E guidance. We have had several discussions on 

Irally inhaled and nasal'drug products, and the 

zommittee has made recommendations on BA and BE and 

:hemistry guidances for these products. 

[Slide] 

Also, 
_j‘ 

the committee has participated in a 

lumber of awarenes's'ses'sions on the following 

:opics that include lactation, polymorphism, 

.iposomes and risk-based CMC review. That'is a 

.ot. Actually, when you look back, we haven't had 

.hat many meetings in the three year-s so that is a 

MILLER REPORTTNG COFIP?-#Y;-?NC'T“ . '-- ,j.s. 
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discussions have z6gE‘rig;;E,'( "'ignif ican;l$ &' '; iot 

of the deci&ions that have been made in OPS. So, I 

really want t,o,thank all of the committee for that. . , " .1: ,'. , 

[Slide] 

Besides the advisory committee 

discussions, we also have a number of current 

subcommittees that have been active, and many of 

the advisory committee members participate on those 

subcommittees and a lot of issues have come out of 

zhe subcommittees for discussion here. They would 

include the process analytical technologies, the 

oral inhalation and nasal drug products committee, 

ind the non-clinical studies subcommittee. 

[Slide] 

Looking ahead, I think we have already 

talked, as I said, about'what we have accomplished 

in the last three years but there is a lot we still 

nave to accomplish in a lot of areas that are kind 

,f going to come up for discussion in the future. 

I wanted to start off a little bit by 

zalking about what I see'as the vision for'the 

subcommittee structure in ACPS. We have talked a 

lumber of times at this committee about setting up 

:ome additional subcommittees and I think it' is 

really important just to give that vision briefly 

MILLER REPORTTNG '%OMPp;Ny;"YtiC. '- ' '" “ _1_ 
735 8th Street, "S:E. 

Washington, D.C. 20003-2802 
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to you all. It has .~e~ii; ~i;r recision in ops- that 

it would be very helpful to have " 

discipline-specific subcommittees. Basically, we 

are looking at probably five subcommittees right 

now. They would be manufacturing, clinical 

pharmacology, pharm-tox, microbiology and biopharm. 

The clinical pharmacology is the only one 

of those five committees,that is set up. It 

actually will have its firs-t meeting tomorrow. 

Currently ther'e are three other committees that are 

active, the PAT, the NCSS and the OINDP 

subcommittee. What we see is the PAT committee 

probably being dissolved and reconstituted under 

the manufacturing subcommittee. We will talk more 

today about the NCSS subcommittee. The committee 

as it is now will be moving to the Nationa. .Center 

Eor Toxicology Research and we will set up' a 

Tharm-tox subcommittee under this advisory 

committee to handle issues that come up in this 

3rea. OINDP is still active. We still have some 

questions that need to be resolved before we 

Einalize the guidances in this area but eventually 

;his committee too will be dissolved and absorbed 

into the other areas. 

[Slide] 
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Future focus i 'Ehsg <yii.~tirr has a yt, as i 

said. I think there are many issues that we are 

going to have to handle in the future. The first 

one basically I see as 'being really important, and 

really important in the reason why we want to set 

up the manufacturing subcommittee is the agency's 

GMP initiative. I think many of you have seen the 

press on the GMP initiative. This is GMP for the 

21st century', a risk-based approach. It will 

include a lot of manufacturing practices and 

policies. We will be looking at those bot,h from 

the review side as well as the investigational 

side. I think there are going to be a lot of 

scientific issues that come up when we start 

Looking at the initiative in more depth. We have a 

lumber of working groups currently active in the 

Zenter. There are a 'lot of industry working groups 

zhat are set up, and 1 know there will be‘a lot of 

issues and questions that will come up so 'I am sure 

:hat we will be bringing those to the committee. 

Ictually, tomorrow we are go'ing to talk about some 

)f those. The CBER-CDER 

zonsolidation--obviously, as you know, there are 

:ertain products out of CBERthat are now going to 

)e consolidated in CDER. I am sure, as we go down 
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the road, there will be some scientific issues that 

come up with that; some decisions that are gbing to 

have to be made about OPS and others on how to 

handle some of the questions especially in the 

review area. 'So, I see this as some of the 

challenges w‘e have in the future. 

[Slide] 

Developing policies and practices to 

regulate new products. A number of new pr‘oducts' 

are out there, new delivery systems, etc. 

3eveloping and revising new standards and , ._ s a..,\ . 

guidances, we will continue to have more and those 

Juidances all have to be revised. There are always 

changes being made; they are in constant flux. So, 

zhere will be issues there as well. 

We also plan to have in OPS a focus on 

generic products. There have been a lot of 

questions on'bioequivaleqce methods for approving 

yeneric products. There are ~products that are out 

:here currently and we do not have the methodology 

:o be able to ensure the bioequivalence of'these 

)roducts, and there are a lot of things down the 

:oad that we will be talking about here, and the 

evaluation of future PQRI recommendations.' we,. 'k;ave 

:alked about blend uniformity and there are still a 

MILLER REPORTING COMPANY, .IN‘C. .' ' "_,-,..1 -: -- 
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number of other recommendations that are going to 

come out under PQRI in the near future and we would 
,, 

like to use this committee to help us in evaluating 

those recomme'ndations in making final decisions. 

[Slide] 

One of the other things that is going to 

happen with this committee is that there is going 

to be a big change in membership. I don't know how 

this happened, that half the committee is leaving 

at this time but we are right now actively 

replacing the people on the committee, ge.t‘ting new 

nembership and stuff, but I do want to mention up 

Front how much we have appreciated working with the 

qork of group that have~been on this committee. 

This has been an excellent group to work 

vith. The recommendations and the involvement of 

;he committee have been-really exceptional and I 

just want to tell you how much OPS has appreciated 

:his. I e,specially want 'to thank Dr. Lee. He has 

)een a really excellent chair. He has kept all of 

1s in line, including me. I appreciate that 

zonsiderably. I also want to mention that Dr. 

Tenitz is on sabbatical. He will actually'be at 

.he subcommittee on clinical pharmacology on 

lednesday but he will be there for FDA, not for the 

MILLER REPORTING COMP&NY;'"IiW: " "' --- - 
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advisory committee. He is on sabbatical with us 

currently. 

[Slide] 

Last of all, I just want to go through the 

agenda for the next few days and talk quickly about 

some of the things that we..are- going to do and 

discuss. The first thing this morning is that we 

vi11 give an update rep'ort on the noon-clinical 

studies subcommittee. Frank Sistare and Bob 

3sterberg are here to present that. Then ,Dr. 

iayloff, who is the chair of the process a'nalytical 

technologies, will bring you all up to date on 

vhere we are with that subcommittee. 

Later in the morning we will talk about 

risk-based CMC review. If you will remember, in 

2000 Dr. Chiu talked to you about this and'gave you 

In awareness of what we are doing in this area. We 

vi11 talk more about the progress 'with these 

_,. 
-nitiatives and get your input as to the next steps 

:hat we need to take. 

Also this morning we ‘will revisit 'blend 

tniformity. We have two invited guests, Dr. Massa 

rho is the chair of the PQR.1 committee and'Tom 

;arcia who was actually the chair of the working 

group for blend uniformity. We have made 

MILLER REPOR’rIrj‘G %o~~~~,, “rK”“I .̂ < ,. ,I_ Y  ̂ ,:.*, ..“,su..,J “>,- .i*.%r#ri .1 *r ‘. <A 
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modifications to the proposals that~were submitted 

to PQRI and we want to report on those. "..' j 

modifications and the next steps so that we can 

continue to move forward with the recommendations 

from PQRI. 

After lunch and'the public,hearing we will 

talk about polymorphism. At'the last meeting'we 

did have an awareness discussion on polymorphism 

and since that time we have had a workshop to talk 

about some of the issues, an internal workshop in 

generic drugs to talk about some of these 'issues. 

We have given you all a chance to look at the 

concept paper on polymorphism. We still have some 

questions that we would like to address basically 

on what direction we need to go as far as the 

decision tree is concerned for bioavailability .and 

stability. We will discuss that with you and then 

we hope to.finally close out this topic and finish 
/ r, 

the guidance.. 

Tomorrow we have another full day. As I 

mentioned, we are anxious to get started with the 

manufacturing subcommittee. We are going 'to '. 

introduce that subcommittee to you and talk about 

Nhat we see this committee doing in the future. We 

,vill also talk about transitioning the PAT 

MILLER REPORTING COMPANY, INC.- 
735 8th Street, S.E. 

Washington, D.C. 20003-2802 
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7 them. 

11 

12 

13 processing. This is basically a gu.idance 'that has 

14 oeen drafted. You have all received the c'oncept 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 around aseptic processing and we will get the 

20 zommittee's input on what the next steps are and 

21 Yhere we need to go from'her‘Ei!;" 'It should be a 

22 

23 

24 

Fairly interesting discussion and we look forward 

:o it. It is sort of a new way for us to 'hand‘le‘ 

.t. We have not brought the Office of Compliance 

, 25 

18 

subcommittee into the manufacturing subcommittee. 

This committee will basically handle all CMC issues 

that come up. We have.asked several members from 

industry to come and talk to us about their ideas 

as far as the subcommittee and give us their input 

As part of that discussion in the morning 

and the rest of the afternoon, we are going to talk 

about manufacturing issues, sort of kick of the / 

manufacturing subcommittee. The first issue we 

will discuss with the c'ommittee is aseptic; 

?aper to review. This guidance has been d,rafted by 

zhe Office of Compliance. We have been working 

with them. The Office will present to the' 

subcommittee what they feel are the questions 

into the advisory committee before and we feel like 

MILLER REPORTING COMPANY,- IBC. " 
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this will be very beneficial. We have invited 

several guests to give their input so we can have a 1 

more vigorous technical debate. 

Basically that is the,agenda for the next 

two days. It is a full agenda; we have a lot to 

cover. I look forward to the discussion -on all of 

these issues and I look forward to continuing to 

work with many of you even though you are leaving 

the committee. Many of the rest of you I have 

already asked to participate in future 

subcommittees and we look forward to working with 

you in the future. So,/thank you. 

DR. LEE: Thank you very much, Helen. You 

are very kind in commendi*ng the committee.~ 'In 

Eact, I can say, since we are-ahead of schedule, I 

sould like to take the floor to acknowledge your 

contribution and Ajaz's contribution. It certainly 

las been a pleasure to work with the agency. I 

:hink the thing that has impressed me the most is 

naking decisions on the"basis of science. iI think 

:hat is very important. I would like to stress, as 

Ire go through the deliberations today and making 

recommendations, let's focus on the science. I 

:hink that is very important. Also, when science 

.s progressing, I see that 6+h%etagency is very bold 

M~J,RR R~~P~RTT~Tc rrinmanhrv Tlifr , .‘ ,. 
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in reflecting about past- decisions. Certainly, we 

will miss spending nights at the R'am.ada'*Inni- ~ .- '^ 

[Laughter] 
,._ . 

MS . WINKLE: Vince, 'you"can come .'any time 

you like. We would love to be able to have you 

come and we will put you right back up at the 

Ramada. 

DR. LEE: I think it is an inside joke! 

3n that note, are we ready to begin with the I 

subcommittee reports? The first subcommittee' 

report will be the non-clinical studies. 

MS. WINKLE: Dr. Doull is going tb give us 

an update on the subcommittee and then Frank and 

Bob will talk about the future. 

Subcommittee Reports 

Non-Clinical Studies 

DR. DOULL: Well, we are very pleased to 

have a chance to come to the committee and update 

you on the activities of your non-clinical studies 

subcommittee. As some here may recall, this 

committee was established in 1999 and the 'intent of 

this committee is to encourage the development of 

oiomarkers which could be used to predict the 

adverse effects of drugs during the development 

phases. Actually, what we were hoping to find is 

735 8th 'Street, S.E. 
Washington, D.C. 20003-2802 
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biomarkers which could be used both in the 

preclinical and in.the c'litiical‘bhases ofdru~g‘" " 

development. We felt the best way to accomplish 

this would be to have a cooperative effort between 

the pharmaceutical industry, between the Food and 

Drug Administration and between ac‘ademia. 

During the first year that our committee 

functioned we spent a lot of time looking at all 

the different available biomarkers. We looked also 

at some that were imaging techniques, PET‘sc!an and 

MRI and so on, and eventually we focused on two 

areas. We focused on those areas primarily because 

we felt there was a strong need in both of those 

areas and because we felt that there was promise of 

or finding good biomarkers in those areas: As you 

know, the two areas we focused on were the 

oiomarkers of cardiac toxicity and biomarkers of 

vascular injury. 

We appointed subcommittee's in both of 

;hose areas 'and those subcommittees have been 

Marking now for about a year. During that period 

zhey have ha'd lots of meetings; they have~'had 

workshops. It has been a very active year for both- 

>f those subcommittees and we are now at the stage 

yhere the subcommittees are about ready to bring 
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reports containing k‘hkik recommendations and 

conclusions to the committee. As a matter of fact, 

in the meeting that we held last September 8th and 

9th, the working group on cardiovascular toxicity 

presented an outline of their report which the 

subcommittee approved, and the working group on 

vascular biomarkers presented a first draft of "-' 

their report which the subcommittee also is working 

on. So, at the present stage then we are close to 

being ready to deal with reports from both of our 

1 working groups which we will, of course, bring 

, eventually to this group. 

Dr. McGregor has put together a series of 

slides which kind of summarize the evol.uti.ori of 

this process and I am not sure I scan do those. 

MS. WINKLE: Dr. McGregor's slides have 

1 been passed out to each one of the members~,of the 

f Zommittee. If there are any questions, I think we 

l zould address those to Dr. Doull and Dr.“P!cGregor 

i at this time. 

DR. DOULL: Well, if you have copies of 

1 :hose I can run through them. I am just not sure 

1 now to operate this. 

[Slide] 

The first slide, as I have already 
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mentioned, is the formation of the active-expert 

working groups. It indicates on that sheet that 

the chair for the cardiotoxicity group wa's Dr. Ken 

Wallace, from the University of Minnesota. There 

is a co-chair for the vascular injury working group 

and that is Bill Kerns and Les Schwartz. 

[Slide] 

The,next page or slide outlines a'.coup-le 

of issues which the working-groups considered 

initially in their evaluation of this topic. The 

issue for the cardiotoxicity group, one of the ma"in 

issues-- 

MS. WINKLE: Whiie John works on this I 

just want to publicly thank John. He keeps us 

going as far as all the technology that goes behind 

putting this together. He leaves the room and we 

fall apart. ,.I 

DR. DOULL: Thank you. These are the two 

subgroups. As. I indicated, Ken Wallace '.anid,,Bi'l.li --- _‘&,.,I ‘ ..*/_, 

Kerns and Les Schwartz :are the co-.chairs of the 

groups. These are the two issues that the working 

groups focused on. Myocardial injury is being used 

in a lot of human studies but we don't have a lot 

of animal correlates for'the human observations. 

Xevertheless, that gave us .a start, a working place 
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to go. 

In the vascular area it is much more 

complicated and much more in deveiopmentthanis '- 

the myocardial injury. There are a lot of common 

immune-mediated effects 'in animals, a lot'oi 

zffects in animals which have been observ&d but 

these have not really been correlated with human-" 

Iiomarkers. 

[Slide] 

The mandate then for the group is to 

evaluate and develop understanding of cardiac and 

rascular inju,ry in humans and animals and to 

identify opportunities for biomarkers base‘d on 

:hese mechanisms, to figure out how to do 

ralidation and, finally ~' ,to define a plan to 

.mplement the utilization o'f'new markers., which is‘ 

fairly complicated and woul.3;. of'"' course, *i*nvolv~e *"' ti 

:his committee. 

[Slide] 

As I indicated, the subcommittee met on 

leptember 8 and 9, and we heard reports from both 

If our working gr0up.s. ‘As I indicated alsp, both 

If these are'u‘nder revieti'now by the subcommittee. 

'e have a first draft from the biomarkers for 

,ascular injury and we have an outline, and the 

MILLER REPORTING COMPANY, INC. 
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cardiac toxicity working group is working on their 

draft. 

[Slide] 

These are some of the major conclusions 

that we received at the September 9th and‘loth 

meeting. There were a'number of suggestions by ‘ ,^,% .,...\ 

members of the subcommittee for revisions‘to the 

draft that we had from the vascular group; One 'of' 

the problems was that the vascular group has 

developed a plan whereby they would have storage 

for agents that would be used in these tests and 

these then would be provided to investigators to 

test various biomark,e'r's: There are some‘"procedura1 

difficulties with establishing a storage place 'for ~ 

the agents, dispensing them, and so on, and we 

spent a fair amount of time trying to figure out 

how best to do that, and I think we have some 

pretty good ideas. 

Both groups, as they went through" their 

exercise, identified data gap‘s which really hinder 

the development of effective biomarkers in both 

areas. We.talked a lot about those data gaps and 

how the subcommittee could facilitate filling in 

those data gaps. 

The vascular group particularly has moved 
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extensively into the genomic area and is going'to 

be doing some development, particularly in 

proteomics. So we reviewed that protocol"with 

them. 

[Slide] 

These are the conclusions of the ,other 

group, the cardiotoxic group and they, of'course, 

are focusing on troponin:s as biomarkers. ‘As I 

indicated, they have some data gaps and we talked 

about filling those. 

One consideration that both groups have, 

particularly the cardiac group, is now that they 

have produced their report and made a 

recommendation, that recommendation, of course, 

will focus heavily on the use of troponins as a 

biomarker. The question then. is what is the next 

step, and our subcommittee is encouraging them to 

go ahead and look at other biomarkers of cardiac 

toxicity in the hope that we will find additional 

ones worthy of consideration. 

[Slide] 

The report of the subcommittee in' 

September is available at the Food and Drug web 

site. So, the outline for the cardiac toxicity and 

the first draft of the.report from the vascular 
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27 
biomarkers grouy? is ~:ti;ris_ra~i'l‘~' ‘a~ thaw' we'l;'~'si:t'e. 

I will be glad to answer any'questions 

about the activities of your clinical sc'iences "' 

subcommittee. 

DR. LEE: Thank you, John. Any questions 

for John? 

[No,response] 

Very clear. Thank you. 

DR. OSTERBERG: "Good morning. I am Bob 

3sterberg, the acting associate director for 

pharmacology and toxicology, and-',1 will le'ad..o"f'f“'"‘ ~. 

tiith a discussion of the pharmaceutical sciences 

subcommittee. guidance which we have drafted.. So, 

good morning to you all., 

[Slide] 

Let me give you a little history of how 

:his came about. I was asked by Mrs. Winkle to 

attend a meeting with her and some of her Istaff ~ 

several weeks ago to discuss this particular 

activity. In listening to it and particibating in 

:he discussion, I realized that'it was something~ *' /' 
j 

:hat would help the pharmacology and toxic+ology 

>ffice of New Drugs, an‘d-' I was quite pleas:e‘;d to ' 

Iind out that my predecessor, Dr. Joseph DeGeorge, 
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17 Now; within these ODEs we'have three 
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also had agreed'that this was a-good thing to 

occur. We spoke with Dr. John Jenkins, who was the 

director of the Office of New Drugs, and we got his 

concurrence ,also. So, he agreed that this was a 

worthwhile activity to pursue. 

Wel.1, why do wk need this particular 

subcommittee within pharmacology and toxicology at 

least to help us out? 1"wo'uld like to give- you .th'e 

, general structure of the pharmacol'o~gy/tox‘icology 

, group within the Office of New Drugs and that may 

s answer your ~.question. As the acting associate 

director for pharm/tox I report to the medical 

director of the Office :of New Drugs and within the 

3ffice of New Drugs we have five ODES or offices of 

( drug evaluation. Each of these five office-s are 

18 ( divisions and, of course, they are staffed" by a- 

I nedical officer as the -director. Within each 

division we have a supe'rvisor. Sometimes -,we have _ 

22 

( 

t :wo supervis-ors, depending upon what the size of 

t 

23 

24 

;he pharm/tox group is. In each ODE we have an 

associate office director for pharmacology and 

2.5 

:ox'icology that reports to me, and they are 

cesponsible for some policy within that ODE,' t'hat 
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office. They also const'itute'a policy group. Each 

of the supervisors in pharm/tox constitutes the 

pharmacology and toxicolbgy subcomm‘i'~tee' ~~~l'~~'""-~-" I'." ."'..". 

chair, and that committee also has a research 

subcommittee which Dr. S~stare ana“~ co-‘~~a"i-r:. I,... . (_ 

That means that we have a lot of discussion about 

the types of pharm/tox research- or questions that 

we would like to have answered. 

The pharmacology and toxico‘logy 

coordinating committee 'has many subcommittees 

attached to it, things like carcinogenicity' - 

assessment, genetic toxicology, reproductive 

toxicology aIrid active ingredients an~d botanicals, 

and there are several other subcommittees 'which - 

provide guidance to the pharmacology and toxicology 

coordinating committee. 

Therefore, I think you can see that 

pharm/tox, based upon its structure, has no 
_ / ‘. i ,.-_ 

specific ability to house its own advisory 

committee and, therefore, when we got the 

opportunity to participate with the Office of- 

Pharmaceutical Science 'Advisory Committee :we 

thought it was a very good idea to pursue.‘ As a .i 

result of this, Dr. Sistare and I decided that it 

tias probably a good idea.to draft a guidance; which 
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is what we are going t"Z5 be discussing this mornzng'i 

I will briefly discuss the purpose, the'background,‘ 

the objectives, responsibilities, procedures and 

communications contained within this guidance. Dr. 

Sistare, who is the director of the Division of 

Applied Pharmaceutical IResearch, will"discuss the j ___ x /w,. uiiUI" ~. _.. 

membership an.d.other pharmacology/toxicology 

related subjects. 

[Slide] 

Let me give you:the general background of 

this committee. In general, the CDER advisory 

committees provide the Center for Drugs with 

non-binding but highly valuable expert external 

advice. However, the advice is usually very 

product specific. The pharm/tox subcommittee of 

this advisory committee is expected to provide 

feedback not only to the pharm/tox coordinating 

committee but also to facilitate NCTRs non-clinical 

studies subcommittee in meeting CDER's 

pharmacology/toxicology research needs. 

[Slide] 

The objectives and responsibilities of 

this subcommittee would be to provide expert 

advisory feedback to the, pharmacology'and' 

toxicology coordinating committee in areas of 
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cross-cutting research wheFe-integration of 'new 

scientific knowledge and'methodology can be helpful 

in not only drug development but also in helping to 

identify laboratory-based research priorities to _, 

address data gaps identified by the pharm/tox 

coordinating committee. 

Some of these area's, as‘D'r. Doulfy 

mentioned, would be pharmacogenomics, proteomics, 

metabonomics. As you know, some parts of‘the 

Center for Biologics will be transferred into the 

Center for Drugs probably within,% year; maybe 

sooner, and we will have a whole list of questions 

in biotechnqlogy that this subcommittee could help 

us in answering .-..-'.' We are'also concerned with 

biomarkers, as Dr. Doull pointed out before. We 

are concerned about alternatives to the two-year 

carcinogenicity bioassays, specifically ‘Uiings like 

the TGAC mouse tiodel, the p-53 ana d'thers: of'- 
.,., _" _, . . 

course, we are concerne"d about genetics ar@ 

mutagenicity. 

[Slide] 

As you know, the ICH or the International 

Committee on Harmonization has iden‘tified a battery 

of genetic toxicology studies to help all‘the 

regulatory agencies make decisions, and that 
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battery can be updated depending upon innovations 

and the science, and this subcommittee could 'help 

us in that regard. Also, the subcommittee could 

provide input to the N;it$onal Center for Toxicology 

Research, the NCSS, to address the Center ,fo'r .Dr'ugs 

identified data gaps. Also, 'the%ubcbmm'ittee cou1.d. 

advise the PTCC in the evaluation of research data 

derived from the non-clinical studies subcommittee 

related to pharmacology and toxicology acti.vities. 

[Slide] 

The procedures that the subcommittee 

standard ~ ‘.x"/ _ ..*... _. ,_, deviation foll:ow would ‘Se' 'that the"'--' _.^". .,-.a, " (.l;" I. 

meetings of the subcommi~.t.tee wou‘id o'cc;r' on.,:an" a's ,._ ,. 1, 
,. .- I 

needed basis‘ and we wou~ld anticipate two meetings 

per year. Regarding communication, agendas and 

topics for.the subcommittee would.be proposed b"y 

the pharm/to"x coordinating committee. So; 'in 

essence, the pharmacology group would help "direct 

traffic for the subcommittee. 

[Slide] 

The activitiesland recommendations 0-f 'this 

particular advisory committee would be given‘fo the II 

Idvisory Committee for Pharmaceutical Science, to 

CDER's PTCC and, as needed, to NCTR's non-Iclinical 

studies subcommittee. A,member of the pharm/tox 
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coordinating committee research subcommittee which _ 

I mentioned will serve,on NCTR's'KCSS;*a'nd that 

member is Dr. _,__I - _". _i Frank Sistare and "'I “wbuid-'#like to'-""* ""I 

turn the rest of the discussion over to him to talk 

about membership and other things. 

DR. SISTARE: At the conclusion o,f my 

presentation Dr. Osterberg and I will entertain'any 

questions if everything is not perfectly and 

crystal clear with all the connections that ‘will 

need to be mad~k to ma,..ik”’ ,Eh,is, ‘.s..~c~s~s..$.ui~ -. i. 
-- . 

,. 

[Slide] 

To summarize essentially the-process'~t.h&'t 

Bob went over, the PTCC research,,subcommittee 

played a pivotal role i.n helping'to .identify 

topical scientific areas and recommend these to 

CDER's pharm/tox coordinating committee. This 

research subcommittee will not be invo~lved just 'in 

research that will be the subject of this 1 

subcommittee; it is also involved in'helpin'g us 

prioritize our own internal research. It is 

helpful in terms of giving feedback to NCTR 

individual investigator' initiated protocol's 'where 

they want various centers to give them feedback. 

It is also involved in identifying, for example, 

chemicals through our chemical selection working.. 
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..I .,,~ .,I. -. group mechanism that may ask for funding through 

NTP directly. I ,,... ThoSe kiri'd ,,of ac~i~ii~i'ks“ "z<$lrar ."g6.gq.,"'." I.., 

come to this subcommittee; a certain subse.t,_wJll, 

so, the PTCC research subcommittee serves as sort 

'-. . /. I) ^ ,.,.,. ,". ., I ,. of a triage role in terms of identlf~ying those " 

things to the PRCC with its recommendations as to 

how these things can be addressed. I 

As Bob pointed"out, that PTCC, that 

coordinating committee ,within CDER, will serve to 

coordinate the input to this specific committee and 

will present those issues to the subcomm‘itt.ee.- ~ 

When the decision is made for noon-clinical'stud.ie's 

subcommittee. under NCTR to coordinate external 

collaborative research, the concept is as well that 

when that data comes back from that effort and, as 

pointed out by Dr. Doull, we have two pretty mature 

efforts right now, the 'vision is that some very 

some recommendations. The dialogu"e that needs to 

take place w,ill be directly with cur P'rCC"&nd.‘th.at 

t dialogue will occur also with the'Advisor~y 

I Committee for Pharmaceutical Science's P-T 

, subcommittee regarding the concept or the 'vision of 

1 the impact of the final data conclusions and its 

25 impact on regulatory practice and potential 
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modifications to existing pdlicy. 

We discussed at some length the generation 

of the Advisory Committee of the Pharmaceutical 

Science's pharm/tox subcommittee membership, and 

this is really a proposal; this isn't written in 

stone yet but we need to work out the last element. 

There is clearly going to be a chair person and 

that person will be a member of this committee. 

There will need to be a consumer representative as 

well that will sit on both committees. 1,ri order to 

ensure communications, the feeling is that one of 

the members of the pharm/tox subcommittee should 

also sit on the NCTR 'NCSS as well to make sure tha‘t 

there is continued dialogue and shared 

communication between those groups. 

The last point that we really need to make 

a firm decision on is should the rest of.the 

membership be a permanent membership of this 

subcommittee, or should we establish ad hoc . 

members, maybe have a. mixture of some permanent 

members and some ad hoc members because we envision 

that much of the focus will be in very specific 

targeted areas. As Bob pointed out, there may be 

one or two meetings a year so there will be time to 

prepare and make up the committee to make sure if 
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we are going to be asking qu"estions about 

modifications to alternative carcinogenicity" 

testing, for example, we may ~avk mem.ber"s y"witr; " 

special expertise there. If we are going to ask 

for advice on how to integrate microarray“into- " 

pharm/tox data generation and validation tie may 

have people with specialties in-those areas~. -so, 

that needs to be worked out. )_ _ 

[Slide] 
., 

Now I am going to try to walk you'through 

this maze and this network or process and,how key 

linkages and interactiqns really need to occur to 

nake sure this takes place. 

As I mentioned, the PTCC research' 

subcommittee really serves' as sort of a conduit to 

Dringing advice from a 'lot of areas within CDER.' __- 

rhe re is rep'r,,e"s"~en t a t ion bn ~~i‘d.f" cc;in.-it"t &g y"& 'g&y * 

research components within CDER and also from all 

If the offic'es, the pharm/tox divisions within the 

najor five offices within CDER are responsible for 

Iringing to the PTCC ar-eas where we feel tkiere is 

lew technology; there acre new questions; there are 

issues which may or may not be research but at 

-east ought to be on the.radar screen that, we need 

:o think about in terms of modifying our current 
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so, essentially this subcommittee< is 

responsible for identifying and prioritizing 

internal needs and capabilities: As -1 mentioned, 

we have direct contact with NCTR and -this committee 

also is involved in oversight of research 

activities within CD‘ER. ;We have the Office,of. 

Women's Health Initiatives that may come here when 

we need some, feedback that may be pharm/tox based. 

We have regulatory science research initiatives 

that are more data-mining based that "this 'committee 
! * 

will also get involved,in. Astir-mentioned, NTP 

nominations will also be involved in here.' 

But there is another category of research 

that we have' become aware of, and that is '~research 

which is not necessarily focused on one part'icular 

chemical but broad-ranging issues, issues that are 

not going to be handled by one small 1,aboratory'but 

issues that are going to need external 

collaboration in order 'for t.h&"ttj to re^ally‘ 'achieve 

the impact that we expect. This is the sub-j'ect" of 

what we want this pharm/tox subcommittee of the 

ACPS to participate in., 'We would like this 

subcommittee,to advise on the likelihood of the 

impact on drug developm‘ent of r~ese.ar.ch...Z5g,r~ !sh';i;.y.&o .*.J 
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be carried out in these broad-ranging areas. So, 

this research will be coordinated with the 

non-clinical studies subcommittee which will's'it 

under the National Center for Toxicological 

Research. Again, the research product, the 

research that will be coordinated there will be a" 

target for external collaborative programs. So, it 

is going to be broad'-basedin nature. 

with this colo,k ‘scheme ~i have sor’E”d~F.“.*a I . . . . . ‘.I.. 

indicated here that the makeup of the Advisory 

Committee for Pharmaceutical Scieince is'gding"to be ' 

very broad-based. One <of the components will'be " 

pharm/tox and, as Helen mentioned, there will be 

manufacturing; clinical pharm'microbiology. I 

don't have biopharmaceutics; that is my oversight. 

Now, to give a,clear picture of the 

predecessor here, the non-clinical studies 

subcommittee, part of my goal is also to explain 

what is going to happen to that committee., That :. 

committee is going to b"e'under the auspices of 

NCTR. How that is going to be administer~a',"~lll"^~~'~~~- 

decided soon'. Whether 'it will report to their 

scientific advisory board or whether'it wi:ll -report 

Directly to NCTR, those: kinds of detai.1s 'wilyl.need _.. .s, 

to be worked outs and, th:ere is going to be 'a‘.me.eting 
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next week to get' into some'.of the -d&t&.il's:oc“th'St. 

But the vision is that this non-clinical studies 

subcommittee will, as it' is doing now, coordinate .' 

external collaborative research initiatives'that' '. 

are focused in the area of safety and toxicology '. 

research. They will establish expert wo'rking 

groups as they are doing now. The makeup'of this 

non-clinical studies subcommittee is envi‘s'ioned to 

include membership from CBER and CDRH, members of 

the academic community, members of industry and 

also a consumer rep 'as'"wel1. 

I think that pretty much covers 

everything. Are there questions for Bob or me? 

DR. LEE: Thank you. Are there questions? 

I think there is one question about how the" 

membership ought to be constituted‘. _ w'vly it- 'be ad 

hoc or kind 'of semi-permanent? 

DR. SISTARE: Or a mixture of the'two? 

DR. 'LEE: Any strong feelings? Dr. Doull, 

would you like to offer some advice? 

DR. DOULL: We did discuss this 

reorganization, of course, in the meeting of the 
.,. .."I, I 4 . subcommittee and although, as.-you 'ca'n see,' ‘it ‘is _ _x_ ," 

not clearly outlined,' t"he .subco~mi.~ t ee by “‘aii.d iarge‘ 

was very enthusiastic about it. We see this as 
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kind of a win-win situation for the activities that 

our subcommittee is attempting to do. 

The main concern I think our subc'ommittee 

has is that we need to ensure that there is a 

conduit by which we can bring 'our recommendations 

and advice to the agency, and the mechanism "that is 

suggested here seems to us to be a reasonable one, 

one that we feel will be workable i&the ‘ 

subcommittee and for this committee. 

DR. LEE: Thank you. Other points of 

opinion? 

[No.response] 

Folks are pretty quiet this mornin,g. 

Well, 1 think the subcommittee.structu"re is 1 

excellent. First of all, my personal experience is 

that being a member of this committee is a very 

scary experience because, you know, you have to 

expose yourself to dive'rse aspects of science, and 

in the end if you apply pharmaceutical common sense 

you are okay. So, my personal preference is 

actually to have a pane,1 constituted depending on 

the issues‘. That is pharmaceutical common sense. 

Thank you. Hopefully, we are saving 

energy for this afternoon's discussion. Thank you 

very much. The next one,on the agenda is 'the RAT 
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41 
. . _L.,l.,...l ..,I and Tom Layloff--1 am su're that Tom is goi.ng to " 

stir something up. 

Process Analytical Technolb$'ie&' 

DR. LAYLOFFi .The first surprise is which 

set of slides am I going to be using? You have two 

sets in front of you. We are using the one that 

was handed out recently' - 

[Slide] 

Serving as the: acting chair on the P‘AT 

committee has been a very exciting thing for me. I 

was fascinat,ed with pharmaceutical manufacture 

because, I am not sure but I think, it originated 

, ,,_ i"(,_- with pharmac,ology compounding ra-ther than ~chemica'l 

engineering. Because it is housed in a / ___ 

conservative industry, pharmacol-ogy manufacture 

sort of stays in the background and the information 

age and the technology associated with other 

industries, like the petroleum industry, the 

chemical industry, has left the pharmaceutical 

industry unscathed. So,' Ajaz took‘ thig .'i;iit-igti-.& 

to look and 'see if the FDA‘could encourage the 

adoption of new technologies and the information _, , .a , /< ,. _,," ,. ,~. ‘ . 

age to try and improve the quality and control of 

pharmaceutical manufacture: 

[Slide] 
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[Slide] 

25 The R&D efforts in manuf.acturing wourd . 

so, it has been a pretty exciting time, 

and we will go on and look- at i-t.& we ,Ka.d .':‘.~..';ti'*&e E Fri... 

on February 25 and 26 looking at applications and 

benefits, mostly in turn _ around t.ime an‘d*~~*@&-~r.r-~ Yiil .,‘. .-. 

issues. We looked at process and analytical 

validation and. chemometrics. 

At our seco-nd meeting we continued to look 

at product and process development; process' 

analytical validation and the p'roposed PAT 

certification progr'am which is, > to me, probably the 

most exciting part of the PAT activity. 

[Slide] 

Going through the areas that we 

considered, we looked at R&D 'efforts in pilot 

plants, and ,the R&D efforts in a pilot plant could 

help develop better understanding of process-es and 

then identify PEAT' areas where they--could be .- (_ 

employed. The PAT technologies wou'ld‘ hav"e‘ to'*be'"~ 

shown to be suitable for intended use arid‘It"h.ey 

would have t'o be validatable. We would have' to be 

able to validate that those technologies..were, in 
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have to verify the vaI:idlation from the pilot ~plant; 

investigate transferability, scale-up issues and so 

forth. The committee also looked'at model ' " 

refinement that might be necessary and process 

signature; process signature used interchange'ably 

with fingerprint where you'ac'tually do not unravel 

the c"hemica1 but look at broad aspects of,the 

process stream. As you know, in pharmaceutical 

manufacture the components are weighed into'the 

process stream so, ‘actually, the o'nly issue'in 

going from weighing in components to final: products 

is how you average those comp'onents in a blending 

area. So, it is looking at uniformity and 

consistency in the proces^s stream and you can use 

other technologies apart from chemical analysis, 

..,^“.,.“~. .“.I. e “,. /l,_/.jl>i”.,l ,.b ./ 
3UCh as f  inge,rprint”.s “or ‘process sP’gnature‘.~.~~‘~~~~n for 

?DA submissi'on of a prvtocol and the original"" _,."., I 

application or it could come in as a supplement. 

[Slide] 

For routine manufacturing using PAT, the 

?AT information shoul'd <have equivalent or""bette'r‘ I_ 

informing power than the'corresponding conventional 

approved or end-product testing. Conventional 

:esting is looking at the active pharmaceutical 

ingredient as it moves through the process stream 
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and treating the whole process stream as a 

univariate activity. One dimension is looked at. 

PAT should look more broadly at the polyvariate 

aspects of manufacturing so it should be much'" -.r 

richer information. 

It is recommended that they show a table 

showing the relationship between PAT testing and 

the current testing methodology so you constantly 

validate against the two. And,' parallelPAT' ' 

testing and conventional:testing, in-process and/or 

release, should be performed for a sufficient 

number of batches, wh‘ich' is basica'lly esta‘bi'ishing 

confidence in the technology. 

There is a level of redundancy which is a 

business decision, but 1,think it probablyGil be. 

a critical ractor in PAT' technology that 'will be _-' 

more than one technology or parallel t-echnologies 

to give better control. 

[Slide] 

Steps for resolving 00s observations, 

because the PAT is moving into a continuous 

monitoring o'f a stream, it is possible to'-isay. if.“ ';' 

there is non-uniformity which occurs in the stream 
,, . . . . ,- 4 

and it occurs near the :end of the process 'of the- 

stream that you could discard the last 10 'percent 
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of a production run and clear 90 percent of it. 

so, 
the PAT ,could be uE!ea.. ~‘o.r ,sele-cEi'v& '.r~~.~'c~i;~"~“.,'-"." 

or partial batch release'of the process.stream 

itself. 

Within batch ti:end‘inforlmati6~~sh'bv:i~. 

..I. - facilitate resolution of out of specs. 'Becau'se you 

are requiring so much more data on the process 

stream, somu,ch more knowledge of the process 

stream, you'are'in a better position to deal with' 

out of specs'. .! )_ . . 

_/ ." ,, ",,._ , . . " . , ,I .I Until the PATS are approved for regulatory 

purposes, the conventional test results supersede 

the PAT results. That his, youstay with a 

conventional platform while you develop'your‘ PAT', 

and the PAT is a research vision 'which is 'not 

considered to be an integrai part-of the p'rocess' . 

until it has been approved. 

If an out of spec result is traced t'o" an 

instrument failure, thentraditional approved 

nethods can be utilized‘ fbr' bgf6h" -*ei‘&asg w;l'"-ly&--' .' 

,f PAT. So you- just have a backup of your' 

:onventional,procedures and that, of cours'e,' is 'why 

. ". _*>._ I ,., "./ _,.. ."-_,i. I., .j‘ i ;here probably Gil.1 be redundancies ""in“P'AT: *"flThee .' 

?AT technologies are relatively inexpensiv'e.' 

[Slide] 
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Product development and process 

again-- identification of'relev.ant criticax 

formulation 'and process variables; 'looking *a't' 
, 

product performance and process control fI:or -"_ .~ 

assurance of quality is'l'ooki'ng at -dr‘itica'i _' 

variables in the process'stream and controlling 

those. 

Use of indirector inferential '~ 

measurements, process signature or correlation--a 

link between the statistical and causal issues 

between the PAT paramet:er,and product 

characteristics. That 'is a logical fallout from 

continuous stream mea'sureme'nts. Then, est:ablisK 

acceptable variability. That is a very interesting 

point in the process stream, to define hoGt:h'e .PAT 

will fit into it and what is acceptable variability 

on the process m~easuremeflts, the PAT measurements. 

[Sljdel 

The definition'of the process and' 

analytical valida‘tion1 , .,.,,, ^ .,., G.".. Systems 'for the an'a'lysls i'. 

and control of manufacturing processes-bas:ed on 

timely measurement during procession of cr'itical 

quality parameter and performance attributes of the 

raw and in-process materials and processes' to 

Issure acceptable end-product quality at the 
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completion of the process, '"‘~a'siGa~ly .a-~"pa$aai,Gm‘ i-, .- 

shift from where we are now, which is product--based 

testing, to process-based testing where, during the 

process stream itself, rlarge quantities of"dlata~'<re 

acquired which are t'hen“moved into‘ in.f,ormg,tion 

streams and then finally'knowledge of what' the " -^' 

processes are doing. So, it is a better 

understanding of your processes- a'n'd b‘etter control 

of them. 

[Slide] 

The existing va'xidated measurements 

invariably correlate poorly with;*process ' 

performance.' Validation issues, again, are 

univariate and are used to infer compliance 0-f. 

these multivariate dynamic systems. There are lots 

of examples where the uniformity of the drug 

substance is there but an excipient might not be, 

which will change the behavior characteristics of 

the product.‘ 

Measurement has not been seen as process 

related. Measurement needs to respond to process 

need over the product life cycle. And, ydu need to 

understand the proc‘ess. You need to recognize also 

that the conventional approach to validation is 

limiting- -migli.t be. ,l-imi*t Tn.; ‘Eijrc;-k"b"ly.. 1 irnTt ing‘^;' -. 
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[Slide] 

Further background, it is essentia.1, to 

understand ,the process,~ look at th'&,urYit' ope'rations 

and assess the risk potential for each unit 

individually, so basically'.m.oving 'to "a ri‘gk.-b'.g..g..~^:^‘, i 

assessment of the process stream; design systems to 

manage the risk and make univariate measurements 

and multivariate systems; to develop systems; to 

establish proof of'conc~ept;,, challenge valt'dation. 

The objective, of course; -is to con.firm t3ie "' ' 

processes and measureme.nt validity in real: time 

across the life cycle". 

[Slide] 

Process analytical validation continuing; 

validation protocols will be dLfferent for neti 
< P 

products ass‘ociated with well-designed, understood 

manufacturing pr‘ocesses. and exi'sting prod'~"ct:'~"-'w~2;ie~e" ' 

..^.. PAT is appli‘ed retrospe:ctively. So,-'you -c-an come' 

to an existing process where you can apply 

retrospectively. 

The validation.plan will reflect the total 

system design concept s,ince a real-time Qc/Q+ 

manufacturing proces‘s, statistically based, 1) 

essentially revalidates itself on every 

manufacturing batch. So you can make adjustments 1 1 
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on the acceptability of the stream. 

The rationale for model validation 

clearly defined, thereby', -est'&lishing the " I -.. 

authenticity of predictions in routine ' 

manufacturing and ensuring compliance. 

[Slide] 
L / 

There are three 'distinct ways of analyzing 

unit operations and rel‘easing pro-ducts., current 

operating scenario, which is basically according'to 

the fixed process conditions set during the 

development and confirmed during the initial: 

process and product validation. Release is 

conducted by physical alnd chemical testing 
., (" 

subsequent to manufacture. 

according to process conditions that have been 

shown during- development and manufacturing tb 'itifkr‘ 

product performance and is confirmed,during"the 

initial process and product validation. 

Relationships are developed and confirmed 'wi‘th 

physical and chemical testing subsequent to 

nanufacturing runs. Release is conducted ‘by review 

of process conditions.-during each batch : 

nanufacture--a para'digm shift. **.,.*i, _"., x " ,x .‘.. . 
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[Slide] 

Product is manufactured accordin? to 

process conditions that are r,esponding to direct 

measurements of in-process pro-duct quality or'unit 

dosage formsas they are'being-manufactured. 

Relationships are developed between proces's'and 

product performance that' are' optimized'and bounded __ 

by data obtained in development and manufacturing 

in-process p:roduct or each dosage form during 

manufacture. Release specification form and 

validation criteria can, b-e defined for each 

condition based on the nature of their rel‘ease: 

[Slide] 

Going on to recommendations for a 

guidance, for the FDA guidance, the PAT should be 

suitable for the intend'ed purpose. There shou.1.d be .' 

Jeneral validation crite'ria, asdiscussed., ,It 

should be anchored in the ICH documents, Q2:a and 

3; 6a and 6b, and the FDA analytical procehu‘res and 

nethods validation pr,ocedure's.- 
,, 

There should be in the‘guidance a*researc'h 

exemption as a sa‘fe harbor so you can inve'stigate 

:he use of PAT without having to deal with: a lot of- 

jroblems. There has to be a discussion or' 
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treatment of out of spec and out of trend. Trend, 

of course, -mo‘stly comes from the PAT .tedhnology to 

stream continuously. Out of spec generally refers 

to what you are analyzing. The guidance should 

encourage use of PAT and the FDA should have a 

mechanism to institute these new technologies and 

methods. Ajaz will address that in his I 

presentation following this one. 

[Slide] 

I think one of the most exciting parts of 

the recommen'dations f'rom‘our committee was ‘the“ . , 

training and certification program and defin-ing' the' 

course content for that program. The proposed 

process analytical technology certification'program~ 

for FDA inve,stigators and reviewers, hopefully, 

will bring reviewers an>d inspectors to a common 

" _, i. /_.‘ ../ __ *..a . . . . page on perfprming the ,inspections and review of . I.. m ( ___i 

the submitted documents:. : ,’ 

On completion of: the certification 

program, participants should .-be able to evaluate 

the adequacy and performance of current and 

amerging PATS. This certification will require a 

demonstrated understanding of the fundamentals, 

importance and impact of,PATs. 

[Slide] 
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Participants will'be able to 'demoinstrate 

an understanding of the distinguishing '* 

characteristics 'of a P&T'; the identification and 

use of process critical control points; sui,tabiiity 

and validity of the staitls‘tics, chee‘mometric and 

instrumental approach'es applied td PA-T; t&i'ca'i^P~AT' 

applications and the associ,ated capabilities and 

limitations of the methodology;~ "data' 'han'xx'i$g; j,.,,"^ l: is 

analytical, Zcontrol and ~ng'i“~&e~i~g toois '&nd".' .'~. ' 

_ . . vocabulary relevant tib ‘PAT-'-a lot! 

[Slide] 

;_, Our last meeting will be "iater tiKx'&'"w&e'jc,‘ 

on Wednesday, and we wi"ll d.eal w~ii~~~,.‘c^ompu~,er .. .,‘ I.. L. i .~. 

software validation, security,. electronic -“bat'& 

records and signatures as they apply to PAT.' There 

Mill be a breakout sess'ion wit.h a mock.PAT'* 

submission, and there will be a session on" rapid 

nicrobial testing. At the end of this mee:ting 

information needed to develop a 'general gu'idance 

That first issue', discuss.issu~es related 

:o computer validation issues, is Part 11 wh,ich 

vi.11 have a big impact on PAT because PAT is very 

-nformation rich. " 
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share with you what we have learned from the 

subcommittee so far. 

DR. LE‘E : Please proceed, and are, you 

,, ._ ./ ."A h_ ! -^ _ ,*: going to take al‘l ehe' d"l'"f'~(T"cu'i:,~~-.~~~~;;:ions? ^ "i _.. ,\ "I ‘., I/ T,"...-‘ . 

DR. HUSSAIN: Y6s . 
.T dm‘ 

.,_" ,. .,. . Zfrica and I met with him ~yesterday 'to'.wa'i']c~through 

some of the progress.' ' 

[Slide] 

Since we have some time, thank you for 

lermitting m'e to share some more thoughts on the 
,, 

?AT and give an FDA progress report on what we have 

)een able to do so far.‘ 

I am very pleased to share with you that 

:he PAT inspection team has been assembled:. This 

.ncludes participation from Office of Regulatory 

iffairs, Center for Drugs and Cent,er for Vet,erinary 

[edicine, and I see my colleagues in the audi.ence. 

'he Center for Veterinary Medicine is part'of the 

'AT initiative itself. ' / 

We held quite..a successful me'e.ting a .. ." 

ouple of weeks back and this brought us talking 

ogether and‘getting them: ready for the extensive 

raining and certificatio,n,.program that starts in 

ecember. 
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The curriculum" developed by the PAT 

subcommittee was the basis for developing'training 

contracts with three schools',/three universities, 

University of Washington, the Center for "Process - 

and Analytical Chemistry; University- of 'T.ennes's,ee, 

the Measurement Control Engineering Center; and the 

University of Purdue. What we have been able to do 

is bring the chemistry,' process anaiyticai 

chemistry, ".. ,. .,.... ..*, , j clinical englnee"r“~ng-an‘cl'indust'"riai '" ..,. * _,.. . . -:-'", _,. II ~~~~ 1. I<. .; ,, 

pharmacy together to be~ar upon the training needs 

of the PAT'review a-nd inspection team. 

They have also put together a PAT policy 

development team and have been s‘uc,cessfulXy 

recruiting engineers'and industrial pharmacists for 

this team. We have beenmaking significant 

lrogress with the PAT research a-nd the"reha've"'" I,_*x.. ." 

already been publications and several presentations 

)lanned for a meeting. 

[Slide] 

To share with you the PAT team, in a sense _ 

Te have a PAT steering committee that includes 
I Doug 

" .'Z, ". ,-, :" ,, ! : "_ 
:llsworth, Dennis Bensley, Mike Olson, Joe' 

'amulare, Yuan-yua-n Chiu, Frank Holcomb, Moheb Nasr 

nd myself. So, you can“see from this memb.e'rship" 
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organization within FDA which' 'has zn.impact 'and ha's 

responsibility for manu%f-acturing and from'review to 

inspection and-.from human drugs to veterinary 

drugs. 

The PAT review'and inspection team members 

were nominated by each of ti:h-&i'e organibatibns., and 

investigators were.'selected to represent different 

districts. You have Atlanta, San Juan, New Jersey 

I _. ., ___1 . ..j X,, . ." and Philadelphia 'di'stri:d~s'.represented. *" .Then 
,_ . 

compliance officers, as' identified, will b'e part of' 

zhe program and reviewe'rs from both'new dr'ug' 

chemistry, generic drugs and Center for Veterinary 

3edicine. So, essentially, this wi.il ,,,be .c&&.'.revi,;3w‘:~ 

end inspection team thak. Twi-yl ,. be‘ respo;isil;;*ie'~.‘fb.ir-.L, ," i =a." 1 

submission-s and issues related to PAT that come in. 

this team will undergo anextensive training 

)rogram starting in December. 

We also have a PAT policy developme'nt team 

Jhich essentially is working under the PAT steering. 

zommittee. ;.. (, Here you look at R&j Uppo'or, a;,review' -" 

:hemist with industrial pharmacy -background; Chris 

latts, from the ,U,nivers.jty 'of Tennessee, an ,, { 
,ndustrial phar-macist wit'h a biome"-d'i&&i kngifi--iYg‘ " 

iegree; and Mquan Wu, a chemical. engineer, 'who al.1 

.ave very broad experienc.e. We are- still,waiting 

_ 
” : ., _. .( , 1. a.,_ . I ;, . _ ,,,. ” 5 ., “. ‘_.,. I_-_ ._“” 
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for one more 'member to come in with process 

analytical chemistry expertise. When he 4.6 .ewo.~ 

board I think the team'will be essentially I 

complete. 

We have PAT tr&ining co'ordinators. John 

Simmons and 'Karen B'ernard are sort of managing the 

training pr.o'gram'~-w'ith the help of Kathy Jordan. 

so, this essentially ha'sevolved into a ' 

full-fle'dged team with organized efforts leading to 

facilitating implementation of a PAT program within 

FDA. 

[Slide] 
.I 

To share with you, the input from the 

advisory committee's subcommittee on PAT has been 

extremely valuable to setting-'u'p ‘a'. concept"i'on " 

Eramework for PAT, actually not only to deve'lop 

zhat conceptual fra.mework but" al'so“to' h'eip“ '~ 

establish consensus with an outside agency' and even 

in the international arena. I recently received a 

:opy of a publication from EFPIA, which is the 

/_ ,_.n."I‘( I... ~_ *lj Zuropean version of PhAPMA which e:sse"nti‘a.l'l:~"~~has 

.ncorporated some of.the.se concepts, and in many 

Jays I think harmonization is occurring without any 

effort or without any designed efforts. So, that 

.s a very good sign. 
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As we move' forward; I think we hate ' 

started to look at PAT 'as a part of an example of 

the new FDA-wide initiative of cGMPs for the 21st 

century. You can see why once 'we have all the 

information relevant for the general guiddan&~‘~tzhe~ - 

activities of the PAT subcommittee could sort of be 

under the manufacturing subcbmmittee, and 'that 

would sort of evolve to that s'tep. 

[Slide] 

1 

1 

Just to share with you the key elemen-ts 

that formed the conceptual framework for 'tjhe 'PAT, I'" 

Jould talk fb,r t:hree"ho'~rs‘ on this but‘ I 'w"i~i“ ~O"t~t','- 

it sort of addresses every ‘aspect of the 

r 

t 

nanufacturing from incoming- raw materia1.s. Iand u-sing 

zhat information of attributes of incoming' raw 

naterials to adjust your processsparameters;and to r 

n neasure the processing on-line, and focusi'ng on 

)rocess critical control points and moving towards 

endpoints, process en‘dpoints and making decisions 

-n real time'using chemometrics and information 

ethnology tools to have 'irid'irect or inferential'" ' 

a ssessment of quality and performance. "' 

It also sort of brings. into focus the 

C 

h 

ontinuous improvement. How do you develop this; 

ow do you use the design of experiments and how 
‘_ ,. I 

MILLER 'REPORTI'NG'CO~P~;~~'f~~.' ,, j,, ,.,I ,.. i,-* *r,..~** *n,, n , 
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can you benefit. from-that." dptimization.of 

continuous.improve‘me.nts sort.,of'evolves from this. 

It also opens'-up'-the possibility 'o'f evolutionary 

optimization. Management of change, formulation 

process change has always' been a c'hallenge- and wiii' 

continue to be a challenge in pharmaceuticals but 

having measu‘r~eme~t tools that can relate to product 

performance 'or pr-eLdiet performance -actuall,y ,offers 

nany new opportunities which have not exis,ted 

3efore. We can ev'enstart thinking about the 

concept of evolutionary optimization which, has been 

sort of not a practical proces'sin pharmaceuticals 
, ,... . 

)ut is a very valuable tool outside the ' 

)harmaceutical industry'. 

Really the PAT framew-ork not only sort of 

enhances our ability to'improve--quality but also 

.mprove efficiency, and what we' also have to do is 

20 start thinking in terms of a multivariafe 
‘ ( ._. 

systems app'roach, not just focus on univariate 

assessment technologiesthat we have been used to. 

:t also brings" in risk clas‘sific'a"tion and." (( ""...,__, 

litigation strategies that takes us to the next 
. 

:tep. 

[Slide] 

I will sort of spend a f'ew m:nutes" on t'hat'. 
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very topic. One aspe*.ct which sort of summarizes 

Dr. Kibbe's working grouprs concept at the' last 

meeting was that quality has to be based on 

knowledge, and, th,at is an important concept and 

that relates to science and riskLbased~c&Ws in'one 

of these fashions. 

Let.ime explain: this; Data information 

knowledge, I think everybody u-nderstands t:hat. 

Today, to a +&,.wrge degree, FDA's responsibility is 

” 24 

2'5 

to assess whether the quality of a product is 

acceptable or not. In many ways'we-addres,s the 

question was quality built in or was'quality 

designed into the product or not in the review and 

;he inspection site. 

The information that is generally' 
.I 4" 

available to the revieti‘staff when they set . 

;pecifications is limited, and in the U.S.' '. " ' 

)articularly‘developmenj'r&ports and develbp'ment 

-' -^"-~IE listory is not available to the r'eview‘er's;- whlch‘is 

Different from Europe. So, they are blind'in many 

rays and often we critici,ze the CMC processes 'as 

rery conservative. The,reason for the 

zonservativeness is because of lack of information. 

'DA perspective to assess, whet~her the quality was 

MILLER REPORTI.NG COMPz4JW- INc": 
735 At-h Rtveai- c r 
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built in by‘:design or- not. The reasonfor that is 

_ " .,., I, ,~, I_ ̂  ." that our decisions tend tdbe based on"dataaderived“ 

from trial and error experiments and decisions 

based on a univariate approa"ch. As a result, our 

systems are 'IrePf-i"".C‘"~~~~~*~~~~tive, and we have to 

monitor and inspect every 'step of the way. So, 

that is one “p~e~rspective on what the current 

situat,ion is. I know of many companies which do 

extensive pr~04ce'ssdevelopment optimization and‘s‘ 

lot of things, but that in.formation is often not 

shared with the FDA for -rea,sons of mistrus't~'in many- 

uays--how will the agency use this information. 

With PAT what Wed have tried to do:is to 

sort of shift that paradigm and say all right, in a 
* 

sense, when we have information that allowis us to 

lave ca'us-al links established within critical 

rariables and product performance, and also our 

ability to improve “orpr.edict product perfbrmance- 

.s visible and can be utilized'we can move'"up in 

I, _/_. ‘,,x * _..,"" 

easier to determine. It will be limited to the 

!xperimental design phase but it will be' much ' ' 

letter than what we have ,today. Then we can start 

iocusing on a-risk-based ,approach to GMP and C,MC.we 

LOW focus more- on-critical process contrql points 
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rather than every-step of the way. 

Clearly, as you move up on this knowledge 

pyramid, whe~n you build more mechanistic 

understanding of processes that relate to 

performance and move towards first principles 

things change. But that is a major challenge. Our 

systems are often very complex in a physical and 

chemical sense so it is highly unlikely that we 

vi11 reach first principles in most dosage forms. 

:n some cases, like gases, yes, we could probably 

utilize thermodynamic principles directly but PAT 

sort of sets up a framework for improving knowledge 

-n pharmaceutical manufacturing and improving 

:egulatory decisions. So, that is one sort of 

.earning that we have from the PAT subcommittee 

liscussions. 

[Slide] 

Let me sort of spend a few minutes on risic 

.nd how does the agency address risk and how the 

.gency can addresS,risk,,~nder. the PAT scenario. I 

.ave used the SUPAC classification of risk, level 

I 2 3, level 3 being the most severe risk. A 

oncept that is prevalent in many different systems 

ut I have used the GMP, which is an ISPE document 

In good automated manufacturing practices, version 
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Let me explain this. Impact on quality of 

a change or of a critical variable, if we judge 

that to be high, in the SUPAC guidance we sort of 

came up with general consensus on what impacts 

quality more. The SUPAC guidance says if you 

change magnesium stearate.by more than 

such-and-such a percent then it is a major change. 

If you change lactose at that percent, it may not 

be a major change. So, 'we essentia'lly have that 'in 

there. But what we do not have is a refined method 

of assessing risk likelihood. 

Keep in mind that the possibility of this 

likelihood or probability is the discussion here. 

Is it possible that a change or a manufacturing 

variable can impact quality and performance? Yes. 

Is it probable? We don't know unless we have 

better understanding. With PAT, as you move 

towards quality by design and s'yst'ems base'd ' 

thinking, you can actually get a better handle on 

risk likelihood and, in fact, reduce that risk 

likelihood. What that can do is actually lower 

your risk classification under the SUPAC concept. 

so, something that is a level 3 change, if you 

reduce the risk likelihood to low you could move 
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towards a level 2 change sort of a scenario. 

[Slide] 

Once you have reduced the risk 

classification, you can further have a better 

understanding if your risk priorities about where 

to put your resources and focus on by asking the 

question how does quality by design and systems 

approach improve the probability of detection of a 

deviation or a risky situation, with multivariate 

technologies we are talking about we can actually 

increase or enhance the probability of detection of 

a problem and, therefor,e, I think the PAT concept 

not only brings a higher level of sophistication to 

our risk assessment which is science based, by 

reducing risk classification we are also improving, 

increasing or enhancing‘ the probability of 

detection. As a result, the risk priority where 

the agency could focus their risk situations would 

3e lower. So, that is how I feel. 

I think the PAT subcommittee has been very 

;raluable in sort of formulating this conception 

Eramework. As we move forward, the third meeting 

yill give us the key aspects of computer sys'tem ,. 

Jalidation and some of the Part 11 issues that we 

leed to address as we facilitate PAT introduction. 
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One of the thought processes right now, 

and what we have done is to provide the 

subcommittee with all our current guidances on 

software validation which have been developed by 

the Center for Devices.' I personally like those 

guidances because they are very straightforward and 

pragmatic approaches to software validation. My 

proposal to the subcommittee would be to take a .._ I 

look at those and see whether we can simply refer 

to that or adopt some of those so we don't have to 

reinvent the wheel. 

There are definitely issues related to 

software security, electronic signature, electronic 

batch records. We hope to get that information 

from companies and from the members of the 

committee on Wednesday. 

I am also very excited to share with you 

that two companies have submitted mock submissions 

Eor discussion on Wednesday. One is by the 

3ristol-Myer's PAT team. It is a wonderful example 

of crystallization, controlling crystallization 

3n-line and sort of how does that relate to product 

quality. So, I am excited and look forward to 

discussing that case study with the subcommittee on 

Vednesday. Thank you. 

MILLER REPORTING COMPANY, INC. 
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DR. LEE: Thank you. Ajaz, would you like 

to take some questions, if any? Are there any 

questions for Ajaz? Yes, Lem Moye? 

DR. MOYE: I was trying to think through 

this process and how biostatistics is involved in 

this. I guess I was plagued by something and 

plagues are probably at their most effective'when 

they are shared so I am going to share it with you. 

That is, at least from my point of view, 'we are 

trying to administer a process we don't really 

understand, and we are trying to encourage the 

evolution of a process we don't really understand,1 

and that is to say how a compound is manufactured 

from the beginning to the end, the ingr'ed'ients, the . 

quality of the ingredients, the blend of the 

ingredients. And, from a macro point of view I 

;hink we all understand how this is done, but in 

order to completely elucidate what the critical 

decision points are--you mentioned the word 

optimization, that we ought to optimize this. I 

:hink we can't do it without understanding it. I 

;hink that is one of the points you made in one of 

:he latter slides that you provided. 

I guess it is a curiosity to me, and I 

1on't expect anybody to answer it for me, how the 

MILLER REPORTING COMPANY; ‘INd. 
735 8th Street, S.E.' 

Washington, D.C. 20003-2802 
I?l-l?\ CAL- rz‘ccc- 
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pharmaceutical companies have managed to escape 

full elucidation of this. If you' look at the 

petrochemical industry, that is clearly understood, 

what they do and also to some extent the nuclear 

industry is clearly understood. Yet, the 

circumstances we are in now are different. So, 

this is a question that was too hard for me to 

answer so what I usually do is speak to some people 

who are smarter than I am. 

so, I spoke to some people in chemical 

engineering and engineering in general and they 

made the following recommendation that I just want 

to pass along. That is, why not begin a process 

that has been very useful for these alternative 

Eields, and that is one of simulation? Simulation 

techniques now are far superior than they were 

twenty-five or thirty years ago and I think we 

qould get two things from that. Number one, we 

lrould understand the process. You cannot 

accurately simulate something that ‘you.“donlt 

Inderstand, and the process of simulation would 

Iuestions that we need to ask to understand this. 

Jhat information are we,.missing to fullly 

understand this, number one? 

MILLER REPORTING'COMPANY,vTNC. 
735 8th Street, S.E. 

Washington, D.C. 20003~2802 
(2021 !i4F;-c;F;i;c; 
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Number two, the output from simulation 

allows you to identify new critical points that 

perhaps weren't so obvious from the macro view, and 

also allows the opportunity for further 

optimization of the process. 

You talk about you can't use a univariate 

approach, it has to be multifactorial and another 
i ,; . ,; . 

that I' he'ar'd is polyfactorial, that all suggests to 

me that the parametric approach--we are a little 

too immature in our understanding of this entire 

manufacturing process to be able to come to grips 

with it from a parametric approach. So, given 

simulation tools are becoming increasingly..useful 

from petrochemicals right up to NASA, why don't we 

consider using those here? 

DR. HUSSAIN: I have a slightly different 

perspective. I think-you mentioned that systems 

are not well understood and so forth. There are 

two aspects to that. One is what is available from 

a regulatory perspective and decision-making? 

Companies, when they develop their formulations and 

processes do validation. They do extensive 

optimization. But often;"t;,hat information is not ‘ _ -- ,, .." . 

fully shared by the agency. So, the agency view of 

that is in-absence of all that available 

MILLER REPORTING COMPANY, INC. 
735 8th,Street, S.E. 

Washington, D.C. 20003-2802 
(202) 546-6666 
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information. So, I am 'ii6tt"‘ si,ijre I fully agree with 

the concept that the systems are not understood 

because we have been manufacturing and establishing 

this for years. 

What is missing is the ability to 

communicate the optimization strategies to the 

regulatory authorities, more so than anything else. 

As we sort of move forward I think we are opening 

up channels for further communication and bringing 

more of these data into a decision-making process 

which will sort of help the agency conclude the 

optimization aspects that industry itself has done. 

The other aspect I think is that in many 

ways the pharmaceutical dosage forms are far more 

complex. When you deal with solids, physical 

chemical systems, understanding and using 

simulation tactics for that is far more difficult. 

I think petroleum would be a very simple system to 

simulate compared to pharmaceuticals. So, I think 

we have to, in a step by step fashion., sort of 

proceed and sort of bring some of this knowledge 

in. 

DR. MOYE: Well, let me ask you directly. 

Do you think simulation is an admissible procedure 

even though it is more complicated than in the 

MILLER REPORTING COMPANY, INC. 735 8eh 'sty6et; ..S',E. 

Washington, D.C. 20003-2802 
(202) 546-6666 
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petrochemical fi&iaS"' '&sa,' f $ille~~cept‘yo~r [ 

representation of that. Do you think it is an 

admissible strategy? 

DR. HUSSAIN: In fact, I have been looking 

at that very question with respect to fluid 

dynamics and how some of that c,an come in. At some 

point, I think as we make progress eventually there 

will be a role for that. I am looking at Ken 

Morris who has recently published in two 

publications in this area. One was sort of 

modeling the blending operations and predicting 

what the blending conditions should be for a higher 

scale, and so forth. So, there is already a lot of 

progress. When will that become valuable from a 

regulatory perspective? In due course of time I 

think we will move in that direction. 

DR. LAYLOFF: I would like to reinforce 

that. You are dealing with a very heterogeneous 

system and in the process stream you have particle 

size ranges; differences in density of the various 

particle portions of the stream. When you start 

talking about..moving to fingerprints and signatures 

it means that you really can't identify all those 

dimensions when you try and move back statistically 

to a more behavioral type approach to it rather 

MILLER REPQRTING COMPANY, INC. 
735 8th Street, S:E. 

Washington, D.C. 20003-2802 
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than a quantitative siniu4afl‘dii. . I ‘- 

DR. MOYE: Again, I don't deny it is 

complicated. I mean, it is one of the reasons we 

are here talking about it. I just think that 

simulation procedures and algorithms-have evolved 

far beyond what they were even fifteen or twenty 

years ago and that there-ma'y be an aspect of that 

Also, simulations are evolving. The first models 

are going to be clumsy and cumbersome but as 

experience grows, as expertise grows, as the 

modeling tools get more sophisticated you will get 

some useful output if sinc‘ere effort is put into 

the model. 

DR. LEE: Yes, I do agree that simulation 

has a role. I think it would really put how much 

you know to the test. If it doesn't fit, that 

means that we don't understand. As little as I 

understand the process, I think PAT appears to make 

the entire process more transparent; that you have 

MILLER REPORTING COMPANY, INC. 
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the range which you can tolerate. Can't you just 

say, okay, this is how much I can tolerate and then 

if there is any venture outside these boundaries 

then the process should shut down. 

DR. HUSSAIN: It is possible, yes. 

DR. KIBBE: Let me inject. I think in the 

evolution of any technology, and our industry is 

relatively old in a lot of respects and, quite 

honestly, I was pleased to see that we recognize 

that manufacturing came out of compounding and 

didn't come out of direct application of, say, the 

petrochemical industry's way of processing. We are 

in the process of moving incrementally forward. I 

think the application of models to the system is 

useful, but I think the, original models that we 

come up with will be oversimplificVat'ions 'and.wi.11“' I 

gradually iterate. 

We are looking at PAT now, whereas the 

2ext iteration in our ability to control very 

complex systems-- and we don't need to know every 

aspect of the complex system well to be able to get 

:o an endpoint that is useful and viable.. It is 

almost evolutionary in that we are going from 

:nd-stage testing to in-process testing which is 

:he direction of practically every-industry over 

MILLER REPORTING COMPANY, INC. 
7-45 Rth Rtvmnt CP 
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the years. Quite honestly, a lot of what we have 

done in the past has been almost superstitious in 

the way we have done it. We have made a good 

tablet this way; we are not going to make it any 

other way because that is the way we made a good 

tablet. 

There is a wonderful example from Samurai 

sword-making which is made under an extremely 

ritualistic method because they didn't understand 

metallurgy but they knew if they foliowed every 

single one of these steps they ended up with a 

wonderful sword. Well, as we get more and more in 

depth either through direct measurement with some 

of these more sophisticated in-process tools or the 

application of more sophisticated modeling, I 'think 

we are going to be improving continuously. 

What I see here, which is -more important 

than all of the science and all the technology, is 

an opening of a window and a reduction in suspicion 

oetween the regulatory agency and the regulated 

industry on making improvements in process control 

2nd in end-product quality. In the past I think we 

nave seen real reticence to improve products at all 
,_ , _-. _, , ,.~ - 3 I. _.. 

2n.d you see some ‘wonderful,examples in the industry 

lf products that are being made today the way they 

MILLER REPORTING COMPANY,“I'NC. 
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done here and what I think Ajaz and Helen have 

tried to do and what the industry has responded 

positively with is moving away from that old "heels 

dug in" process that we had into this. 

First, I agree with your concept of 

putting models to it. I think it is going to be 

iterative. We are going to have information. We 

are going to put models to it. Those models will 

work in some cases; won't work in others. We will 

get more information out of the models. We will 

get more information out of what we call 

fingerprinting and together the whole process will 

move forward. As long as we maintain the open 

dialogue between the regulators and the regulates, 

I think we have a good shot at it. 

DR. LEE: Judy, would you like to say a 
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processes which are the raw materials. Right now 

we look at the active ingredient and we do a pretty 

good job there but not perfect because we are 

looking at polymorphism at this meeting. But 

excipients is a very big issue where there hasn't 

been a lot of attention, particularly to physical 

properties. We do the testing that is in the 

Pharmacopeia and say, okay, we are done. I think 

the PAT approach is going to force us to take a 

much closer look at those raw mate"rials and control 

them better than we have in the past, and that is 

an evolving area and many people are looking at it . . 

but we are not there yet. 

DR. LEE: Leon? 

DR. SHARGEL: Yes, I have a couple of 

comments, perhaps relat'ed but looking at it a 

little differently. I 'think the PAT is quite 

interesting. However, from the point of view of 

older or previously approved drug products, when we 

nave new technology we often have new standards and 

new tests for things that might not have'been 

noticed in the original manufacturing process. 

so, the first question is how will these 

?AT effects or new standards be affecting older 

products that are already manufactured? The second 
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is that we often have some products that are 

probably low volume. Ely that, I mean only a few 

batches per year a're manufactured and the cost of 

PAT is going to be high for those small 

manufacturers who are making smaller volume 

product. If the cost is very high and regulatory 

impact is high, then there wi~ll“be a-loss of these 

products to the marketplace. So, I. am wondering if 

the agency or anyone has considered these issues. 

DR. HUSSAIN: Well, I think with respect 

to the PAT we were very;.-"very'" clear that this is 

not a requirement for anybody. Thi.s is simply for 

companies that have the know-how, that have the _. i 

technology but are hesitant to apply and utilize, 

this would benefit that. Eventu'ally, I think in 

the short-run or in the very-near future what we 

hope is that maybe a few handfuls of companies will 

nove in this direction because we are not planning 

Ear everybody to do this. As the knowledge and 

information grows, I think if this makes business 

sense everybody will move in that direction 

automatically if it makes business sense. 

There are two incentives that we are 

:rying to sort of provide. One is what we are 

:alling a safe harbor con.cept.Y"The ter‘m safe 
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harbor may not.~be in the guidance but a research 

exemption type of a term will bethere. 'What it 

simply means is that the current.,products, as being' 

manufactured and released, ar.e fit for int'ended 

use. We have approved those. So if you identify 

problems when you use the new technology, that is 

not going to negate those products anyway. And, we 

have learned with any new technology, like HPLC and 

so forth, how to manage that. So, that is not a 

major challenge from o.ne perspe"ctive. 

The other aspect was that in many ways we 

are sort of changing the paradigm here. In fact, 

the argument you posed was for some slow volume 

products and that this may be a problem. You don't 

have to do it for the low volume products to start 

with, but I think ,a better answer to that is that I 

think we can actually move to miniaturization of 

the manufacturing process in a continuous mode. 

There are some wonderful.experiments being sort of 

proposed. I can't mention the company but it 

actually goes to a continuous manufacturing mode 

and the entire manufacturing unit would be on a 

lesk top sort of thing. So, I think the paradigm 

Mill shift and the shift will keep occurring in .a11 

aspects. Tom? 
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DR. LAYLOFF: I was going to say that when 

we looked at the PlZT technology there was always 

the question as to whether it was tied to a process 

step or a product step because the signature is a 

product step but the technology itself is a process 

step. You link it to a process r'ather than a 

product. So, if you start looking at a process you 

can put the PAT technology in and then, of course, 

it doesn't care what product it is looking at 

because you establish signatures for the range that 

you are doing. It has nothing to do with volume. 

It is concerned with how you monitor a process step 

rather than a product. 

DR. SHARGEL: I understand the idea of the 

process. The thing is if you have a product that 

is not large and you want to now use a new 

technique to look at th,e process;' that becomes a 

business decision whether you want to move to the 

new approach or continue with what has been useful. 

However, as we have new, processes 'we often have new 

standards and then, aga-in as you are saying, 

Mhether you are 'phasing in new andolder' standards, 

as sometimes happens, that impact then the 

versatility of the new process whether it is 

dedicated to a large volume'pro'duct may nbt be as 
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easily done where you are using a tablet press for 

two or three different"products every six months, 

or something. So, these are some of the issues to 

look at. 

DR. MOYE: Can I respond to that? I take 

your point but it doesn't ,have to be a total loss 

for a small company to assume this new process 

paradigm. For example, there may be some 

identification of a new optimization procedure that 

would allow for more cost efficiency, and a low 

volume producing agent could take advantage of that 

and also the product might be safer. So, there may 

be some definite advantages to the switch even 

though there might be increased cost in the short 

term. 

DR. LEE: Efraim? 

DR. SHEK: I want to address my comments 

to what Judy was talking about, the excipients. 

They are very, very critical, you know, and today I 

don't think we have a good way to handle it. Some 

of the aspect is basically getting a partner"ship 

with the excipient manufacturers. Basically, I 

think our business as a pharmaceutical is a small 

?art of it and that is an economical fact and ~~.I 

reality, and changes in those excipients are really 
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affecting any optimization-or even simulation that, 

you know, we have done,before. 

I am intrigued by the simulation aspect. 

I talked with chemical engineers, and looking at, 

let's say, the most economical process to make 

solid doses or tablets; I don't think today, as far 

as I know, there are good models to even do a 

scale-up. So, you can optimize it in-a small scale 

and then you start all over as you increase. There 

has to be a way to model and predict basically what 

you expect to be happening. 

The other aspect which we have to take 

into account is that today the investment over the 

years for equipment and unit operating processes is 

extremely expensive. I believe there are better 

ways to make tablets with other forms which will be 

predictable as well as you predict for making 

liquids, where I think we have models today. But 

this is a tremendous not only product shift but an 

economical shift to replace the equipment that we 

have today. So, at least I look at the PAT as a 

way to collect a significantly huge amount of data 

and maybe with this data you can go to the next 

step and understand the process better and take the 

next step. 
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DR. LEE: Well; .ncjti you hit on a very 

important point. You said you have lots of data, 

lots of information. Can you share it? I hope it 

4 can be shared. 

5 DR. HUSSAIN: I think there are sort of 

6 

7 

8 

three points that I wanted to respond to, if I may. 

One, I think the simulation aspect is a wonderful 

sort of step towards, you know, the first principle 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

of getting into that and I think that will be the 

goal of sort of bringing the knowledge of 

pharmaceutical manufacturing to such quantifiable 

and predictable model. Essentially, I think that 

is all of our dream anyway. I think I fully 

14 

15 

support that. I just want to make sure that my 

comment did not come across as not supporting that. 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

Efraim raised several issues. One was the 

issue of excipients and he pointed out that the 

pharmaceutical volume is a fairly small volume, and 

the suppliers of these excipients apply to a much 

larger volume and if we start, you know, sort of 

making more requirements on these excipients, then 

22 either they won't sell it to us or the prices will 

23 

24 

sort of go up. So, that definitely is sort of one 

concern. 

25 But in the PAT concept, if you really look 

.,- 
. 
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at it, in a sense it allows you to handle the 

variability associated with the incoming raw 

materials in a different way. You have two 

options. One option is to apply stringent incoming 

raw materials specifications and not use materials 

that do not meet all the physical attributes. That 

would sort of add to the cost but, at 'the same 

time, you could actually say I will simply use USP 

NF sort of criteria and the physical attr'ibutes 

that are different lot 'to lot, I tii.11 'mariage that 

with a process which will be flexible enough to 

adopt that. So, that is the".,concept the PAT sort 

of brings in, that is, you wiii blend until it is 

uniform rathe'r than blend to ten minutes because 

blend to ten minutes assumes that your raw 

materials are similar all the tim-e. So, if you 

blend until it is homogeneous you can accommodate 

certain variabilities that are inherent in your 

starting raw material. 

That is the reason I felt that, instead of 

noving towards a functionality test and requiring 

zhose in the USP, you m'ay just manage the 

variability in more intelligent ways with the 

processing technologies' that are currently 

available. So, that was sort of one aspect. 
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DR. LAYLOFF: I don't think the -excipient 

industry is going to create a standa.rd f'or the 

pharmaceutical industry, but I think that you can 

establish robustness on the signature or 

fingerprint to have a control which allows that 

variability because you define a certain 

fingerprint and you could have robustness on the 

critical control points. 

DR. LEE: Toby? 

DR. MASSA: Ajaz, you and I have talked 

about this many, many times. I think for PAT to 

have acceptability within the industry--I still 

don't think it is clear to a lot of us in industry 

now this will impact development and validation. 

It is being discussed with a smaller group of 

people and I think for this to have universal 

acceptance, since it has been discussed that PAT 

vi.11 change our concept of validation as we know it 

:oday, and I truly believe th,at based on everything 

C have heard, I think tie have to be broader in the 

nessage that we are sending to industry. It is not 

:lear to industry as a whole how this will impact 

ralidation as we know it today. Validation really 

las two meanings depending on whether or not you 

ire talking about the European concept of 
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15 all of the data that will be generated on Part 11. 

16 so, I think those two things really need 

to be made clear. I know that is still evolving 

but before PAT is going to get the acceptance that 
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25 I planning as well as the GMP initiative could be an 
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validation or the U.S. 1 concept of validation. So, 

I think that is the first thing that really needs 

to be addressed. 

The other thing, and it is tie,d to that, 

is that we need to make it clear how all of the 

data will be handled underpart 11. Part 11 is an 

extremely burdensome regulation on industry and 

there is a study that PhARMA‘will be releasing in 

the not too distant future that shows that ‘the cost 

impact of Part 11 to every company is over 100 

million dollars to make their systems to be totally 

Part 11 compliant. We have to make it clear what 

the safe harbor is going to be for all the data 

that the computer systems that are going to handle 

1 we want it to have and the impact that we want it 

f 

to have those two things really do need to be 

delineated for industry. 

DR. HUSSAIN: Well, in te‘rms of the first 

comment, the message not reaching a wider audience, 

Me hope that the future workshop that we are 
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example would sbr^t of start highlight.ing some of 

the advantages and how this will impact on 

validation, the review and so forth.. 

The second point you made with respect to 

Part 11, I think we understand the challenge ahead 

and we are starting to sort of focus our discussion 

on those very topics on Wednesday. At the same 

time, what the GMP initiative has ‘done is m,ove 

responsibility of Part:11 to CDER now. So, that 

gives us a better handle on looking at the PAT and 

those issues and coming to something more rational 

that is conducive to innovation and new technology. 

so, that is a significant challenge and we hope to 

start addressing that soon. I don't have an answer 

today for you. 

DR. KIBBE: A couple of things that came 

out of some of the other comments--I don't want to 

drag on this discussion interminably but, first, 

PAT is going to give us, I believe, a much tighter 

understanding of the variability of the system. I 

think some people worry that that will mean a 

higher cost to control those variables, and we need 

to keep clear that if there is variation but if it 

is livable, even though it is statistically 

significant it isn't clinically significant we can 
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still live with it. I mean, the cost benefit of 

cleaning it up or not cleaning it up has to be 

worked out. 

I think PAT is going to give us an 

opportunity to go to almost batchless 

manufacturing. With batchless manufacturing 

validation of the process can be measured in terms 

of how many days does the process run smoothly 

rather than how many batches do I have to 

manufacture. Then, if we go to batchless 

manufacture, if we go to a complete flow process 

manufacture, then perhaps we can validate-,on. thee ., -.. " . __ 

same equipment that we are going to use 

continuously because the amount of output is going 

to be 24 hours a day, 7 days a week and, instead of 

having to scale up from a batch of a 200,000 

tablets to a batch of 10 million, we just turn the 

process on and let it keep rolling and when it 

starts to vary outside of the parameters we have 

set for it, then we make corrections to it. I 

think it is going to save companies a lot of money, 

and I think companies-can look at smaller, more 

efficient production lines, smaller, more efficient 

continuous processing from beginning to end. 

Also, I don't necessarily agree with Tom 
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on our excipient suppliers-. We might not be their 

largest buyers but we are a significant purchaser 

and if there ‘is going to be an improvement in what 

we can do, if they will improve what they do then 

the negotiated cost back and forth between what it , ^_ ,. " ,_/Ik_ ‘ 

costs us to get it and what it costs them to do it 

we might actually get some tighter controls on some 

of the excipients. I am thinking in terms of 

compressible excipients and things like that. 

so, I see this down the road as a real 

win-win situation not only for the ~manufacturers 

but the end users and even for the suppliers who 

have an even better idea of what they need to 

supply and how to do it. 

DR. LEE: And I-think certainly for the 

American public. Well, I think it is a,very 

interesting subject. We can go on forever and 

certainly this is a concept like the early days of 

software, and I hope that we see wonderful things 

happening with that. Anybody else want to say a 

few words about the PAT before we take a break? We 

are way ahead of schedule but I am'.k.ind of worried 

about the afternoon. I propose that we take a 

break and reconvene at about 10:35. Thank you. 

[Brief recess]' 
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DR. LEE: So far we have.had a very good 

discussion and now we will introduce the section on 

other updates, risk-based CMC reyiew. Is Dr. Chiu 

available? 

Other Updates 

Risk-Based CMC Review 

DR. CHIU: I will need technical support. 

Zood morning. 

[Slide] 

Dr. Vilayat Sayeed and I will give you an 

update to the CMC risk-based rev"ie"w. This is a 

project initiated in the year of 2000. 

[Slide] 

As you recall, the project is actually 

looking at performing CMC reviews based on risk of 

the product, based on product quality risk. At the 

time we proposed this we were looking at the 

products and tried to f,ind out the attri,butes and _" ., _. _",. _.I ..__ L.) _. .,.. ,,^( "( .>< ,., 

also the acceptance criteria to define a product as 

Low risk. Then, if we compiled a list of drugs 

which should be considered low risk, then we will 

nave reduced CMC oversight with'respect to 

information submitted to the agency. Perhaps we 

vi11 eliminate most of the supplements to the NDA 

Lnd the ANDA. What would be left would be mainly 
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the changes described in the law. We will reduce 

the CMC information needed to be submitted'to an 

original ANDA and to the annual report of an 

approved NDA and ANDA. 

[Slide] 

Over,the years, since the year 2000, we 

have had a number of internal discussions. We 

brought the topic to the CMC, to the components 

coordinating committee meetings. We had internal 

scientific rounds. We had many meetings among the 

reviewers. We also brought this topic to this 

committee twice, once in November, 2000 and in July 

2001. There was an AAPS workshop. Through those 

meetings we received many useful,' constructive 

comments. 

[Slide] 

This project is a three-tier process, as 

you know. The first tier includes two steps and we 

are in the first tier. The first one, step A, is 

to establish attributes and acceptance criteria 

which we can used to define a low,risk drug. We 

are going to issue a draft guidance, hopefully 

early next year, to define the attributes and 

acceptance criteria. We will then have public 

comments. After that, we will finalize the 
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guidance and based on‘the attributes and'criteria 

we will propose a drug list which will be 

considered low risk with respect to quality. We 

will publish that list as a draft. Then we will 

have comments from the public on whether that list 

is realistic, whether other products should be on 

the list, whether some pro.ducts should not be on 

the list. 

After receiving the comments, then we will 

finalize the drug list after internal medical 

consultation. That is tier two, which is the 

medical safety evaluation. Once we finalize the 

list, then applications for those drugs considered 

low risk will. have less FDA oversight. However, 

whether a company will be eligible for that 

privilege will be based also on their GMP 

compliance history. So, that is tier three. 

[Slide] 

We talked among ourselves about the 

general principle for the final list drugs. In 

this diagram, on the Y axis is the probability of 

detecting product defects or criteria attributes. 

Nhen you have a high probability of detection, then 

the risk is low. When you have a lot probability 

of detection the risk is high. On the X axis is 
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We are actually looking right now at this 

high probability of detecting and,low complexity as 

low risk products. I believe, you know, in the 

future when we gain experience with this project 

and also ways for implementation of on-line or 

19 in-line testing we will be able to expand this 

20 

21 

22 

23 We formed two working groups to look at 

24 the drug substance characteristics with respect to 

25 attributes and acceptance criteria, and we have 

90 

the complexity of the drug substance,'drug product 

characterization. So, simple molecules would be 

considered low risk and macromolecules, complex 

molecules or complex dosage forms would be 

considered high risk. It also depends on the 

complexity of the mechanism of product performance. 

If it is simple immediate release, it would be low 

dosage, low risk. If it is targeted release, then 

it could be high risk. It also depends on 

manufacturing technology. So, a simple synthesis 

would be considered low risk. However, maybe 

formation of recombinant cells, formation of 

liposomal products would be considered high risk. 

area. The medium and low risk area ‘could be 

shrunk. S'o, this is what we are working on. 

[Slide] 
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. 

another subgroup working on drug product. Now, you 

know, we are more or less in the stage of 

finalizing the draft guidance and soon it will be 

out for internal comment. Dr. Sayeed will describe 

to you our current thinking. So, without further 

ado, Vilayat. 

DR. SAYEED‘: _. Good morning, everybody. 

[Slide] 

Yuan-yuan has basically expla-ined the 

objectives and other. aspects of this" initiative so 

I am going to go ri,ght into what we have done for 

to how to achieve this objective.' 

[Slide] 

What I am going to do, I am going to 

present the drug substance and drug product 

decision trees which we, have developed for 

identifying low risk ‘candid$tes. ‘--These‘trees were 

developed by the general principle which was 

discussed as to the probability of detection and 

the complexity, and I am not going to go into the 

details of this chart. “The focus'of the working 

group was to find or identify drug substances and 

3rug products which would fit into this box, here, 

,vhere the failure for the probability of detection 

is high and the complex'ity is low. 
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Having this principle in mind, the first 

question which was raised',for the drug substance 

was what drug substance would actually fit into 

these criteria. The general consensus in the 

working group was that a,synthetic drug substance 

and simple inorganic salts would actually meet 

these criteria. 

[Slide] 

so, the first question on the slide on the 

drug substance decision tree is, is the drug 

substance of synthetic origin or a simple inorganic 

salt? If the answer for this is no, then this drug 

substance is not suitable for low risk 

consideration. If it is, then you move on to the 

next level. 

At this level there are certain 

exclusions. The question was raised can all 

synthetic drug substances fit into this concept? 

The answer by the working group was no, not every 

drug substance would me.et this. 

[Slide] 

On this slide oertain exclusions' are 

included. Here are the exclusions. If a drug 

substance happens to be a radiopharmaceutical, a 

?eptide or an oligonucleotide, ~tlien. i,f t.he ,.,inswer 

MILLER REPORTING COMPANY, ‘INC. 
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for. this is yes, this drug sub‘sta.nce cannot be 

considered for low risk; and if it isn't, then you 

move on to the next level. 

For the next level we have addressed 

issues relating to the drug substance 

characterization, its specifications and its 

stability issues. The question here, at this level 

is, is the drug substance well characterized, and 

are the specifications,used to control the drug 

substance contemporary, and is the drug substance 

stable at ambient conditions? If the answer for 

this is no, it is not, then the cpnsensus in the 

working group was that the drug substance 'is not 

suitable for low risk consideration. If the answer 

is yes, then the drug substance is a suitable 

candidate for the low risk assessment. 

[Slide] 

Here you see a little box. What we have 

done here, we have identified that if there are any 

physical characterization issues with regard to the 

drug substance. These issues will not be' 

considered at this level, whereas these issues will 

se moved on and considered at the drug product 

level. So, if there are‘any physical property 

issues with the drug substance, those issues need 
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to be identified in the drug.substance and will be 

considered in the assessment of the drug product. 

[Slide] 

With the baseline established, the first 

question asked for the drug product is, is the drug 

substance assigned as a low risk? If the answer is 

no, if it is not there, then the drug product is 

not a suitable candidate for low risk 

consideration. If the answer is yes, then you move 

on to the next level. 

[Slide] 

At this level what we have done is we have 

identified certain dosage forms which the working 

group thinks will fit into that general principle 

where the probability of-detecting a failure is 

high and the complexity of the product is low. 

[Slide] 

These drug products were identified as IR 

oral solids or topical liquids or sterile solutions 

of simple solids. So, this is what we think are 

drug products or dosage forms which would fit into 

this general principle concept. If the answer for 

this is no, then the drug product is not a suitable 

candidate for low risk consideration. If the 
\ 

answer is yes, then you move on. 
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The same question was raised in the 

working group whether all IR solids and-liquids 

will fit into these criteria. Qbviously, the 

answer was no. So, we have included some 

qualifiers on the next slide. 

The qualifiers are for the solids. We are 

saying is the strength per unit at least one 

milligram or one percent by weight? If it is 

anything less than that, we think it is not a 

suitable candidate. For,the liquids we are not 

using the strength; we are using the solubility 

ratio, the intrinsic solubility ratio. We are 

saying if it is not less than 1:30, then it may not 

be a suitable candidate. If the answer for this is 

no, then the drug product is not,a suitable 

candidate for low risk consideration. If the 

answer is yes, then you move on and look -into other 

aspects of the drug product. 

[Slide] 

On this slide what we have done is we have 

looked into the interaction of the drug with the 

excipient 

known int 

. What we are saying is if there are any 

eractions reported, if there are reported 

interactions between the drug and the excipients, 
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then this product may not"be‘a suitable candidate 

for this CMC low ri.sk assessment. If the answer 

for this is yes, then the drug product is not a 

suitable candidate for the risk as.sess,ment. If the 

answer is no, then you can mov'e on to the next 

level. 

[Slide] 

At this level what we have done is we have 

looked into the physical property of the drug 

substance, which we have left open on the drug 

substance tree and this is where we are capturing 

that part. We are saying if there is a reported 

impact, like if the physical properties of the drug 

substance are known to have some impact on the 

product performance, then this drug product may not 

be a suitable candidate for this low risk. Are the 

differences in the physical state of the drug 

substance reported to have an impact on the 

performance of the product? If the, answ"er for this 

is yes, then you are saying the drug product is not 

a suitable candidate for low risk consideration. 

If the answer is no, then you move on to the next 

level. 

In the following few levels, what we have 

done is we have captured the aspect of the product 
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specifications, product stability, product 

degradation and packaging and storage, and all of 

those things are covered in the next few levels. 

Here we are saying if the drug product 

meets the contemporary standards, you know, if the 

answer for this is no, then the drug product is not 

a suitable candidate for low risk consideration. 

If it is yes, that you do have product 

specifications which conform to the contemporary 

standards, then you move on to the next level. 

[Slide] 

At this level we are capturing the 

stability and the degradation of the product. We 

are saying do you know if the degradation of this 

product is predictable and if the degradants are 

controlled? So, the question is, is the drug 

product degradation profile predictable and are the 

degradants controlled? If the answer for this is 

no, then the drug product is not a suitable 

candidate for low risk 'consideration. If the 

answer is yes, then you go on to the next level. 

At this level we are capturing the product 

storage and packaging. What we are telling here is 

chat for now we will on,ly consider products which 

are stored at controlled room temperature and which 
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do not require any sgecial packaging. If the 

answer for this is no, then the drug product is not 

a suitable candidate for low risk consideration. 

If the answer is that, yes, it doesn't have those, 

then you move on. 

[Slide] 

At this level we are capturing a little 

bit of product history. We think we need to know 

at least a,couple of years of real-time stability 

of the product on a minimum of three commercial 

batches for the product to be placed in this 

program. So, if the answer for this is no, then ,_. 

the drug product is not a suitable candidate for 

low risk consideration. If the answer is yes, then 

you do have a product which qualifies as a 

candidate for low risk assessment. 

Slide] 

In conclusion,, I would like to acknowledge 

the individuals who have spent a lot of time and 

effort in developing these trees. Thank you. 

DR. LEE: Thank you. Gloria? 

DR. ANDERSON: 'Would you comment on your 

definition of complexity? Based on what you said 

about single synthetic components, something to 

that effect, I am trying to get a picture of how 
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big a molecule would be, -, if that is how you define 

complexity as opposed to some smaller molecule with 

a really horrible function group on it. 

DR. SAYEED: We are not /going to 

functional groups. Did you want to comment on 

that? 

DR. CHIU: Yes, we are not going to base 

on molecular weight of the molecule. What we are 

going to base on is how easy it is to characterize 

the molecule. If one can use appropriate standard 

methodologies such as IR, UV and MR, and element 

analysis, then it is considered well char'acterized. 

When we talk about macro protein molecules, even 

with those tools you cannot characterize them. 

When we talk about single molecules, because 

sometimes you have combination products; you have 

two or three drugs at the same time and you may 

have multiple active ingredients, we will not 

consider that, you know, simple. 

DR. ANDERSON: f understand that but is it 

possible you could have a compound, a molecule that 

is easy to characterize, that can be well 

characterized and have a really bad functional 

group on there that could put it in another 

category? That is really what I am talking about. 
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DR. CHIU: That woul'd be caugh~t"%y"'the . 

other criteria in terms of stability, if you have 

degradation products whether you would detect that. 

so, the specifications and the stability will catch 

your c.oncern. 

DR. ANDERSON: So this is the first step 

here. 

DR. CHIU: Right. 

DR. ANDERSON: Okay, thank you. 

DR. CHIU: Yes, the first step. 

DR. LEE: So, I guess everything is 

relative. I _ 

DR. CHIU: Because there are three 

elements you have to fit all three elements 

together to be considered low risk. 

DR. LEE: I see. 

DR. CHIU: So, it is not either/or. 

DR. SHEK: A couple of quick questions. 

I will start from the end. The last one says are 

there at least two years real-time stability data. 

My question is does that apply to NDAs as well as 

ANDAs, this decision tree? 

DR. SAYEED: Yes, this decision tree ,) 

applies to all applications basically. 

DR. SHEK: So, by definition, two years 
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data wouldn't ap^ply for NDAs?‘ ' . - 

DR. CHIU: No; the idea of three years 

data does not mean the specific product from a 

single company. It means whether you ever have two 

years data for that drug, regardless who makes 

that.. 

DR. SHEK: Right, but if it is a new 

chemical entity and an NDA is being filed, by 

definition it wouldn't fit into this category. 

Right? So, a new chemical entity will never be 

able to through this decision tree. 

DR. CHIU: Well, not necessarily because 

some NDAs do have more than two years stability 

data in the file. 

DR. SHEK: On commercial batches? 

DR. CHIU: Yes, because not necessarily 

are all NDAs first time around in this 'cduntry. 

You know, occasionally we get NDAs with batches 

from Europe but those will be rare. So, I think 

you are right, most of the time a molecular entity 

may not fit as a low risk, but oc.ca~s,ionally will. 

Most ANDAs will be qualified so that is why we 

proposed this truncated ANDA. 

DR. SHEK: If we go up the tree will we 

come out with a definit,ion, of what are contemporary 

MILLER REPORTING COMPANY, .INC. 
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DR. CHIU: Yes,. Yes, in the draft 

guidance we will explain what is contemporary 

standards. We propose mainly following ICH or FDA 

guidance. 

DR. SHEK: And if we go to the top of the 

tree, I think this is just the CMC aspect, and 

maybe it was there and I just missed it, but will 

there be any evaluation even before that of whether 

there is a therapeutic index? 

DR. CHIU: Yes. That would be the second 

tier, the medical consultation. Yes, there we 

rJould look at the safety and the medical risk. 

DR. SHEK: And that will happen"first? 

DR. CHIU: That will happen after we 

propose the list of drugs. Then the medical people 

3an look at those drugs 'andddeci‘d'e; " 

DR. SHEK: Thank you. 

DR. LEE: Art? 

DR. KIBBE: Just a couple of questions. 

rhe question I have is about drug excipient 

zompatibility issues. If there are known excipient 

zompatibility issues but the product in question 

doesn't contain that excipient, and most good 

manufacturers would try to avoid excipients where 

MILLER REPORTING COMPANY, INC. 
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there is a problem, &.gze T.k wound-- st-ill be Go? 

.) .,i . 
Even though there was a known issue with a 

different excipient, the product would not pass? 

DR. CHIU: No, no, that is not the case. 

We are talking about the excipients used in the 

product. 

DR. KIBBE: Right, not just that there is 

an issue. 

DR. CHIU: No. 

DR. KIBBE: I noticed that if they have a 

milligram or less than one.perc'ent they are not 

considered low risk, which means that all 

homeopathic remedies are high risk and we should 

start to evaluate those! 

[Laughter] 

I just throw that out. The question I 

31~0 have is would you 'accept a petition from a 

nanufacturer for exception based on data they have 

:hat would answer the issue on any'-one‘.o‘f these 

lecisions? 

DR. CHIU: We will issue a draft guidance 

;o explain all those criteria, and- we will get Q 

.nput from manufacturers and from the public and 

:hen we will finalize that. I also said we will 

lropose a drug list and then we will seek comments 
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from outside. At that time the pharmaceutical 

companies can propose drugs which are‘n‘ot 'on our 
-,,. -,a- 

proposed list. In the future, when this is 

finalized, we will continue to accept petitions 

from companies if they have, for example, improved 

their specifications; they now have contemporary 

specifications so they should be include'd in' then'. .- 

list. We will continue, to revise our list of 

drugs. 

DR. KIBBE: Thank you. 

DR. LEE: Judy? 

DR. BOEHLERT: '.I have a few questions. In 

:he drug substance decision tree you say that the 

drug has to be stable under ambient conditions. I 

srn wondering if you are going to define what.you 

nean by that because stable is in the eye of the 

)eholder, and what do you m'ean'by ambient? ICH 

:onditions? 

DR. CHIU: Ye's, ‘ICH conditions. tie really 

nean ICH conditions. If you store under ICH 

:onditions and it shows, that it is stable. 

DR. BOEHLERT: 'Stable means meets 

yequirements? 

DR. CHIU: It means it meets the 

rpecifications. 
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DR. BOEHLERT: Right now it doesn't really 

say that. The other issue that you talk‘about are 

physical properties. The way it sounds now is that 

if you need to set a specification for a physical 

property, such as particle size or maybe even 

polymorph, then it would automatically not qualify 

for this treatment and I am wondering why-- 

DR. CHIU: No/no. I 'don't think that is 

the case. 

DR. BOEHLERT: That is what I heard. 

DR. SAYEED: What we are trying to say is 

you identify those charac,teristics in the drug 

substance but those characteristics will not be 

used in saying whether this drug substance is high 

risk or low risk. What we are going to do is what 

kind of impact those characteristics they will have 

on the drug product performance. 

DR. BOEHLERT: Well, say they do have an 

impact on drug product performancebut 'you have 

contemporary specifications; they are controlled; 

you know what they are and they are controlled in 

every batch, why would that change thing.s? 

DR. CHIU: I see. 

DR. SAYEED: Tha,t is a good thing because 

sgain we,go back to the-level of controls we have. 
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I mean, at least for now tie want to deal with 

things that are just straightforward and simple. 

We don't want to get into how much control we can 

have on each company and each product. So, for now 

we want to keep it simple and maybe as time goes on 

and we learn more about it we can move into that 

area of you have the control so you can go ahead 

and use it. 

DR. BOEHLERT: If-*,you don't want to use 

the term contemporary specifications because I have 

applied some of these newer controls such as-- 

DR. SAYEED: I'mean,' mo'st'of these things 

may have the controls but we are saying even if 

these controls happen to have any effect on the 

performance, then we will not use it. That doesn't 

nean that you are not going to control it; you 

control it but you can't use that drug substance. 

DR. CHIU: The proposal right now is that 

Re would like to be rather more conservative at the 

leginning so we will take comments. ,‘ ....,..) If people 

strongly believe this is well controlled and they' 

should be on the low risk drug list we will 

zonsider that. But at this time, you know, we just 

Yant to be rather more',con'servative. 

DR. LEE: We will take two more questions, 
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DR. MEYER: The,one milligram as a cut-off 

point, how was that selected and what will you do 

with multiple strengths, say 'half a milligram and a 

one milligram tablet? 'Where will'it fall?' .., 

DR. CHIU: The reason we picked one 

nilligram is because we thought that for blend. 

uniformity there may be issues so-we thought it may 

not be considered a risk. I see your point about 

nultiple doses and we haven't discussed that. 

vlaybe we will go back, to~think about when there are 

nultiple doses. 

DR. MEYER: 'Any idea how many drug 

products will fall into the low risk category? 

DR. CHIU: Actually, it ‘is very difficult 

20 come up with physical attributes or chemical 

ittributes so we asked our reviewers, based on 

their review experience, which drugs they consider 

:o be really, really 101~ risk, and we actually 

obtained something like 60 drugs. Then we went 

>ack to look at more than 300 applications and 

)ased on that data mining we came up with those 

zriteria. So, I believe'we will, you know, have 

Iany more than just 60 drugs. 

DR. MEYER: I would caution you that the 

MILLER REPORTING COMPANY, INC. 
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will also catch toxic excipients.' So, I think that 
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reviewer system didn't work very well in picking up 

drugs with a high risk for therapeutic problems in 

the generic field. You had some very strange drugs 

on that list. 

DR. CHIU: That will be the next tier. 

The second tier will look at the medical safety. 

so, right now we are just looking at the physical 

characteristics, chemical characteristics. But we 

will take into account the medical safety. 

DR. LEE: John? 

DR. DOULL: I tiould like to go' back to the 

excipient issue. You said that the yes/no question 

for excipients was whether they interacted with the 
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that is the criteria, then it omits the toxicity, 

inherent toxicity of these. 

DR. CHIU: You know, there is no 

difference from active ingredient, toxic or not. 

The agency evaluation includes the toxicity 

evaluation. 

DR. LEE: Maybe I should ask a question to 

close it. It may be a silly "question. What is the 

notivation behind this? 

DR. CHIU: The motivation behind this, we 

nave a multiple motivation because we are looking 

at everything. When we do an evaluation we look at 

zhe risk. Even the CMC review is to identify what 

are the risk factors; what are not risk factors so 

JOU can determine what .is the critical process 

:ontrol and what are the release specifications. 

rhis is just an additional part of the ris'k 

assessment and risk management. 

The second reason is because the agency 

always has limited resources. We want to put our 

resources in places where more exten.sive review and 

evaluation is needed rather than giving every drug 

:he same intense evaluation. For those low risk 

lrugs, you know, we do not need such an oversight 

LS high risk drugs. So, -those are the reasons. 
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DR. LEE: So, this is some kind of a 

triage. 

DR. CHIU: Yes. 

DR. LEE: Thank you. 

DR. MEYER: Can I ask a real quick 

question? 

DR. LEE: Me? 

DR. MEYER: No, no, I want to ask someone 

who knows! 

[Laughter] 

Would recall history play a role in this? 

Would you look'at thatalso?~. 

DR. CHIU: I think in the GMP c,ompliance 

part of the history we will look at recalls; we 

nil1 look at deviations such as a warning and all 

those factors involved in GM?. 

DR. LEE: Toby, one last question? 

DR. MASSA: On August 8 of '01, industry 

provided a readout from the workshop that Dr..Chiu 

and I co-chaired on this topic. I would suggest 

for the committee could get insight on over 500 

participants both from industry and FDA, that the 

YAPS has a web site containing those comments and 

nany of the comments 

contained i n that do 

that Dr. Chiu mentioned are 

cument. 
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To the point that you raised, the 'key 

thing that industry felt is the ability to control 

and characterize; complexity, not as big an issue; 

dosage form, not as big an issue as long as it is 

characterizable and controllable. Those are the 

things that industry really felt very strongly 

about. There is an extensive amount of information 

on the feed-out from that workshop for the 

committee's consideration. 

DR. LEE: Do you have to be a member to 

access those sites? 

DR. MASSA: No, I think that is available 

:o the public. 

DR. CHIU: Yes, the report is on the web 

site of AAPS. 

DR. LEE: Thank you very much. Well, I 

:hink that we are getting back on schedule and we 

:ome to a very interesting topic, blend uniformity. 

1jaz Hussain will tell us about what is going on. " 

Blend Uniformity 

DR. HUSSAIN: This is an update since we 

lad an extensive discussion on the PQRI proposal. 

[Slide] 

Let me sort of walk through the background 

listory here. The issue.that we are talking about 
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is assuring and documenting adequacy of mixing 

lperati.ons., T.,.t,hin,k it is equally an issue of .1^.-" ‘,^." ,"I, 

documentation as the assurance "b,e.caus..e,,,,sampling has 

oeen identified as a,,challenge. , 5 .".,_. 

PQRI's proposal essentially is a proposal 

of using stratified sampling of dosage units during 

routine production to document adequacy of mix. As 

an awareness topic, we brought this issue to the 

advisory committee on November 2.8, 2001, and with 

an extensive discussion of the proposal on May 8, 

2002. Tom Garcia prese.nted,this proposal and we 

discussed it and there was a general endorsement of 

the proposal. 

There were two'recommendations. One was 

from the chair person, saying that you essentially 

need some additional peer review for that. Dr. 

DeLuca had that document peer reviewed and you have 

those reviews in your handout. But FDA.had,st,art.ed 

a panel peer review process and we provided our 

comments to the PQRI on August 14, and PQRI 

essentially came back. w.L%,a fur.th,er ,__ analysis and 

addressed the comments we had raised~and...we.met, for. .",J.._ / 

about three hours on Oc,tober 17. So, it happened 

late last week. I am just going to report on that 

and some next steps. 

. 

II 
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[Slide] 

Let me talk to you about the FDA peer 

review process. This peer review process was set 

20 have an additional peer review which did not 

include members of FDA staff. who participated in 

zhe PQRI proposal itsel,f,: S,o, Dr. Chiu, Joe 

Famulare, Frank Holcomb, myself, Stella Machado Yi 

Tsong and Shen Meyiu, who is in the audience, sort 

of looked at this proposal. Stella and Meyiu Shen 

are from the biostatistics department and Dr. Chiu / -- ._*+_., .-_ ̂l_.. 

you already know. Joe 'Famulare is from the Office 

of Compliance; Frank Holcomb, from the Office of 

Generic Drugs. . ,. 

We found that the concept of stratified 

sampling was acceptable, to us, but we arrived at 

that conclusion from a ,very different perspective. 

We focused our attenti0.n on the science ,an,d 

engineering of blending, compaction and capsulation 

operations, and we felt that ba.sed on our 

understanding and the publicationby Tom Garcia and 

Jim Prescott of PQRI, which was published on the 

root cause analysis of blending problem, that 

became the basis for ac,cepting this proposal. 

Further, examples of stratified sampling 

data that were made available, torus by individuals 
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sort of suppoktkd this ‘fiir.Ckigr. Then I the PQRI 

lecision trees ancl scieT-l-t."~,.ir..f.~.,~,,, justifications 

:learly outlined the whole process. So, those are 

zhe three-pronged aspects that we looked at. 

[Slide] 

The type of examples that we received 

which, unfortunately, were notsubmitted to PQRI, 

which helped us move toward stratified sampling 

Mere this. I actually shared this example with you 

on July 19, 2001 as part of the PAT discussion. 

The question of a representative sample was raised. 

This is a wonderful,e,xa,mple that make a 

zase, a scientific engineering case for stratified 

sampling. This is a commercialproduct where th.e 

blend sample analysis passes without any problem 

and USP content uniformity passes without any 

problem. But when you do a stratified sampling you 

tend to pick up segregation towards the en,d oft:& i 

product run. 

Similarly, Pfizerhad shared with,,,us an,, 

example of when they had put near-infrared at line _I‘", .~ . ..". ,, .,./. .I.I ~ 

and they were doing 300 table analysis or more you 

could see some of the problems similar to th.at in 

their production. 

There was anothe.r case,.study which I did 
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rot get a chance- to plot of about yti. m&anuf,act,u.ring 

-0ts. It .came, fro,m,.a. generic firm which 

essentially showed the same thing, that you can 

lass USP and you can pass the blend testing, yet, 

rou can have a segregation problem. So, in a sense 

today we may be having a problem so the strati~fied 

sampling may make better sense, to move in that 

lirection. 

[Slide] 

The PQRI data mining statistical 

effort--FDA sort of had: a dif,ferent pers.pective on I. I / ..*~hed.' . . 

:his. We looked at _thi,s.,~information as supporting _, ..I I j A,/, e_,, _^I "/ _31*.,_ ,.a. i, ..e +. .,"..*,%_ 

data and the statistica,l simulation, and assumption 

of normality was the primary focus, is it normally 

distributed? Our interpretation, which is outlined 

in the report we sent to PQRI, was that deviation 

from normality suggests potential content 

uniformity problems. I think. t,hat is. h.ow we ".._ . . I 

interpret that issue. ,Norma"lity itself I think 

sort of suggests a problem. 

We asked for additional justification 

based on what we heard .from you and our 

analysis-- sample size, issues with respect to 
I 

routine production; how does it relate to batch 

size; how does it relat,e un.der .dif.fe.rent ._ 
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onditions., we raised s&iiegue"stions about . . . j*.. c.. a".-"..* ne . p~"~"Lli>,ir,",~* ,f_l". 

lategorization qf .blen.~,,s,,~t.e,."~:eadily and marginally I AD* / ",1 .L 

complying based on an RF? vi?l'ye ,sf flu,?? percent I 

lnd what the implications of thi,s ca,tegorization 

rould be on routine production. The .sample size is 

rmall. It ins in tabl.ets *an.d you are basing an 

estimate, or estimating variance on a small sample 

:lze which is less robust now compared to what you / ,~ ..a, 

lad when you had large number of samples in the 

ralidation run. So, what will that do? 

[Slide] 

The PQRI response--y-ou have a handout of 

;he PQRI proposal but I do not plan to go through . 2 -, 

it point by point, but just to summarize f.or you 

:he highlights of the diewussi~w,~xe.a ~&ad ..Y%~~~,J'QPI - 

The points PQRI came back with I think 

made sense to us and,so,rt..of ,-he-Aped us make a 

decision to accept the ,proposal. These included 

that in general PQRI agreed that normality includes 

lack of homogeneity. That is in quotations because 

that is from their slidepresentation. 

The type of segregation that is ,d.ur.ing 

start-up or run-out ,_,__ will not, ,b,e fou.,nd by testing .-_,..,. 

powder in the. blender:. ,,+., jlj i'i..i _ ,.i...~il,~;.."L,,~~,-c.-,ii,ir?r-.-XLrr I think that was obvious to . .P,*l*‘l)r.""*"i. ,iee ..W*_,._( *//".+" ., . 

us but I think sort of 'points to why stratified 
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ampling is a better ref.,lectipn of a,.~,anufa,~.turing 

lrocess or system. Stratified s,ampling 

ipecifically targets locatipns, which have.,a higher 

*isk of producing failing content uniformity 

*esults. 1 think we w-W, eee .so.me qf the,..exvwles 

irom information that we .have. 

The issue that,w‘e st,ruggled with most was 

:he sample size. Dr. Kibbe had raised J&at. issue 

it the advisory committee last, tim~e,and.we,,had 

discussed that. We de,li,be,rrated on this quite a bit ., ",_ 1/. .x i,r,.,i,-. > _., /__ *. ._ ,, , 

ind the question came out to bei- this a 

representative sample. I think that became the 

question. In,. va.lid,a,t,io,n, for example, you are 

-ooking at 20 locations and essentially you are 

representing five percent of the batch.every time 

you take a sample. More sampling locations would 

lot change this substan,tial.Jy. The number of 

Location.s, 20 for validation seem.ed appropriate. 

Zssentiall.y, the argument PQRI proposed was that 

sampling here is dependent on sampling , 

representative of the population. That, we -felt, 

is a good starting point f.or that. 

[Slide] 

One issue which we a.re."still struggling a 

bit with, at least in my mind I am struggling with 
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16 1 USP type, stage 1, where you look at 10 tablets.and 

17 

18 

the mean has to be between 90-110 percent and the .~ ., /. j , ,- .,* _.., ,.,_, 

relative standard devia>tion is les,s than ,*,o,-r,, equal 

19 

20 

21 

to five percent. You could go to stage 2 where N 

equals 30 and when the .RS.D, is ,not,...met. There the i., ̂  _.,.~_ " _",e , 

RSD value for stage 2 is less than or equal to six 

22 
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t ;his because although this looks simple on paper 

t 

E 

:his could pose potential problems during routine 

)roduction for the operators and for how companies 

vi11 manage this, is the- implication of finding a v 

ligh RSD value during routine production is the ..,. 

issue. 

Remember, the proposal is to classify or 

categorize blends as readily meeting or marginally 

neeting the criteria,based,p,n, an,RSD, relative 

( 

r 

! standard deviation, value of four percent or less. 

L,, . If the relative standard .deviati,on.,estir?ated is. _ 

less than fo.ur percent, it is classified as re~adily 

complying. If it is no,t, it is marginally 

( complying. For readily complying products standard 

percent. 

The*potential dichoto,my of classifying 

this as readily complying based on four percent and 

routinely seeing a high RDS poses a question--what 
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happened? So, ,_ that had to be add,ressed, and what ,,> 

do you do in those circymstagces., 

Just to sort of complete the thought 

process, tightened specifications or tightened 

testing was recommended by PQRI for products that 

are classified as marginally p.assing. That means 

you are looking at 30 tablets and the mean" between 

90-110 percent and an RSD less than six percent. 

The proposal also went on to say that when five 

each of consecutive batches meet an RSD of less 

than or equal to five percent, then you revert to 

standard testing. 

[Slide] 

In response to~sort of our question, PQRI 

came back with.an additional, comment saying that 

they proposed to add that when performing standard 

testing-- 1 am at the bottom part of the slide--when 

performing standard testing, when the RSD of one 

batch following stage 12 testing is greater than 

five percent, then you will switch to tightened 

testing. So, that is what the new PQRI proposes. 

I think it sounds logical, but in terms of 

actually doing this, sw'itching back and forth from 

testing and so forth at the operator level, I am 

not sure how much of a challenge this will pose. I 
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5 internal FDA meeting. We met on October 17th and 

6 1 we did not meet after that. We will bring together 

7 all the thoughts to define an outline for a new 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 think is necessary but I think we will have to see 

16 what sort of training will be needed, and then 

17 

18 

proceed to a fina. guidance. 

[Slide] 

19 

20 

21 in your handout. Ken Mbrris was one of the 

22 

23 

reviewers also. For our review we did not have 

those comments that you' have in your handout. I 

24 went back to look at those comments from the 

. 25 outside peer review process. There was a range of 

120 

think it is acceptable but I think we have some 

questions on the logistic-s. 

[Slide] 

The next steps are that we will have an 

, draft guidance based on the PQRI proposal, defining 

both review and compliance roles; assess and plan 

for training needs; assign the responsibility to a 

small group of individuals to draft the guidance. 

1 We will publish the draft guidance to seek public 

comments. Formal training of FDA staff, especially 

investigators who will be dealing with these I 

I do want to sort of say a few things 

about the other peer review comments that you have 

1 
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comments. 

All the concerns that were expressed in 

.his, I was happy to note that we captured those in 

)ur review, except for certain aspects. 

:mplications and perceptions resulting from 

:ontinued recommendation of" b,len%d ,t,ees.ting during 

ralidation was raised, especially by the European 

tolks--in a sense, doesn't it contradict what,you 

ire trying to do? Also ,' some of the criticism was 

-ncreased focus on end-product testing to db 

quality, that is, moving away from building quality 

in the paradigm; and new technological solutions 

ignored. Those are sort of the,co*mments. , "I I_,. ,) , ,_" 

I just want to sort of address that. .Keep 

in mind that the PQRI working group was asked to 

focus on the existing problem within the confines 

>f the draft ANDA guidance. So, since they did not 

zover that, they were not asked to cover that an-d, 

therefore, we did not want to bring those comments 

into our evaluation. 

[Slide] 

But I do want to address a potential 

perception of a dichoto!my between what we are ./ , ^ 

trying to do here with th,e strati"f"ied sampling and 

the PAT. I do not see that~ a,s a dic,hptomy. So, 
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22 that, the PAT guidance will allow that to happen. 

23 Then the question comes why would anybody do that? 
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122 

tet me explain that. 

We are in the current situationof 

lnivariate te,sting to document the quality 

approach. That is reality; that is today. We are 

lsing traditional methods and the current PQRI 

proposal and draft guidance will be in line with " ., ,-, ". 

zhat. At the same time, I think we will offer in 

:he draft, guidance some,opportunities to bring in 

at-line methods whi.ch could..b"e very rapid and the 

draft guidance may include information on, the use 

of NIR methods itself. 

But under the PAT scenari~o where we, will 

move towards a different paradigm, where you have 

multivariate~ quality by design approach, where 

somebody could have on-: and/or at-line testing 

methods for all critica,l components and processes, 

excipients and so forth, that is a high level. So, 

we are not requiring that because that system is 

adequate for intended u,se. .But if some"body goes to 

I think the incentive wou-ld be what we 
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have heard from many companies, to do the right 

thing. For first-time manufacturing it makes 

business sense. It makes all sorts of. sens.e from 

an efficiency perspective. But also from a 

regulatory perspective there is another set of 

incentives that come through. It is the risk 

itself because now you have focused.attention on 

the entire system and you are better able to 

control that. So, you have a lower risk leading to 

a lower regulatory concern. So, that is the added 

incentive that sort of can come through this 

process. 

[Slide] 

so, the new technology solutions and the 

PAT, just to sort of wrap up my thoughts on that, 

the draft guidance may include information on the 

use of NIR methods. I am not promising that but we 

will try to do that. The PQRI blend unif.o,rmity new 

technology group has already proposed validation 

criteria for NIR and it will be published as a USP 

PF article so that already is a source of 

information, plus there are other excellent 

monographs on NIR validation, and we have our own 

laboratory experience w'ith NIR and NIR imaging 

methods so we are in a good position to sort of 
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Jive some guidance on hoti one'~tiould do t,h,is 

2t-line. 

The proposed PAT guidance will further 

elaborate on how to introd-,uce*.new technologies to , ~ ,_i_ .,^" "1( ,_,, _,‘. ̂. ̂ _, 

improve process understanding and efficiency. So, 

it is win-win and we are moving in a step by step 

Eashion. 

[Slide] 

I will just sort of share some data with 

you. Here is our most recent publication that is 

on the web site of AAPS, PharmSciTech,. This. .was 

done in our lab by Rob Lyon and others where we 

looked at ne.ar-infraredspectral imaging for 

quality assurance of pharmacology products, 

focusing on analysis of tablets--to -assess powder 

blend uniformity. Here you can do this in a matter 

of seconds, and the issue o-f sample size and so 

forth is not anissue. Alt.,h*o,ugh the challenge here 

that we are facing is the scale of scrutiny, it is 

a fraction of a tablet so it is far.more-sensiti-.ve. .""." ,. 

So here are four examples of commercial 

blend of flurosemide tablets versus experimental 

blends with various" degrees of blend homogeneity 

and you can see how easily one can pick this up. 

so, there is still some work that -ne~ed.s.to be done, . __ ). / .‘^ ._. a._, 
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technology is there. 

[Slide] 

With the PAT concept, focusing on 

nultivariate, I do want to sort of address the, 

issue of dissolution. When we focus only on the ,..__> . /_ a" _l_. __h..." x_._I, *.. _.,‘ .x 

drug there are many circumstances where there is a 

risk of noon-homogeneity with respect to other 

components. For example, here is a case study on ,, ". . 

what happens when you don't have,adequacy or 

uniformity of mix with respect to magnesium 

stearate. Here dissolution failures occ,ur at the. 

early part of the run and the later part of the 

run. So, the stratifie,d sampling plan for 

dissolution is a question but, at the same time, I 

think with the PAT we c,an address,all t,hese issues., 

[Slide] 

Just to illustrate that point further, 

here is an excellent ex*a*mple from Pfizer presented 

at our PAT subcommittee. .If. you look at the 

control blend, and the 'focus is on the green spots, 

and look at the problem blend, look at the green 

spots, control blend had normal resolution; poor 

blend had slow. resoluti.on. Matr,i.x level II_ I. . . -_.) .> " 

differences relate to distribution and particle 
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size of disintegrant within that blend. And, blend 

can lead to dissolution challenges too because of 

non-homogeneity of the excipients. 

[Slide] 

so, sort of in a, continuum, I think the 

PQRI proposal is acceptable. It is a step above 

the current USP requirements, and it is an 

improvement in terms of focusing on the stratified 

scheme to making the sampling more representative. 

That sort of covers one aspect. 

In the future new technology will further 

help to improve but, as we have said already, PAT 

and new technology are not requirements. These are 

options available for companies which can do this. 

so, with that I will stop. The USP content 

uniformity is just for your information so that you 

know what all that is. 

_j ,_) _,. 1. ,) _ L .” ” 

_.b.( ..(._ ;. . -, “, 

DR. LEE: Thank you very much. Any 

questions for Ajaz? Yes, Marv? 

DR. MEYER: This is a somewhat political 

question I guess. Some people accuse the agency of 

implementing guidances while they are still in 

draft form. I notice on page five, under "next 

steps,l' you have draft guidance training of FDA 

staff and then final guidance. Are you training 
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t these people to implement the dra~ft guidance? 

DR . HUSSAIN: 

1 

Wh,at we ado is when ,we*. are 

I 

i 

1 

ready to have, a final guidance ready to go out, we 

zrain on that. Actually, the training just before 

zhe final should help us to fine-tune tha,t. That 

nas been our way of sort of making sure the final 

guidance has captured every part. It is done at a 

later point when we are ready to issue the final 

guidance. 

( 

DR. LEE: Art? 

DR. KIBBE: When you are talking about the 

number of times you sample throughout the process, 

you are saying you are going to sample at 20 

, different places unless you have a low percent RSD 

and then you will sample at 10 different places? 

Is that right? 

DR. HUSSAIN: No, the 20 locations are for 

the validation run. so, for the validation 

experiment essent.ially you have,three samples 

collected at ~20 dif,fe.re,nt .l~o,oat,ion,s so. you have a 

total of 60 units being analyzed. In routine 

production i.f -you have classified your powder blend 

as readily complying, having less than four percent 

RSD during the validation, then you take 10 tablets 

from 10 different locations. Although you will 
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:ake three tablets from'i6 icjCati,ons, you will 

analyze only one each from diffe‘rent locat,,ions. If : 

fou don't meet the marginally complying or if you 

are marginally complying to that, then you will 

analyze 30 tablets from 10 locations. 

DR. KIBBE: I just got lost on your 

numbers. 

DR. HUSSAIN: During routine production 

the number of locations, is 10. 

DR. KIBBE: So, 10 times during the tablet 

run. 

DR. HUSSAIN: Right. 

DR. KIBBE: And how many tablets at each? 

DR. HUSSAIN: Stage 1 would be one from 

each location, so 10 total. Stage 2 would be three 

from each location, so that would,,be 38, total . ,‘ .._ , ,... 

during routine production. 

DR. KIBBE: And we expect to be able to 

get statistically significant understanding of the 

first million tablet~s by looking at one tablet? 

Right? 

DR. HUSSAIN: As I said, the question is, 

is it representative. Unfortunately, if you look 

at the current standards, these are minimal 

standards. These are the min+imal I ̂ _ __( **. st,a,~a,da,rds of ",j. _s_, (,, , 
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;oday so tomorrow you can -have a be~tter system with 

?AT. So if you want to go for lower risk, go to 

?AT. 

DR. MOYE: Can I follp,y-up on that? 

DR. LEE: Sure, 

DR. MOYE: "There are standards, for that, 

nethodology that have been available now for about, 

forty years on determining the appropriate sample 

size for the given background rate, if you will. I 

take it that has not ,been implemented here? 

DR. HUSSAIN: It is a loaded question and 

the answer to that is two-fold., One isth,e ,GMP, 

process essentially is a process that focuses on 

building quality in. So, the combination of all 

the GMP requirements of documenta,tion, checking and 

so forth, and all that, allows one to use USP type 

standards to release an,d,,that is the logic that the 

current system works un,der. 

The sample has to be representative and 

GMP plus the USP type is sort of the minimum 

standard that we.use to,day. A statistically based 

sampling scheme I think is what we started from 

years ago, in the 19 %Os, is whn that. came ._," about T , 

Then, we have the current system of GMP plus 

compendium standards as being the minimal 
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standards. 

DR. MOYE: Okay, that is where we have 

>een but w,here are we going? Let me ask you 

:ormally, do you,:anticipate at some point in the 

yoreseeable future being able to implement more 

standard methodology into this process, into the 

sampling process? 

DR. HUSSAIN: Well, I think there are two 

scenarios. Pefi,in,it,eAh with the PAT we are moving 

in that direction. Just to s,hare~ the ..example 

Pfizer shared with us at the sci.ence bqard, and so 

Eorth, our current standards dare wh,at we.call zero 

tolerance stan.dard,.s,.. ,____*_ If you look at the USP, at 

stage 2 no tablet should be outside 75-125 labeled 

amount, and the RSD that wee accept is about 7.6 

percent. If you know it is a normal distribution, 

you know there are several units outside. that 

75-125. It is simply a matter of chance whether 

you find that unit and*.;r,eject that lot or you 

don't. So, unfortunate,ly, the current standard 

that we have does not fully take into consideration 

the underlying statistical principles. 

DR. MOYE: Well, what do we do about &hat? 

How do we agree that it doesn't? What happens 

next? 
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DR. HUSSAIN: It hasbeen the standard for 

years so what we are trying to do is help improve 

that in a step by step fashion, bringing more 

science into it. 

DR. MOYE: Then, just to push you, what is 

the next step here? I mean, now we are talking 

about sampling, if I understand right, one or two 

tablets per million. 

DR. HUSSAIN: It could be that. 

DR. MOYE: Okay, so what then specifically 

is our.next s,tep? 

DR. CHIU: Right now the USP sampling plan 

is that you take 10 tablets from a million tablets 

of a batch, regardless where you pick them. The 

new proposal, the stratified methodology, is that 

you will have to identi~fy during the validation of 

these 20 locations which are critical. So, those 

are the locations which may have deviations because 

of blending. So, therefore, one way you look at it " ^ 

is that during the blending validation you identify 

the critical points. Then for product, at release, 

you also identify these 10 critical locations. 

Right now we know the initial location and 

at the end of the batch would be most vulnerable to 

be outside the limits. So, that would be 
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definitely picked up. The rest of the locations 

vi11 be ,ba.se,d on ,maguuf,acturing to identify other ", ",I.-,* L.XW*L_J" 

critical locations. So, those 10 tablets will be 

nuch more representative oft a.batch so you can 

catch your deviation easily. That would all be 

performed, you know, during the validation period. 

SO, I think this proposal is a much better way to 

assure product quality and it is an improv.ement. 

It is not perfect. If you want to do statistics on 

a minimum batch you probably need more than a 

thousand tablets to be teste.d. S,o, our idea is 

that you have process control a,nd you have release 

testing and the testing has to be more 

representative per batch. 

DR. LAYLOFF: Let m.e comment-- 

DR. HUSSAIN: No, let me answer that. The 

answer I think is simply this, the testing is only 

one small part of the system. I mean, I think you 

have to look at it in. that perspective because the 

GMP requirements require you to qualify every step 

of the way and you are ,monitoring every step. So, 

this is one small part of the entire quality 

system. Can the sampling be improved? Definitely. 

But for an entire systems approach, you have to 

look at it from that perspective because you have a 
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ralidated bat,ch and then you have minimal testing _,, _,_ "lc . . .^I_ 

:o essentially ensure that the validation worked 

every time. So, it is a gross failure test from 3 

>ne perspective. 4 

DR. LEE: Tom? 

DR. LAYLOFF: Yes, I was going to comment. 

[ think we have lived w,ith. the statqistical 

absurdity of assuming that the batch is a normal 

distribution and that a, few tab,lets .are 

representative of this ,norma,l,distribution. 

Jowever, I went through probably the content 

uniformity on 20,000 batches that we had analyzed 12 

13 

14 

in our laboratory and it is absolutely startling 

chat it works. I mean, we don't find the failures 

zhere. I have actually taken cases where I had my 

Laboratory with automat,ed analysis run 600 tablets 

15 

16 

out of a batch and I th,ink the controls, the GMP 17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

controls are what-makes, it work be,cause it i,s 

statistically absurd. 

DR. MOYE: I guess if you have a problem 

that is hyper prevalent, then I imagine that this 

small sample might be of some benefit and I would 

23 agree that sampling four out of a million is better 

24 than sampling two out of a million, but I don't 

think it is very much better. But if you have a 
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problem that is not so hype-r prevalent then, of 

course, this is going to fail. If I understand you ,, ._ , ( . 

right, you are telling me that there are additional 

steps or assurances that you take and that it is 

inappropriate maybe to make too...big of an issue 

about the .statistical~ aspect of sampling because 

anything that this inadequate step procedure 

nisses, the other field..er will catch. Is that 

right? 

DR. HUSSAIN: If you take a systems 

approach to that in the sense of ,raw mate,rial 

qualification with document,ing that, rechecking 

that, every step is sort of followed and documented 

and signed by two people. So, that is the system. 

The redundancies that a,re built in, in many ways 

end-product testing, if you have built quality in, 

is redundant to start w,ith. So. 

DR. LEE: I want to suggest that you two 

go for lunch, get together at lunch. I think from 

a statistical point of ,view it doesn't make sense. 

Is that right? But, yet, in practice it seems to 

work and I think that perhaps for products of high 

quality it really doesn't matter. It re.minds,me,of 

getting speeding ticket,s. Hundreds of people get 

speeding tickets. But let me turn to Toby. 
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DR. MOYE: fn Ht5Qkt~bii inbj-@,,$han, oqe ,,or.two 

qer million get speeding tickets! 

[Laughter] 

DR. MASSA: I think we have str,uggled with 

exactly the issue that you are talking about and 

Ajaz' point. I think none of us agrees that--you " I. 

know, regardless of what sampling plan you use, I 

think we all agree that, the rationale of sampling 

from such a large batch was something that we all 

questioned. I think where.we"will feel comfortable. _,(." .>. 

and where we do take comfort in the current, 

situation is that most of us work,t.o,Kard b*ui,l.ding "~ __I 

quality into the manufacturing process, not testing 

it in as a result of either end-product or blend 

uniformity testing. We look at critical process 

parameters and we know ,that when you add a drug to 

a blend you have gone through great pains in 

development and validation to look at critical 

parameters like mixing speed and mixing time to 

know when you have achi,eved homogeneity of the mix. 

Granted, some of the issues we have 

identified as a result of that process point to the 

fact that even though you may have achieved 

homogeneity at the time of blending, sometimes you 

get post blend transformations that cause you to .i . . 
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aant to look at the end,‘;product. In parallel with 

Dur effort of looking at end-product testing, we 

spent a lot of time in our aqalytical technologies 

group putting a proposal together to USP on NIR 

testing of the blend because, we thin.k test-ing of 

the blend using NIR is probably a more viable 

alternative to the end-product testing because it 

is looking at a critical process parameter rather 

than looking at an end product. 

I also think that, on Ajaz' point, we will 

all be very happy when we can all do content 

uniformity testing on every tablet going through a 

line. I don't know when that is going to happen 

and when that, tec.hnplogy is going to be 

commercially feasible, but we have talked about 

that. As we do that, we are going to need a 

different regulatory paradigm because you are going 

to be testing every tablet in a batch. You.,are not 

going to test 10 tablets or 30 tablets, and they 

are not all going to pass. 

To your point, we may fi,nd that, you know, 

out of a batch of five or ten million tablets that 

we may have 10,000 tablets that we identify as we 

go through testing every tablet. That doesn't mean 

that the rest of that batch is b.a,d,as long as we 
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. 

-an figure out where 
to: Y&g:y~at.&"tKose failing 

tablets. I don't think,.that is. t.oo far in t~.he 

Euture. I think the effort-s.- that" w.e, are working on ~.I ., ,_,,/ A. 

Ear PAT and the GMP init,i.ative, ,wi&.j. ,u,&tima,te,&y get 

IS there so that we won,"t have&,t.o w.orry about 

statistical sampling. 

DR. GARCIA: Toby t this is Tom, Tom 

Zarcia. 

DR. LEE: Yes, Tom, could you speak louder 

please? 

DR. GARCIA: Sure. The blend unif,ormity 

working group, when we devised our sampling scheme, 

we used a lot of operating characteristic curves 

and we specifically tested the number of tablets 

tested per location. W<hat we demon,strated is that 

by increasing above the curve the numbers that are 

in the recommendation f~or both~vaJ.&dat$on an.d~,,, _ 

routine testing we really didn't gain a lot of 

increased power in discrimin.ating. For example, if 

you see ROC curves in the recommendation, each one 

of those points is a result of taking 5000 

simulated samples from a batch of known.standard 

deviations and in e.ach >one of ,those,you could see 

that as we increased~the,higher numbers of samples, 

there isn't a whole .lot, of .dif,f,ere,nce in the> 
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iiscriminatin,g power of,the curves.‘ So, that is a 

strong argument for the question on the sample 

lumber. 

The second point I would like to make, is 

zhat the group felt that it is more important how 

and where you take the tablets orthe capsules in 

zhe batch rather than the.numbe,r.,.,.that you take. 

Zight now we are just looking at random samples. 

For example, we take 30 tablets and subject them to 

JSP testing. With the proposal that we are putting 

forth we are specifically targeting problematic 

areas in the beginning of the batch, end of the 

batch and during bin changeovers. So, you can see 

that if there is a problem with a batch we are a 

lot more likely to pick that up, even with the 

number that we are taki,ng, than if we continue with 

random sampling. That is all Ihave. 

DR. LEE: Thank you. Art? 

DR. KIBBE: I think that statistical.ly 

speaking the way we end-stage test is like the .( _ 

"emperor's new clothes.tf We think we have 

something that makes sure that our batch is good 

and all the product we put out is good, but it 

really is ghosts and mirrors. There is no way of 

statistically proving that. However, that evolved 
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>ver at least as long d"sI have been around. The 

leginnings of this all started with equipment 

nlas --you know, if you could get 10,000 tablets out 

in an hour you were lucky, and now we are at a 

completely different stage. 

What has happened industrially is that the 

evolution offthe method, of getting to the point 

where we now turn the tablet m.ac,hi,ne o,n,~ha.s gotten 

tighter and better, and what we are really 

depending on is the process atid 'ridt 'the end-stage 

test. The end-stage test is kind of like L,inus' 

blanket. It makes Linu,s feel good but it is not 

really solving his problems. The sooner we can get 

to the described situation where"we,actu,ally are 

running each tablet through NIR and looking at the 

uniformity on the surfa,ce of jzhe-tablet as..,aG 

indicator of what the t,able.t, looks like, and the 

sooner we get in-process controls that we are 

really happy with, the better off we are going to 

be in the long run. I am just happy that we are 

moving in that directio,n. 

DR. LEE: Very well. Thank you very much, 

Ajaz. 

DR. LAYLOFF: Could I make a comment also? 

DR. LEE: Brief. 
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DR. LAYLOFF: Brief, okay. I was back on 

the ground floor of content uniformity when we were 

doing digoxin and developed the single tablet 

method instead of averaging 20 in a mortar and 

pestle, and we found tablets that ranged from 

50-300 percent in the same bottle. 

Now, one of the things that you see with 

this variance level is that there,is an an,alytical 

variance that is coming in there also. The HPLC 

procedures themselves will run about one percent on 

consecutive injections. However, you are talking 

about a sample workup there also. So, you are 

looking at about 2.5 percent CV for the identical 

amount of material for an analyst taking it from 

the beginning to the end so you are looking at an 

aggregate response. Content uniformity was a very 

big issue and it has been very well addressed. 

That is why I did about 20,000 batches to look at 

it. 

DR. LEE: Thank you very much. The next 

item on the agenda is open public hearing. There 

was one pers'on expressing interest to do so but he 

could not make it. That means that there is no 

open public hearing for this session. I propose 

that we adjourn for lunch but because in the 
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afternpon~ we, have a couple of phone-ins we cannot 

be one hour ahead of schedule. Get's say that we 

come back here at 1~30 and I suggest that the 

committee members study the background about the 

issue to be discussed, polymorphism, over lunch. 

Thank you. 

[Whereupon, at 11:50 a.m., the proceedings 

were recessed for lunch, to reconvene at 

1~30 p.m.1 
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AFTERNOON PROCEEDINGS 

DR. LEE: The topic this afternoon is 

regulatory issues related to crystal habits, 

polymorphism. The committee is well rested and 

ready to go, and Gary Buehler is going to introduce 

the topic for us. 

Regulatory Issues Rel,ated to Cifskil H&bits 

- Polymorphism Introduction 

DR. BUEHLER: Thanks, Dr. Lee and thanks 

to the committee for inviting me to introduce this 

very important topic to the Office of Generic 

Drugs. I am Gary Buehler. I am the dire,cto"r of 

the Office of Generic Drugs. 

[Slide] 

The topic this afternoon is regulatory 

issues related to the crystal habits or 

polymorphism in ANDAs. I will give a short, brief 

introduction and, believe me, mine will be the 

least scientific of the presentations. Then 

Lawrence Yu will present scientific considerations 

of polymorphism in ANDA's. Our expert comments will 

consist of Ken Morris, from Purdue University, and 

Leslie Benet, on the phone, from the University of 

California. Dr. Harry Brittain wasn't able to be 

with us this afternoon ,so he wi.11 not be making an 
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iddress. 

[Slide] 

The title of my presentation is 

?olymorphs- -what's the problem? Over the past year 

Dr two we have asked this question a number of 

zimes to the advisory committee to address, the 

?olymorph issue. I,k.now some,of you have wondered 

tihy we are spending this much time on polymorphs; 

it seems like a simple issue to you folks. You are 

scientists; you underst,and it. I am sort of a 

quasi-scientist. I am ,a pharmacist; I am not a 

Ph.D. I have had di.f,fi,culty in understanding this 

topic and people have explained it to me a number 

of times and it is my unfortunate position to have 

to explain this topic to lawyers many times because 

the polymorph issue often sort of flows over -into 

the legal arena and we have tp explain the issue to 

our lawyers. That is why somehow I have to figure 

it out and I have to ha,ve a fairly simple 

explanation of it. 

[Slide] 

I tell our lawyers that polymorphs are the 

same but maybe they are different. I say, you 

know, just take it from there. Th~ey just look at 

me with sort of a funny look on their face and they 
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lifferent?1' ,I say, llwell, the same crystal 

structure; different form. They look different but 

they are the same." So, they say, 1'continue.1V 

[Slide] 

So Lawrence gave me this example, diamonds 

and coal. Diamonds and coal are obviously very 

different looking but they are both carbon. Take 

it one step further and we talk about coal in an 

ANDA. Is coal bioequivalent to a diamond? I don't 

think we will ever find that out. Does coal 

exhibit the same identi,ty, strength, purity, 

quality and stability? Again, we probably will 

never find that out., B,ut I think everyone in the 

room agrees coal and di,amond a.re,.diffe,rent... 

[Slide] 

Let's take one a little bit easier to 

understand and a little bit easier to apply to 

pharmaceutical formulations, crystalline sugar and 

powdered sugar. I don',t know how many of you out 

there are bak.ers but you know that we can't 

substitute crystalline sugar for powdered sugar in 

many recipes that we use. They are both sugar and 

if we put them in water, they both dissolve and they 

both will make our coff,ee sweet. B,ut if. you look 
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at a box of crystalline sugar and a box of powdered 

sugar, pound for pound the crystalline sugar box 

will be twice a big. Two pounds of crystalline 

sugar equal about one pound of powdered sugar in 

bulk. When we dissolve them we probably could make 

a bioequivalent formulation but there would be some 

formulations that probably wouldn't be 

bioequivalent, depending on how the product was 

formulated. 

I use this example for our lawyers and 

they actually seem to get it a little bit; the 

light goes on a little bit. They all recognize 

crystalline sugar and powdered sugar; they have all 

seen it and they all recognize it as being quite 

different looking, and they will recognize that it 

is all sugar. 

[Slide] 

The 314.94(a) (51, which is an ANDA 

regulation, states the active ingredient in an ANDA 

is the same as that of the reference listed drug. 

All ANDAs have a reference listed drug that is the 

innovator product, and the activ.e ingredient in an s ,. 

ANDA product must be the same. 

[Slide] 

What is the "samel'? Our regulation 
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preamble clarifies t"lie :def.in.ition of "same"" to .meet 

the same standards for identity as described in the 

USP. In some cases, however, FDA may prescribe 

additional standards such as crystalline structure 

and stereoisomeric mixture. If you have any 

questions as to what is the same and what isn't the 

same, you are directed to call the Office of 

Generic Drugs. 

[Slide] 

What is polymorphism? Different physical 

forms of the same chemical structure. ,This is a 

very simple definition. This is my definition that 

I use for the lawyers. Lawrence will give a 

definition that I belie,ve wil,l occupy three or four 

slides. But basically this is it. Different 

polymorphs may exhibit different properties, 

including stability, very importantly stability, 

and bioavailability. This is the critical 

consideration for ANDAs. 

[Slide] 

With modern technology, the identification 

of multiple polymorphs has become easier. Some 

people have made actual science out of identifying 

polymorphs for-drug products. Because of their 

unacceptable properties however, the majority of 
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these polymorphs have little.,utility and cannot be 

developed into quality products. 

[Slide] 

Let's go into a little history of what the 

problem is for the Office of Generic Drugs. Again, 

the problem overflows into the legal arena. On 

September 29, 2000 a citizen petition was filed by 

Glaxo SmithKline for ce,furo,x.ime .axetil, the 

innovator product Ceftin. The petition requested 

the FDA deny approval of any ANDA for cefuroxime 

sxetil whose active ingredient is wholly or 

partially in a crystalline form. The innovator 

product uses entirely the amorphous form for 

eefuroxime axetil, or require stringent drug 

substance and drug product specifications for solid 

state form, including the content of the individual 

polymorphs. 

[Slide] 

There was also,a USP monograph petition 

because the USP monograph at that time specified 

that the polymorphic form of cefuroxime axetil be 

the amorphous form. We met with USP on the 

monograph issue and we met numerous, and I do mean 

numerous times with the, lawyers in drafting a 

37-page response that detailed our scientific 
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3 to the advisory committee as background information 

4 

5 '. [Slide] 

6 Another fairly important drug is 

7 

8 

omeprazole. About four months befor,e the pediatric 

exclusivity for Prilosec was due to expire we were 

9 informed of a possible polymorphic issue. I really 

10 

11 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 Lastly, fluoxetine; this is Prozac. On 

21 July 18, 2001, about two weeks before the pediatric 

22 exclusivity for Prozac was due to expire, we were 

23 informed that aaiPhA.RMA* off.. Nprth<,.Ca,rolina ,,,h,eed a, 

24 patent on once polymorphic form of fluoxetine. They 

asserted that, their patent claimed the drug product 25 

148 

position on polymorphs.' This response is in the 

public record. I believ<,e ,it has also*$b.een provided ~6. * /~ .,.. .a* _s*. , . ,d.._ 

on a couple of occasions. 

can't give a whole lot of information on this 

particular issue because although it was made 

public to the various generic applicants, it was 

not made public to the general public. But after 

significant review of the available data, and again 

many meetings with both the review division who did 

the initial review on Prilosec, the Office of 

Generic Drugs and our Office of Chief Counsel, the 

issue was ad,dre,ssed.. _/ . ,,_ 

[Slide] 

/  _ .  _. , . ,  .  _, ;  I  _ ,  ,  
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or method of using Prciac‘and should be listed in 

FDA's Orange Book. However, only the NDA sponsor 

is authorized to request a patent listing in the 

Orange Book and aaiPhARMA was informed of that so 

they, therefore, requested Eli Lilly, the NDA 

applicant, to list this particular patent in the 

Orange Book. 

8 [Slide] 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

Eli Lilly informed aaiPh,ARMA'that the,y did 

not plan on listing the patent in the Orange Book 

because they did not believe that the polymorphic 

form claim,ed the approved drug product. aaiPhARMA 

appealed back to the FDA and FDA went'back to Lilly 

and said will,you reaffirm that this patent will 

not be listed in the Orange Book? 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

Understand the,significance of the listing 

of the patent into the Orange Book. If this patent 

were listed in the Oran'ge Book the pending ANDA 

applicants for any pending ANDA for fluoxetine at 

that time, and there were 20-plus applicants, would 

have to certify to this particular patent as to 

whether they infringed it or they did not infringe 

it. The certification ,,usua,.lly is in the form of 

what we call paragraph 4 certification which 

challenges the particular patent. In doing so, 
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nolder an opportunity to sue,.them. There would be 

a 45-day waiting period that would ensue 

immediately and during that period the innovator 

company or patent holder ,could sue each ANDA ._" ,.,. 

applicant, and that would trigger a 30-month stay 

of approval and the Office of Generic Drugs would 

not be able to approve any fluoxetine products 

during that 30-month period. 

so, that is the legal significance of this 

polymorph issue. In th:is particular case, Eli ,. > 

Lilly replied back to the FDA that it was npt. 

listing the patent. Therefore, it kept the door 

open for the approval of the ANDAs for fluoxetine 

and, in fact, on August 2, I believe, the first 

ANDAs for fluoxetine were approved. Those were the 

ANDAs that had 180-day exclusivity. Then the 

subsequent January, about 20-plus additional ANDAs 

inTere approved for fluoxetine. There are quite a 

few of them now. 

[Slide] 

aaiPhARMA then asked FDA to list the 

patent. aaiPhARMA was not giving up. They asked 

the FDA if Lilly wouldn't list the patent, they 

wanted us to list the patent. But we replied that 
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only the NDA applicant can list the patent in the 

Orange Book. aaiPhARMA,, sued us. Well, we are 

being used to being sued. We get sued pretty 

regularly, and this was‘another one. We were sued " ,. 

in North Carolina I believe--I think it was in 

Richmond. Eventually, to make a long story short, 

aaiPhARMA lost the lawsuit and they also lost the 

appeal. The lawsuit was not whether their patent 

should be in the Orange Book; the lawsuit was 

whether they could list the patent, they, the 

patent holder could list it and not only the NDA 

holder. The court affirmed that our'regulations 

state clearly the NDA holder is the only one that 

can list the patent. FDA cannot do it and the 

patent holder cannot do it. 

These three cases just portray the 

problems that we have encountered in the Office of 

Zeneric Drugs over polymorphs. It is a simple 

scientific issue, we believe, and can be explained 

in fairly simple scientific.terms, but as it 

overflows more and more into the legal arena, it 

becomes more and more complicated for the Office of 

Zeneric Drugs. 

[Slide] 

In summary, an ANDA applicant is required 
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.“, 
1 

20 demonstrate that‘ their $roposed product meets 

zhe standards for identity, exhibits acceptable 

stability, and is bioequivalent to the reference 

Listed drug. We believe that is the criteria for 

?olymorphs. We examine every ANDA through 

oioequivalence testing, through the data that they 

submit in the manufacturing and control section of 

the ANDA, and make sure that each ANDA meets the 

standards for identity and standards for 

oioequivalence, and we believe that that is the 

criteria for polymorphs. Thank you. Questions for 

ne? 

‘ 

1 

t 

I 

I 

t 

1 

DR. LEE: Questions? I don't hear any. 

Thank you. I understand that.Dr. Nair Rodriguez is 

on the phone. 

DR. RODRIGUEZ-HORNEDO: Yes, I am on the 

phone. Can you hear me? 

DR. LEE: I don't think we can hear you 

very well. DR. RODRIGUEZ-HORNEDO: 

Well, I can hear you and I have no questions right 

now. 

DR. LEE: Can you hear me? 

DR. RODRIGUEZ-HORNEDO: Yes. 

DR. LEE: Good. If you have questions, 

just shout please. Welcome to the committee. 

1 
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DR. RODRIGUEZ-BCR%?XjC: -Thank you. 

DR. LEE: Les Benet, are you on? It is 

?ast I:30 already. Les, are you there? I guess 

lot. Les will make a grand entrance. 

[Laughter] 

Lawrence, if the worst comes to worst you 

tiill need to repeat what you said. 

Scientific Consideq.a.$iqqp CIf,.",Pha~rmaceut,lcal 

Solid Polymorphism 

DR. YU: That is fine. 

[Slide] 

Good afternoon. Distinguished chair and 

members of the FDA Advi:sory Committee for 

Pharmaceutical Science, my FDA colleagues and 

distinguished guests, it is my pleasure and \ .._,,; _.I__ _,... I 

privilege this afternoo,n.to. discuss with you 

scientific consideratiqns of polymorphism and 

ANDAs. 

[Slide] 

During my presentation I will try to 

address three questions. What is polymorphism? 

How does polymorphism a,ffect pharmaceutical 

properties of drugs? To what extent should 

scientific considerations be given to polymorphism 

in ANDAs? 
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19 For crystalline forms you could have two 

20 single molecules or you could have what we call 

21 molecule adducts. For single molecules and many, 

22 many other things the academic definition we call 

23 polymorphs. In other words, all kinds of crystal 

24 forms consist only--only-- in the,drug substance or 

.‘ 25 active pharmaceutical i‘ngredients. Otherwise we 

[slide] 

This is basically a sketch to 

different,iate habi,ts, internal structures, 

crystalline forms, amorphous forms, as well as the ._ 

hydrate forms. As you can see h.ere, the compound 

could have a difference in terms of external habits 

and internal structure., Crystalline habit is 

defined as altered appearance of a crystal. If you 

go to the Smithsonian Museum you can see a variety 

of forms of altered appearance or in scientific 

terms crystal,habi,ts. 

You could have different internal 

structures. Here we show a crystalline or 

amorphous. The definit,ion of crystal is uniform 

arrangement of atoms or molecules, while the 

amorphous form.is defined as ununiform or 

disordered arrangement of molecules or atoms, as 

you can see here. 
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:a11 it molecular addudts,‘tjhich could be 

stoichiometric or nonstoichi,ometr,ic. If it is 

stoichiometric you have a fixed ratio of compounds 

co the solvates. If the solvateis w.ater, we call 

it hydrate; otherwise we call it.,..so:l,vate . There, is 

a fixed ratio of drug molecules to solvates. If 

there is no fixed ~ratio we ca.ll,t,hem 

nonstoichiometrics. You:,could,have a channel; you 

could have a layer or you could have the cage, 

tihich is really quite unusual for us to see in the 

pharmaceutical field. As I said, for an academic 

definition, sometimes polymorphs refer to all kinds 

of crystals of a single or pure drug substance, as 

shown here. 

Therefore, the ICH Q6A definition of 

polymorph is basically including crystalline forms, 

amorphous forms, solvates and hydrates. That is 

the regulatory definition of polymorphism, as you 

can see here. The ICH Q6A definition, again, 

includes crystal forms, amorphous, solvates and 

hydrates. 

[Slide] 

There is a variety of methods available to 

categorize the polymorphic forms of drug 

substances. A few are here, crystallography or 
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x-ray pattern diffraction.; microscopy; thermal 

analysis or DSC and TGA; apparent solubility; 

intrinsic dissolution; infrared absorption or Raman 

spectroscopy; and finally solid-state nuclear 

magnetic resonance. 

Although there are all kinds of me.thods 

availa.ble to charactt,ri,q.e the crystallography or 

the form of drug substance, the key method to 

differentiate the polymorphism is non-equivalent 

crystal structure- -non-equivalent crystal 

structure. This is a d,efinitive .ter,m existing of . . ̂ _c _. ." 

polymorphic forms. The, other methods are ,what we 

call supporting resources. If the supporting 

resource is validated w~ith crystallbgraphic method, 

certainly this method can be utilized to 

differentiate the polymorphic forms or polymorphs 

of the drug s"ubstance. So, once again, the 

existence of polymorphic form is non-equivalent 

with crystal structure, for example, non-equivalent 

x-ray diffraction patterns. Other methods are 

supportive. 

[Slide] 

All kinds of physical chemical properties 

can be affected by polymorphs. What is relevant to 

the pharmaceutical properties here is the melting 
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Although all these properties could 

6 potentially affect the polymorphic form, they do 

7 not always. In other words, if you see different 

polymorphic forms and you say you can impact 8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

15 

16 

21 

22 

23 

24 hygroscopic that it is impossible to work with. 

25 so, you go through the soft form selection as well 

point; hygroscopicity; chemical and physical 

stability; apparent solubil,ity and dissolution; 

oioavailab.il.ity and bioequivalence and, finally, 

nanufacturability. 

different bioavailability, this is not true. It 

could potentially impact bioavailability but not 

always. Not always. I will try to use the same 

example to show you how the polymorphic forms 

potentially affect these properties listed in this 

slide. 

[Slide] 

First there is,the melting point. About 

ten years ago when I was working in the laboratory 

on fluoroquinolone , we received a start form of 

this specific quinoline. Actually, this start form 

is very, very hygroscopic. In fact, if you take a 

few grams out and expose it to the air, a few 

minutes later, five minutes or so, the solid form 

becomes liquid. It is totally liquified. It is so 
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i 2s what we call polymorphic form selection. 

Certainly as a scientist you have a 

_. 'I nicroscope in the.lab and the first thing you want 

1 to look at is what kind;s of crystal form does soft 

form have. In this case we will also certainly 

increase the temperature. As you can see under 

(4, when the temperature increased about 142 

( degrees the polymorphic form, in this case solid, 

is melted, liquified an,d recrystallized. It gives 

you a very beautiful ne'edle-like picture. When the 

temperature continues to increase to about 168, 

form II here, it is again melted, liquified and 

recrystallized. The melting point of form III is 

about 202 degrees of C ,after that and when the 

temperature increased b,eyond this, this basically 

is a form III, melted and degraded. 

so, if you started with a polymorph (a) 

you can see three peaks. You can see polymorphic 

I, polymorphic II and polymorphic III. However, if 

you look at (b), if you start with polymorphic lb) 

you do not see peaks in polymorphic I and 

polymorphic II. This is polymorphic I, this is a 

II and this is a III. 

[Slide] 

As we can see, definitely the polymorphic 
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Eorms affect the melting point. This is how the 

polymorphic form affectIs t.h.e~,.hygroscopicity. You 

zan see here form 1 s-M .form.. TAI...,.~. Forms .I.?..? _ is much 

less hygroscopic than form I, picking up 4.5 

percent moisture from the humidity from O.l'to 

about 80, while form 11'1 only picks up about 0.5 or 

less percentage of moisture. That shows that the 

polymorphic forms or polymorphism will affect the .> 

hygroscopicity of the-drug substance. 

[Slide] 

This is solubility. As you can see, 

polymorphism certainly affects solubility 

tremendously. The more, stable the polymorph is, 

usually it is less soluble. This shows here that . I 

form III is much, much less, at least 30-fold less 

soluble than form I. 

[Slide] 

Having said that, in order to show the 

polymorphic form effect on bioavailability I will 

have to pick up a poorly soluble drug because 

highly soluble drugs are all highly different 

solubility but they don't necessarily translate a 

difference in bioavailabili.ty. So, the drug I 

picked up in this case is a carbamazepine, which is 

well familiar to you I 'am sure. With this 
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zarbamazepine you have a form I, form II and 

lihydrate form. This is basically an intrinsic 

dissolu,tion experiment. As you can see here, form 

I has a much higher intrinsic dissolution than the 

dihydrate form and is higher than form II. Form.II 

has a much higher dissolution rate than the 

dihydrate form. 

[Slide] 

How does this translate,into the 

bioavailability? As you can see here, this is 

bioavailability conducted by comparing a solution 

versus form I and versu,s a d~ihydrate form. This is 

a suspension so you don't have exclude the 

potential effect of for.mu~lat.ion. As you can see 

here, the solution is much more bioavailable with a 

much higher absorption compared to form I and 

compared to the dihydrate form. As you can see 

here, the dihydrate form has a Cmax value a-round 2, 

while form I has a Cmax, value abou,t 3.5 while the, ,,, 

solution has a Cmax volume of 4.5. The same thing 

is true with respect to absorption, what we call 

the area under the curve or,AUC. So in th,.i,s. 

respect, for poorly soluble drugs the polymorphic 

form does impact, does affect bioavailability under 

the same formulation conditions. 
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[Slide] 

Lastly, the polymorphic form will affect 

nanufacturability. With different polymorphic 

forms different manuf,acturipg processes ,maybe have 

to be designed in order to manufacture, quality 

products. So a polymorphic form will affect 

manufacturability. On the other side, the 

manufacturing process could potentially result in 

inter-conversions of polymorphic forms so we have 

to be careful. For exa'mp-le, milling or 

micronization, wet granulation or spray-drying, 

those processes will potentially result in ,, 

polymorphic inter-conve'rsion for e.xample, form I .,, ~_ !. . . 

could potentially change to form II. I say 

potentially. It is most unlikely to happen but 

sometimes it does happen. 

[Slide] 

With this introduction, I want to discuss 

with you the decision tree developed for ,,. ,., . . 

polymorphism in ANDAs. The objective of the 

decision tree is basically for evaluating when and 

how polymorphs in a drug substance in ANDAs should 

be monitored and controlled. Basically, during the 

development of those decision trees we have, to. 

consider two basic principles. One is ICH Q6A 

, ,. _.. _ 
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3ecision trees on polymorphism. The second is the 

Diopharmaceutics classifi,cation ,system. The ICH 

26A decis.ion trees wer~e, introd,u.ced.on,,,May 9 at the 

previous advisory committee meeting. 

These decision trees basically apply for 

the polymorphic scre,en ,of.n"ew .drug applications, 

not for abbreviated new, drug applications. We also 

introduced the concept of biopharmaceutics 

classification system into the decision trees for 

abbreviated new drug applications. So, before I 

talk about thpse .de,c,isi,qn trees ,I want f-o, Jalk 

about this ICH Q6A very briefly and also spend 

three sl 

system. 

.des on the biopharmaceutics classification 

[Slide] 

This is basically an overview of the ICH 

Q6A decision tree: inve.stigating the need to set 

acceptance criteria for polymorphism in drug 

substances and drug products for new drug 

awl 

new 

ications. Again, this ICH Q6A is applied for 

drug applications. They consist of three 

parts. Part one, do multiple polymorphic forms 

exist? Therefore, new drug applications tend to 

begin with polymorphic screening or what we call 

diligent polymorphic sc,reening. 
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Part two is routine.polymorphic testing of 

drug substances. II DS 11 stands for jirug substance. 

II D p 11 stands for drug product valuable. Part three 

is routine polymorphic testing of drug products 

valuable. So this is to see if there Is a need, to, I 

set up acceptance criteria for drug substances or 

drug products for new drug applications. 

[Slide] 

Now let me introduce ve.ry briefly 

biopharmaceutics classification system concept, ".. ,. 

which has been discusse,@,_m,any, many times at this 

FDA advisory committee meetings, previous meetings. 

As you can see here, when a solid dosage form, such 

as a tablet or capsule, is given to a patient the 

solid form tablet or capsule will disintegrate in 

the stomach. Where the, disintegration of the 

tablet or solid dosage forms will occur, dissolved 

and undissolved drug will be emptying from the 

stomach to the small intestine where the.solution 

or disintegration continues to 0ccu.r so the 

dissolved drug will cross the intestinal membrane, 

going through the liver and reach the systematic 

circulation. 

so, the processes involved in this 

determines rate and ext,ent of absorption including 
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gastric emptying, transit, dissolution, ab,sorption 

and metabolism. When we talk about the 

bioequivalence studies, the fact"ors involved in 

dissolution and absorption have a potential effect 

of products-- gastric emptying, transit and 

metabolism will be involved but most unlikely. 

Because of that, we have a dissolution rate and we 

have an absorption rate. The solution rate can be 

expressed traditionally in equations as we have 

here. We have D as the diffusion coefficient; S as 

dissolution surface area; H as aqueous boundary 

thickness; C as solubility and Cl as concentration 

in the dissolution media. Absorption rate as a 

determining factor is the permeability. So for the 

dissolution rate another big determining factor is 

solubility. So, the key factors involved in limits 

to the oral drug absorption here are solubility and 

permeability--from solubility to permeability, two 

key parameters. 

[Slide] 

so, basically this is how the BCS was 

developed. The biopharmaceutics classification 

system is a scientific framework for classifying 

drugs based on their aqueous solubility and 

intestinal permeability. When you have two 
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variables, each variable has two.levels. You have 

four classes, as shown here. Class I we call 

highly permeable, highly soluble compound. Class 

II is poorly soluble, highly permeable. Class III 

is highly soluble, poorly permeable. Finally, 

Class IV is poorly soluble and poorly permeable. 

This has bee a scientific investigation for the 

last ten years. 

[Slide] 

The title of the guidance was waivers for 

in vivo bioavailability and bioequivalence studies ,, " I, .,, 

for immediate release solid oral dosage forms based 

on the biopharmaceutics classification system. The 

guidance was mainly drafted by Dr. Ajaz Hussain, 

who is sitting here. This guidance basically 

correlates ,i vitro dissolution to in vivo 

absorption. That is why, on this scientific 

principle and knowledge, you can use in vitro ,. *. 

dissolution in in vivo studies. 

[Slide] 

Having said that, we come back to the 

decision tree for polymorphic forms. Basically, we' 

have developed three de,cision trees for polymorphic 

forms in abbr.eviated new drug applications. 

Decision tree number one investigates the need to 

MILLER REPORTING COMPANY, INC. 
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set acceptance criteria of polymorphic forms. In 

other words, we want a decision .t~ree. if there is. a 

need to set up acceptance criteria for drug 

substances and drug products. If there is no need, 

then there is no need for us to .look at the 

decision tree number two and decision tree number 

three. 

If there is a need in decision tree number 

one, we come to decision tree number two. Decision 

tree number two, instead of evaluating if it is 

necessary to set acceptance criteria for a drug 

substance, it tells you how to set basic acceptance 

criteria for a drug substance. 

Decision tree number three basically 

illustrates if there is a need to set acceptance 

criteria for drug products and if there is a need 

how to set up acceptance criteria for drug 

products. 

[Slide] 

Now let's go into detail one by one for 

these three decision trees. That is the center for 

our discussion today. Starting with the first 

question, are there known polymorphs with different 

apparent solubility? If the answer to this is no, 

then basically no further testing of polymorphic 
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acceptance criteria for both,drug substance and 

drug product is necessary. 

If the answer is yes, we come to the next 

question, are the known polymorphs highly soluble? 

Cn other words, are alli.these polymorphs highly 

soluble? If this answer is yes, then you come to 

zhe no further testing of polymorphic acceptance 

criteria for drug substance and drug product. If 

zhe answer is no, you go to decision tree number 

zwo. 

I spent three slides to introduce the 

siopharmaceutics classification system. What ,this 

neans is I introduced the solubility classification 

in order to answer this question. Are all known 

polymorphic forms highly soluble based on the BCS 

volubility criteria, classification criteria from 

3CS classification system? 

Let me explain, first, there are known 

?olymorphs with different apparent solubility. WhY 

do we ask this question up front? Let me introduce 

that. 

[Slide] 

In the ICH Q6A decision trees start with 

due diligent polymorphic screening. This is for 

innovators, for NDAs. For ANDAs we,tend to.,receive 
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nany , many applications'! sometimes up to 20, for 

zhe same drug substance. So, because each company 

lses a different route of synthesis or sometimes 

lses a different process it gives FDA reviewers a 

good picture of what might be happening, what might 

oe going on for this specific drug substance. In 

general, each applicant needs to have adequate 

knowledge of drug substance polymorphism to make 

appropriate decisions, otherwise we don't know 

whether it is necessary to set up criteria or not. 

so, we have to have adequate knowledge of the drug 

substance polymorphic forms to make appropriate 

decisions. Each applicant has a unique approach. 

They may use different unique approaches to address 

polymorphic issues. The knowledge or information 

on polymorphic forms may come from literature; may 

come from patents; may co'me from compendia; may 

come from experience or, whatever approach the 

generic company uses. 

DR. LEE: Oh, I think this is Les. 

something. 
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DR. YU: 'Shall I continue? 

DR. LEE: Yes, please. 

DR. YU: I want to repeat this slide since 

it was interrupted. In general FDA receives many 

4NDA applications for the same drug substance. 

3ach sponsor will need to have adequate knowledge 

( of drug substance polymorphism in order for them to 

nake appropriate decisions. Each applicant has a 

unique approach to address polymorphic issues and 

i the polymorphic information may corn from 

literature, patents, compendia, their own 

t experience or whatever Iapproach they prefer or they 

want to use. 

The key point here is that decision t-ree 

number one emphasizes knowledge to convince us, 

FDA, to say you now can, reproducibly or 

I consistently manufacture generic products which ,are 

I 

1 

1 

t equivalent to the reference listed products. We 

emphasize knowledge; we. emphasize information in I 

the decisiontree for d,iffe-rent approaches. You 

1 

you can consistently, reproducibly manufacture the 

quality product which is equivalent to the 

reference listed product. 
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Also I want to,discuss examples of 

polymorphs appearing and disappearing, sometimes 

called the mystery of polymorphism. As you can see 

for this specific product, we have alpha, beta and 

gamma. The melting point for the alpha is 59-60, 

beta 63-64, gamma 69-70. So, there are three 

polymorphic forms. In 1921 a.lpha and beta were 

discovered in, Australia. .A11 a,lpha converted into 

beta. As you know, there are many, many 

polymorphic forms. The most stable, form tends to 

survive. When you start with polymorphic screening 

you tend to discover the least stable form" first 

and the most stable form you will discover last. 

so, once you discover the most stable form, in 

many, many cases you actually cannot go back to 

discover the least stable forrn~ or,eyen,,us,e~,t,he, .,same 

approaches, in this~case alpha converting into beta 

but not gamma. 

About 15 years.l.ater the, gamma was 

discovered in a different country. In this case 

either alpha or beta converted into gamma. This 

basically follows the p,rinciple of a theory of . 

thermodynamics because the most st.able form will 

exist. So, t,he unstabl,e forms, like alpha and beta 
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convert into the gamma.' However, '5'0 years. later 

alpha was discovered in India, and no beta and even 

gamma is mentioned. So, what I want to say with 

this slide is'. with the current technology that we 

have right now it is very difficult, even with due 

diligent screening, to say I have discovered all 

the polymorphic forms. It is very difficult to 

say. So, in this regard we have to take risk 

management. We have to evaluate risk versus 

benefit-- risk versus benefit. 

[Slide] 

Also, in decision tree number one we have 

to address thoroughly the stability. This BACPAC 

guidance applies to new drugs as well as to ANDA. 

Generally, only two physical properties of the drug 

substance, morphic form and particle size, are 

considered critical for evaluation of equivalence. 

so, in order to show the equivalence of physical 

properties conformance to established acceptance 

criteria for morphic form, or where acceptance 

criteria do not exist, the isolation of the same 

form or mixture within the range of historical 

data. This is the basic BACPAC I. 

What I want to show is that even though it 

is not necessary to set acceptance criteria under 
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all kinds of scientific considerations, there is 

not much risk to not setting up acceptance criteria 

but scientifically it is a good idea to have 

initial scientific characterization of the 

polymorphic forms using different approaches, such 

as x-ray powder diffraction, DSC/thermoanalysis, 

microscopy and/or spectroscopy, to provide 

historical data even though FDA does not ask for 

acceptance criteria for drug substance forms and 

drug products, it is still a good idea to have 

initial characterization so in the future if a 

manufacturing process changes you know that the 

polymorphic form is equivalent to the original form 

manufactured. 

[Slide] 

Now let's move to decision tree number 

two. In decision tree number two the first 

question is, is there a polymorphic specification 

in the USP? If the answer is no, you basically set 

up new polymorphic acceptance criteria. If the 

answer is yes, you basically evaluate if the USP 

polymorphic specification is adequate. If it is 

adequate, if it is okay you basically set up USP 

polymorphic specification. If it not, you set up 

new polymorphic specification. 
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general USP does contain melti~ng point ranges but ,._ /_._ 

not necessarily polymorphic specifications. So ,. 

even though the melting point range may be 

considered as a specification, FDA wants to .- ._ 

evaluate to make sure that t"he.mel.ting point in the 

rang 

what 

spec 

of the specifica 

is the intent of 

fication. If the 

tion is specific, unique and 

the so-called polymorphic 

re is no.polymorphic 

specification in the USP, certainly we will say set 

up new criteria. Even if for the generic form you 

use different polymorphic forms, even though the 

USP has a very good specific specification, this 

specification may not be sufficient for the generic 

firm so this time we. ha,ve to..se.t up a new 

specification. So, dec,ision tree number two is a 

little bit s~traightforward. 

[Slide] 

Let's move on to decision tree number 

three. That is a little bit complicated for drug 

products. The first question we ask is, is there 

sufficient concern that, polymorphic acceptance 

criteria for a drug product should be established? 

This time we ask a scie,ntific question for each 

individual application to see' if there is concern. 
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If the answer is no, certai‘hly there is no need to 

set polymorphic acceptance criteria for drug 

I products. If the answer is, yes, go to the next 

t slide. 

Let me explain what is sufficient concern. 

It sounds ambiguous; it is very difficult to 

1 understand. Let me explain why. If there is in 

( general-- 1 want to emphasize the two words, "in 

( general," not always but in general so there are 

, exceptions. In general, there should not be a 

, concern if the most stable polymorphic form is used 

( or the form is used in a previously commercialized 

1 product. That gets a little bit tricky because for 

, a specific drug substance where there have never, 

, ever been discovered any crystal forms and the only 

form we have had is an amorphous form. So, we know 

amorphous exists, exists very nicely as relatively 

stable. 

so, in this case most likely it is not 

necessary for us to have a concern. However, if we 

know that a crystal form exists and we know the 

reference li,sted drug uses the amorphous form there 

is a potential for this, amorphous form to convert 

into a crystal form and under this scenario there 

is a concern. So, therefore, we have to look in 

MILLER REPORTINGmCQMPANY, INC. 
735 8th Street, S.E. 
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general in many easGw-W& have to look case by case, 

out the principle is that in general there should 

not be a concern if the,most stable polymorphic 

form is used or the. for? &t ~GL..l,~z,,ed. i.n -.a 

previously commercialized p‘loduct. In.your 

background information we say extraordinary 

formulation or manufacturing process effort. This 

has sometimes been deleted. This means work in 

progress. 

[Slide] 

If the answer is yes, the next question is 

does the drug product dissolution testing provide 

adequate controls if thee polymorphic ratio changes? 

If the answer is yes, you basically use the 

solution as test to set up criteria, otherwise you 

will have to use solid state or other criteria. 

For the acceptance criteria. for the, drug product 

you may use other approaches such as solid 

characterization method, which is much more 

complicated. 

Why do we think in general dissolution can 

be utilized for the testing if the polymorphic 

ratio changes? Let's look at the BA/BE guidance 

here. It is recommended that the sponsor select 

the agitating speed and m,edium that provide 

MILLER REPORTING,COMP&NY, INC. 
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3dequate discriminaf~gj &yy-y’il-gv, taking into 

account all the availab1e.h vitro and in vivo 

data. So, we believe that the soluti.on test"can 

frequently detect the potential conversion of 

polymorphic forms. In rare case-s solid 

characterization methods have to be utilized. 

[Slide] 

So in this presentation I have discussed 

what is polymorphism; how does the polymorphic form 

affect pharmaceutical properties of drugs; and to 

what extent should scientific consid.erations be 

given to polymorphism ip ANDAs. Thank you for your 

attention and thank you for your time. 

DR. LEE: Thank you, Lawrence. Are there 

any questions for Lawre‘nce? 

DR. MOYE: Yes; I have two points that are 

really going to demonstrate my ignorance about 

this. This discussion ,of polymorphism is bringing 

back memories. Not all of them are good memories 

but they are memories. 

You made, I thought, a very clear 

demonstration, for the argument that polymorphs are 

worthy of investigation. You set up a scheme which 

reflected the observation, I think, that we have to 

be concerned about more than solubility. We also 
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have to be concerned about‘ permeability. Right? 

That is why you have the 2 ‘X 2 table. 

DR. YU: Correct. 

DR. MOYE: So it is possible that 

polymorphs could have 1.0~ solubility and high 

permeability. 

DR. YU: Correct. 

DR. MOYE: It is also possible that they 

could have high solubility but low permeability. 

DR. YU: Correct. 

DR. MOYE: So now I am confused. When we 

go to your flow chart on the first slide--and I 

didn't want to interrupt your presentation when you 

were bringing it up-- can you explain to me if 

polymorphs can be highly soluble but have low 

permeability, why you say there is no further 

testing if all known polymorphs are highly soluble? 

Isn't it possible that they could be highly soluble 

but have low permeability and wouldn't you want to 

know that? I mean, what did I miss? 

DR. YU: Thank you for your excellent 

question. 

[Slide] 

What this means is if all known 

polymorphic forms are highly soluble--what this 
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substance will have a limited e.ffect on 

bioavailability. Now, they could have a different 

permeability, like ranitidine, but as long as the 

polymorphic form is highly soluble the effect of 

the polymorph on bioavailability, the chance is 

very low. Therefore, we feel it is not necessary 

to any further 

DR. MOYE: 

testing or acceptance criteria. 

so, to make sure I understand 

your answer, you are saying that if all of these 

polymorphs are highly soluble-- 

DR. YU: Correct. 

DR. MOYE: --you are saying it is unlikely 

that you will have some with high permeability and 

others with low permeab,ility? 

DR. MEYER: I think the answer to that is 

probably that if they are highly soluble they go 

into solution quickly, and once they are in 

solution then all things are equal in terms of 

permeability. 

DR. MOYE: Thank you. I have one other 

question. I was trying to follow this BACPAC 

acronym you mentioned. Let me just ask you 

directly, could BACPAC be used to avoid complete 

testing of the characteristics of polymorphs using 
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state-of-the-art procedures? In the interest of 

time, let me ask what I really want to ask here. 

DR. YU: Could,you say that again, please? 

DR. MOYE: Yes, could this BACPAC be used 

as a way to avoid complete testing using 

state-of-the-art procedures for the characteristics 

of polymorphs? Are you' providing a way for people 

not to test with BACPAC? 

DR. YU: No. In the decision tree we 

basically take account mainly of solubility. We 

have not taken account of stability. Hopefully, 

stability will be taken care of by BACPAC I. That 

specifically means if there are no acceptance 

criteria for drug substance or drug products, if 

there is any possibility--number one, if there are 

no acceptance criteria for a drug substance and 

drug products with respect to polymorphic form, 

that is number one. Number two, under this ..,. 

scenario if there is any poss.ibility of something 

going wrong with respect to the polymorphic form 

change, this is where we want to go back to BACPAC 

I because BACPAC I is suggested to have an 

equivalency test. In other words, if you make some 

process changes, make sure that the polymorphic 

form has not been changed. 
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DR. MOYE: So, is the idea that it is too 

burdensome to replace that last phrase with further 

research has to be carried out to examine the 

,- 

” 

characteristics of polymorphs rather than rely on 

historical data? I guess I am just asking why rely 

on historical data if there is the opportunity to 

gain new data even in the absence of acceptance 

criteria. 

DR. YU: You are basically suggesting if 

it is always necessary to have acceptance criteria. 

DR. MOYE:' I think I am just revealing my 

ignorance here. 

DR. YU: Certainly, if there is no 

need--there is a difference ,in terms of initial 

categorization of polymorphic form and so-called 

acceptance criteria. Acceptance criteria just 

means you need to test every single batch. For 

initial historical data, this means you do not have 

to test for every single batch once it is released. 

For scientific data it is not necessary for the 

BACPAC I guidance. 

DR. LEE: Anybody else? Do you have any 
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questions for Lawrence? 

DR. RODRIGUEZ-HQRJTPDO: I have .a, brief- 

question. Can you hear me? 

DR. LEE: Yes, we can hear. 

DR. RODRIGUEZ-HORNEDO: Lawrence, I would 

like to hear your comment on whether the term 

polymorphism on your molecular adduct will cover 

other than solvates. Say that you have an 

excipient within a crystalline matrix that is not a 

solvate--1 don't know of anything on the market 

like that but. we may be seeing something in the 

future. Say you have an active excipient and you 

have a sugar in a crystalline matrix. 

DR. YU: Iam not quite sure I understand 

the question but I will try to answer. If not, 

please ask again. I have one slide to 

differentiate crystalline form, amorphous form, 

hydrate and n,onstoichiometric. I think your 

question, to come back to this specific case, is 

whether a crystal form, such as stoichiometric 

solvates or hydrates, or nonstoichiometric 

inclusion compound- -you could have a channeling, 

layering or caging. What you are referring to is 

probably caging instead of solvate or hydrate. 

DR. RODRIGUEZ-HORNEDO: I w'as re.f-erring to 
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a stoichiometric system. Say that you have a 1:l 

ratio where instead of water and an active product 

ingredient you have a sugar and an active product 

ingredient. Would that substance fall into this 

category of polymorphs? 

DR. YU: Ken, you seem to understand, can 

you repeat the question? 

DR. !MORRIS: Yes, this is Ken. You are 

saying essentially if you have either a co-crystal 

or a solid dispersion with another substance in 

addition to the chemical entity. Right? 

DR. RODRIGUEZ-HORNEDO: That is correct, 

Ken. 

DR. MORRIS: Right. So, she is asking 

whether or not if in addition to rny~ moie.cule I now 

have a 1:l correspondence between not a salt or a 

pro-drug but a separate molecule that / ",_ ,< ; ,. " 

co-crystallizes into the-s'amine re‘gular structure, 

does that get considered as a polymorph since the 

chemical entity is the same? 

DR. SHEK: Is the chemical entity the 

same? 

DR. MORRIS: Well, you are assuming 

another solvate. You are assuming that the 

co-crystal component is not the active ingredient. 

MILLER REPORTING COMPANY, INC. 
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Is that correct? ,/ I. 

DR. RODRIGUEZ-HORNEDO: That is correct. 

Instead of water, let's say, a hydrate or another 

solvate you would have a sugar. 

DR. MORRIS: So, you have a glucose-- 

DR. RODRIGUEZ-HGRNEDO;' Yes. 

DR. SHEK: What will be the difference 

between that to a complex, and the question is 

whether that is still the same entity. 

DR. YU: So, what will be different 

between solvates-- 

entity; 

DR. HUSSAIN: I think that is not just one 

that is more than one entity. Solvates is 

slightly different.' If there is an intentional 

co-crystallization it becomes a slightly different 

question I think. That is not what I think what 

the polymorphism discussion is about. So. 

DR. RODRIGUEZ-HGRNEDO:, Well, perhaps that 

is something that could be discussed. 

DR. CHIU: If a,crystal contains the sugar 

and the active ingredient in a complex, you know, 

it depends on what kind of bounding it has. If it 

is covalent bound, then it becomes a new molecular 

entity. If it is not covalent bqund it would be a 

complex. So, based on our classification of drugs, 
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the first one would be~classified.as type one and 

the other one would be type two. So, it is not 

considered polymorphous anymore. 

DR. RODRIGUEZ-HORNEDQ: Thank you for the 

answer. That is something to be discussed later I 

think because if we think of water, water is 

hydrogen bounded to the active ingredient in the 

crystal, to the active substance. What I am 

thinking of is uncovalent bounding. 

DR. LEE: Go ahead. 

DR. MORRIS: I was just going to say I 

think the precedent, in part, is if you are going 

to distinguish that with~the,crystal, then what 

happens when you start talking about glass 

solutions, which is already approved as the same 

thing in some cases? So, you are treading a thin 

line there. It has to be negotiated I think. 

DR. LEE: Well, let's focus on 

polymorphism and then move on to other entities. 

DR. YU: Correct, yes. 

DR. LEE: Thank you very much, Lawrence. 

Let me call on Ken Morris and then Dr. Les Benet. 

Expert Comments 

DR. MORRIS: Thanks, Lawrence. Thanks for 
'>_ 

inviting me, Ajaz and Vince. 
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[Slide] 

What I was asked to do by Lawrence was to 
,_ - “_ . 

comment on the questions that you have regarding 

the decision trees. I should preface this by 

saying that at the last scientific advisory board, 

where I was a guest, I made a couple of 

observations on the presentation Steve Miller gave 

about the results of the workshop on deciding what 

polymorphic screening strategy should be employed, 

and one of t-he things that we discussed was 

impurities, which we will get back to. 

This:.led to a discussion from OGD that 

included the concept of sort of focused,,screens for 

the purpose of ensuring purity with respect to 

generics. So, that is sort of the backdrop of this 

and how my hat got into the ring. In case you 

don't know, I am from Purdue University. 

[Slide] 

The questions are detai.led here tha.t *were 

posed to us, myself and Les. Do the proposed 

decision trees adequately address the key polymorph 

issues? Decision tree number one specifically; 

decision tree number three specifically; and then 

additional cqnsiderations. I have sort of broken 

this down-- I only have ten slides here I 
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think-- into those subdivisions as a framework for 

what I am going to say. 

[Slide] 

I had to take this opportunity though 

before I start because it is going to look like I 

am taking some shots at the decisfon trees, but I 

want to state at the outset that the decision 

trees, to me, represent a real advance over the old 

check-list approach, and having grown up in 

industry using check lists and being frustrated 

with the fact that you couldn't use them very 

effectively much of the time, I really see this as 

a big advantage. It really encourages the 

inclusion of proper scientific processes. It gives 

you the opportunity to make decisions based on the 

science and proceed based on your decisions, and 

gets rid of a lot of this incentive for testing 

into compliance so you can finish your check list 

in time to not be the bottleneck in development. 

It also allows the industrial scientist to 

logically develop appropriate tests. This is 

fairly important and one of the things we will talk 

about. I think that if you are faced with a check 

list and you are restricted to certai,n tests you ,.I ~\ , 

will use them and try to make them work even when 
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1 it flies in the face of the logic. 

It also, in my experience, facilitates 2 
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rational risk assessment,by the regulatory and 

management teams within industry as well as FDA. 

Finally, and perhaps more relevant for today's 

discussion, it really does level the playing field 

for generic companies by allowing establishment of 

reasonable expectations based on the science 

instead of holding them to unreasonable goals. 

[Slide] 

Let's sort of progress the way we 

outlined. The first issues were--and I sort of 

combined these a little bit--do the proposed 

decision trees adequately address the key polymorph 

issues? Specifically for one, are there other 

issues with respect to characterization that FDA 

should consider? 

I have couched these'comments basically in 

the contest of sameness rather than the definition 

of sameness, rather by the fact that amorphous 

forms, solvates, hydrates are considered under the 

same umbrella. We talke-d ab:out this lasts time 'a 

good bit. 

Given that, the first comment 'I have for 

decision tree one is that if polymorphs are not 
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known, or no monograph is available, do they have 

to be screened for? I think you have sort of . . 2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

8 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

answered this question to a degree, Lawrence. I 

think the answer to the question is yes. The open 

literature will very often contain a fair amount of 

data on older compounds and high profile compounds 

but there will be some for which it doesn't'ejrist, 

or if they are so old that it didn't get the sort 

of scrutiny that you want, or if you are changing 

dosage forms. We will get to this late,r but it 

sort of reflects on Prof. Rodriquez' question. 

Additionally, the solubility determination 

of meta-stable forms really has to be scrutinized 

for conversion artifact., So, if you are looking at 

the criteria of are all known polymorphs highly 

soluble, aside from the question of what 

constitutes high from not high solubility, which-1 

think is a little more straightforward for most of 

us, you have to be very careful when you are trying 

to determine the solubility of meta-stable forms. 

It has been well established for years that you 

will get conversion. So, if you measure the 

solubility at an infinite time scale for any form 
* 

it will always be the solubility of the most stable 

form. The question of the kinetics of conversion 
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and of other techniques &hich dare relatively well 

known for estimating the solubility of meta-stable 

forms would have to be included in this sort of a 

rationale and certainly in terms of the review of 

such an application. 

[Slide] 

Just a comment on melting point as an ID 

test for all of the forms under consideration, 

again given the fact that this includes everything 

from amorphous forms through solvated forms, we 

have to be pretty careful when we use a melting 

point as a test. The reason is sort of illustrated 

here with a paper from Matsuda that shows the I 

powder x-ray fraction DSC and TGA for--what is 

it?-- six different formsof the same compound in 

principle. 

Sort of like the example that Lawrence had 

shown, if all you do is do a quick melting point ." 

scan, either using a melt temp or even an 

inexperienced thermoanalyst, you will end up with 

one melting point for all these forms, yet they are 

very dramatically different not only in their 

crystal structure but in their thermal behavior. 

Some are solvates; some are hydrates; and some are 

what would traditionally be called polymorphs. 
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presentation, but the more revealing yet common 

tests may be much less ambiguous and require 

similar resources. By the t-ime you determine 

melting points and determine that the melting point 

is what you think it is, it may have been just as 

cost effective to run a powder x-ray diffraction 

pattern or have it contracted out. 

[Slide] 

Moving on to number two, which is 

highlighted here in blue,wi,th &awr*,e.ncet,s, point of 

different polymorphic forms and allowing tighter 

specification, tighter specifications may have to 

be negotiated with changing suppliers. This is a 

little bit similar to the excipient discussion we 

had earlier today. One of the things that came out 

of the last scientific advisory board was this fact 

that on sale-up perhaps the largest source of 

unexpected polymorphic forms showing up is 

differences in purity profiles. .Nair,has, several 

elegant examples of this but I think those of us 

who have worked in API can tell you, as Steve Berne 

always says, the best polymorph screen is to scale 

up. 

This is in part because as the chemists 
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get better at. developing their synthetic pathways, 

the material gets purer and typically impurities, 

if anything, will tend to stabilize meta-stable 

forms, and this is often the case with these 

disappearing polymorphs that David speaks about in 

his talks. As a note, virtually all of the 

disappearing polymorphs can be recrystallized using 

sometimes Herculean efforts but can be found again, 

which speaks to the same issue. Therefore, when 

you are changing a supplier, whether you are 

changing your own process within your company or 

whether you are getting it from a different sources, 

differences in impurity profiles really should be 

included. 

Also, included in this, I would say for 

your own safety if I am using raw material, 

particularly API that I am getting from a third 

party, I would very much want to know, if not have 

a say in the final crystallization and drying 

conditions. People are very reluctant to open up 

their DMFs even if you are a good customer, but 

typically they will share that with you. Even if 

they won't share the specifics of synthetic 

pathways, they will almost always share that with 

you. 
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decision tre‘e and speaks a little bit to what we 

talked about last time is what is reasonable. So, 

if you are going to ask companies--instead of an 

innovator company that may only have three to five 

projects a year, if you are going to ask a company 

that has forty projects a year to do this sort of 

an assessment early on in their program, what is a 

reasonable request versus an unreasonable request 

when you are doing what I would call a more focused 

polymorph screen? 

This comes actually from the workshop that 

we had with OGD but I have sort of broken the 

levels of difficulty in terms of characterization 

of polymorphs into what is routine; what is 

difficult and sometimes unreasonable; and what is 

sort of cutting edge and not realistic to expect 

unless something is really on fire. 

In the routine section what I have 

included is identification and quantitation of 

mixed phases in the API itself. I wouldn't say 

this is trivial to do but it is really quite 

routine. It can be done,by powder x-ray 
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1 methods. These days, "tiS“ii@ f'alked about -last time, 

2 you can buy a relatively inexpensive powder x-ray 

3 diffraction unit for about the same price as an 

4 

5 

HPLC. So, it is not really talking about a 

different level of investment in terms of 

6 resources. 

7 

8 

9 

10 

The other thing that I consider to be 

quite routine is identification of high levels of 

mixed phase in product. It has to be relatively 

high, obviously, for reasons that we can discuss if 

11 anybody is, you know, still dying to talk about 

12 this. I know Art is. 

13 

14 

15 

What is difficult and perhaps 'unre‘asonable 

on a case by case business is quantitation of trace 

amounts of phases in API and product. But if you 

16 

17 

18 

19 

have very small amounts of a phase in an API, 

forget the product for the moment but in the drug 

substance itself, it can be very difficult to 

determine. 

20 

21 

22 

One of the most sensitive methods is 

differential ,scanning calorimetry but because of 

the tendencies for transformation during the 

23 experiment this may be problematic. X-ray is, of 

24 

"2 5 

course, our sort of gold standard by the levels of 

detection can be quite high, and we will talk about 
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that in a moment. '?ou“cKK'do it by synchrotron 

which is becoming more accessible. This is why it 

is in the difficult and not impossible or cutting 

edge section. Raman mapping, which is becoming 

very much more common and, in fact, Ajaz showed 

some spectroscopic maps that sort of reflect the 

fact that the technology'has really caught up with 

the need in terms of a lot of these mapping 

strategies. Advanced.powder x-ray diffraction--I 

will show you a quick ex&mple which allows us to 

look at small amounts in API and product. 

The other difficult category I have here 

is quantitation of phases in drug product. This is 

particularly true of amorphous systems because with. 

a crystalline compound you have the advantage that 

you have specific signature or fingerprint of the 

crystal structure to deal with. With amorphous, by 

definition, you have an amorphous signature to deal 

with which means it is not distinct and it is 

certainly not directly relatable to a structure as 

far as we know. 

But even with two crystalline phases, two 

or more crystalline phases in drug product, if it 

is not at the high level that we talked about in 

the routine, it immediately drops into the 
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3 prediction of structures from powder patterns. 

4 This is becoming more and more prevalent and, 

5 hopefully, within the next five years will become, 

6 if not routine, at least be promoted into the 

structure and then be able to reproduce the 

10 material and determine any liabilities. 

11 [Slide] 

12 I won't go through this chart but this is 

13 

14 

16 

thing that I think would properly be in any sort of 

document that a generic or innovator company, 

17 likewise, would be using in terms of looking at 

ia 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 expected as well for different types of systems. 

25 [Slide] 

difficult and perhaps unreasonable. 

Finally, for cutting edge I have here as 

difficult category which will allow us to look at 

changes that may occur, relate them to a specific 

something I use when we teach solids to the 

graduate students. Basically, it is the sort of 

their screen. That is, to detail the solid 

modifications that are possible and then at least 

give a representative response that you might 

expect to se,e for specific methods of analyses. We 

have an analogous table that talks about the levels 

of detection, and the levels of quantitation to be 
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Moving on to number three, which starts 

with the previous slide and now talks about the 

drug product, and with the notation that you saw 

earlier with dissolution testing frequently 

detecting potential conversions which certainly is 

the case often. There are a couple of caveats 

here. One of those is that dissolution testing may 

often be correlated to known transformations, but 

if you don't know the transformation then the 

chances of correlating this become much smaller of 

course. In fact, you may get transformations 

during dissolution testing that are relatively 

unimportant in vivo. You don't really know that 

from the face of it because if dissolution occurs 

quickly enough and absorption occurs you may not 

really see the effect of it until you get to 

bioavailability. 

Given the demonstrated liability, if you 

know you have a liability for inter-conversion 

during dissolution, should the statistics be 

improved? That is, should you be looking at larger 

numbers of samples? It is a little bit like our 

discussion earlier, but here you have a very 

focused target with respect to the numbers of 

tablets if you are using dissolution testing, and 
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it depends not o'nly o*nju'st'the raw number of 

tablets but on how reproducible‘the profiles are." 

As the final point on this topic, there 

may be other techniques. Even though it says in 

rare cases solid characterizations may have to be 

used, in some cases it may be that other techniques 

are less energy, less resource intensive than 

dissolution testing which might allow be'tter 

statistics with less incremental investment. This 

falls fairly neatly into the PAT discussion 

actually but, for those, of you who are not aware of 

that, there are some other techniques that are in 

play. 

[Slide] 

The observation 'on the last decision tree 

that the most stable form -is used or the form used 

in a previously commercialized product means that 

there shouldn't be a concern, and certainly this is 

logical on the face of it but there are a couple of 

points that center on amorphous and hydrated forms 

that Lawrence touched on. I have sort of detailed 

here in brief fashion. Amorphous forms may have 

been stabilized by unique formulation or processing 

strategies not easily reproduced. Under those 

zircumstance,s this should be included as a 
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cautionary statement. In-other words, if you'are 

formulating with an amorphous compound that has 

been the subject of some specific formulation 

strategy to make it stable, which is usually the 

case. There are I don't know how many amorphous 

forms that are stable on their own but not very 

many, I can tell you that. Then, this may be an 

additional caution for somebody reformulating. 

Hydrates are easily altered in subsequent 

processing. This has been demonstrated over and 

over again. So, I would say that this statement in 

general should not be a concern if there may be a 

number three here that encompasses something of a 

caveat with respect to amorphous and hydrated 

forms. We should realize, given these statements, 

that it is possible to build in in,-product 

characterization as a requirement if you have 

established that there could be changes. So, you 

have to establish whether or not that is important 
l 

fairly early on, otherwise you may be building in a 

level of testing that need not necessarily relate 

to the performance. 
., 

[Slide] 

The second to the last part of the 

question was on approaches and challenges for 
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establishing specs for polymorphs inproducts and 

also, in your experience, how often would you 

anticipate such a spec is necessary? 

Let me answer the second part first. I 

would say only occasionally usually. On the other 

hand, when it is important it is very important. 

To this end, I would reiterate something that 

Lawrence alluded to and I said last time, which is 

that a focused polymorph screen early in the 

development process for a generic is a great 

investment. It is a relatively low resource 

activity and it could save you an-awful lot of 

problems down the road. 

These are just examples of powder x-ray 

diffraction methods for drug substance in a 

product. This is again a relatively high dose so 

it falls into our almost routine category. But in 

the range from 3-30 percent we have an RSD of 5 

percent and .good recovery. This is from work that 

Dave Bugay and Ann Newman have done, and I believe 

published wh,e.n they were‘still at Bristol-Myers 

Squibb. 

[Slide] 

Here is an example of the analysis on a 

pretty much traditional powder x-ray diffraction 

_ . i . 
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lab machine using a bit of an alteration of 

parallel optics, showing the calibration curves of 

glycine compacts. So, we are analyzing the whole 

compact now in transmission m'ode x-ray diffraction. 

Here we are getting down to approximately 0.5 

percent calculated detection limit, and very good 

linearity for the two forms. Now, even this is 

within a compact, this isn't a tablet; this is all 

drug substance so this is just a hint of things to 

come. I would not call this routine in any sense 

of the word. 

[Slide] 

The last slide I have is on the additional 

considerations that should be addressed on the 

issue of manufacture ability or process ability 

when different forms are'pr~esent. 

This is a great question. The downside is 

that so little is known that it is a little too 

early to answer it. It is a subject of ongoing 

research in Minnesota and Purdue and in ,many 

companies, many of the companies discussed here 

today. The issue should be addressed when 'the 

potential is identified in formulation or process 

development, however. This could be acknowled-ge‘d 

in the charts. The idea that by the time you get 
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start doing your explbratio'n‘.in‘ terms o‘f' ti6at '. 

problems you are going to have during processing. 

You would like to try to identify those early given 

all of the subtleties and vagaries of scale-up in 

the way we do it. Maybe this will become valuable 

as background for companies in subsequent 

trouble-shooting as well and, certainly, when 

looking for root causes you would like to have this 

in your back pocket. 

That is the extent of what I had to share. 

I will be glad to entertain questions if there are 

any. 

DR. LEE: Thank you, Ken. Any questions 

from the committee members? 

you not 

[No response] 

Thank you. Les,' are 'you available? 

DR. BENET: I am here. 

DR. LEE: Good. The AV specialist asks 

to use your speaker phone, if possible. 

DR. BENET: Okay. 

DR. LEE: Thank you. Please proceed. 

DR. BENET: I can't get off it. I have to 

call you back. 

DR. LEE: No, don't go away. 
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DR. BENET: I'.,y&&;'.,"'; 
get dff the speaker 

phone withou,t disconnecti,ng. 

DR. LEE: I see, okay. 

DR. BENET : I can do that; I will call you 

right back. 

DR. LEE: Thank you. Nair, are you still 

there? 

DR. RODRIGUEZ-HORNEDO: Yes, I am here. 

DR. LEE: Are you using the speaker phone? 

DR. RODRIGUEZ-HORNEDO: No, I don't have a 

speaker phone. 

DR. LEE: Good, Les, you sound much 

better. Thank you very much. Please proceed. 

DR. BENET: Thank you for giving me the 

opportunity to make a presentation. I apologize 

for getting on late but I was having trouble 

connecting to FDA because I didn't know my 

password. In addition, as opposed to last year 

when I did this, I can't get a very large view of 

what is being presented so I am really having 

difficulty seeing the slides but I will move 

forward to my first slide. 

[Slide] 

Lawrence asked me to discuss 

considerations of polymorphism in therapeutic 
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[Slide] 

so, my short answer is no altered 

regulato 

are runn 

ry approach is necessary, Vince, if you 

ing out of time, I can stop right now. 

[Laughter] 

DR. LEE: No, Les. 'No; ‘we encour‘age 'you 

to elaborate a little bit. 

DR. BENET: Okay. So, under those 

conditions, let's look at the definitions and the 

criteria related to therapeutic equivalents and 

where polymorphism considerations might be 

relevant. 

[Slide] 

If we look at the FDA definition of 

therapeutic equivalents, it is as quoted here: drug 

products are considered to be therapeutic 

equivalents ,only if they are pharmaceutical 

equivalents, and they can be expected to have the 

same clinical effect and safety profile when 

administered to patients under thecondii'tions " - 

specified in the labeling. So, we have terms that 

need to be defined within there, pharmaceutical 

equivalents and expected safety and efficacy 

profile. 
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On this slide we have the four criteria 

that are listed for pharmaceutical equivalents: 

The product must have the same active ingredient; 

must have the same dose form, given by the same 

route of administration; and ident,i.ca& in strength 

or concentration. We will return to these four 

criteria in a minute. 

[Slide] 

'Let's go back to the definition of 

therapeutic equivalents in terms of the criteria of ," , 

same clinical effect and safety profile. 

[Slide] 

Under FDA regulations what criteria must 

be met for expected same clinical effect‘and“ ~ 

safety? First is the products must meet compendia1 

standards, and we will talk about that for a 

second. So, if a particular polymorphic form or 

the limits of a particu,lar polymorphic form in 

terms of physical chemical criteria are required in 

the compendia1 drug product monograph and a product 

fails these criteria, then the product cannot be 

considered therapeutic equivalent. 

There are things that at least look like 

there are these kind of criteria in the compendia1 

MILLER REPORTING COMPANY, INC. 
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standards. If we look at warfarin sodium, it talks 

about a crystalline form,-versus^an amor@hous form. 

But if it did not meet the compendia1 standards, 

then there is no way that a compound can be 

therapeutically equivalent independent of any 

biologic studies. 

[Slide] 

The second area is that to have expected 

same clinical effect and safety,'it must meet 

appropriate bioequivalence standards. As you all 

are aware, that means that iti must, 'have' 'comparable 

bioavailability, and the FDA published definition 

says the rate and extent,.of absorption of the test 

drug does not show a significant difference from 

the rate and extent of absorption of the reference 

drug when administered in the same molar doses, the 

same therapeutic ingredients under similar 

experimental conditions in either a single or a 

multiple dose. 

[Slide] 

so, what we need to look at is significant 

difference and under similar experimental 

conditions, as I show highlighted on this slide. 

The significant difference definition is -80-125, 

and I have been very pleased this past year with 
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the FDA changing the terminology in the Orange Book 

in terms of the what the criteria are and the fact 

that it is not just 80-125 but it must be within 

the 90 percent confidence interval around the Cmax 

and AUC. 

[Slide] 

so, the question on this slide then is can 

polymorphism affect rate and extent of 

bioavailability? The answer of course is‘yes.' But 

does that have a consequence in terms of the 

adequacy of the present bioequivalence criteria? 

My answer is no because, as Lawrence showed in his 

introduction--and I am not really sure I needed to 

make this presentation because he covered this--no, 

the product either passes or fails the 

bioequivalence criteria. So, this makes the 

assumption, going back 'to “therap‘eu'tic‘ equivalents', 

that the definition o"f pharmgc'eutrca‘i~"e'~i;ivalence 

is adequate. 

[Slide] 

That pharmaceutical equivalence states, as 

ye see on this slide, that the two different 

Eormulations contain the same active ingredient. 

[Slide] 

On my second to last slide the question 
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23' Eor Dr. Benet? 

24 [No response] 

25 I think we are convinced. 
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would be are two different polymorphs the same 

active ingredient? In the response to the 

questions raised earliez: in discuss.ion and also 

Lawrence's slides, it was the assumption that only 

drug in solution is active. So, if we believe that 

only drug in solution is active, then the bottom 

statement there is that two different polymorphs 

will always be the same active ingredient. 

However, if there is the possibility that 

the action of drug occurs through interaction of a 

receptor, for example, with solid drug particles, 

then two different polymorphs could possibly not 'be 

the same active ingredient. 

[Slide] 

But my conclusion is that drugs, to get 

across membranes and to, be 'active, must go into 

solution and, therefore, as shown on the-last 

slide, I don't think we have a problem at least in 

terms of therapeutic equivalents. No altered 

regulatory approaches are necessary. Thank you 
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DR. BENET: 
Grezsc‘i .‘ 

DR. LEE: Good job, Les. Any other 

questions? If not, since Dr: Brittain is not 

coming, we are now going to take a break. So, I 

propose we take a break an-d come back at 3:15 and 

then the committee will address the different 

questions. Les, are you going to stay with us? 

DR. BENET: I will come back at 3:15. 

DR. LEE: Thank you very much. 

[Brief recess] 

Committee Discussion 

DR. LEE: Nair, are you there? 

DR. RODRIGUEZ-HORNEDO: 'Yes, I am here. 

DR. LEE: Les? 

DR. BENET: I am here. 

DR. LEE: Very well, thank you. Feel free 

to participate. We have Lawrence who will show us 

decision trees one and three again at the 

appropriate time and he will show us the five 

questions. In a way the consultants have provided 

answers for us and I think it is time, for the 

committee to speak up on how the committee feels 

about those questions, the answer -to the questions. 

I have asked 'Na‘ir to study the background and more 

or less lead the discussion. Are you ready, Nair? 
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do that, however, I need some help since I do not 

have the FDA slides through the video. 

DR. LEE 

slides. 

: Oh, no, you don't need the 

DR. RODRIGUEZ-HORNEDO: That is okay. I' 

will try to lead the discussion on the phone. 

DR. LEE: Okay. So, question number one, 

do the proposed decision trees adequately address 

the key polymorph issues, stability and 

bioavailability, that should be considered in FDA's 

regulatory assessment on an ANDA? That is the 

question. 

DR. YU: Vince, do you want to address the ., - 

following question first and then come back to the 

first overall question? 

DR. LEE: All right. So reading again for 

the benefit of Nair, decision tree number one, are 

there other issues with respect to characterization 

of polymorphic forms that the FDA should consider? 

Decision tree number three addresses the 

necessity of having a polymorph'specification for 

drug product when using the most stable or 

previously used form. 

Please comment on method-s, approaches and 
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polymorphs in drug products. Also, in your 

experience, how often would you anticipate that 

such a specification is necessary? 

DR. MEYER: Vince, let me ask a couple of 

questions that would help me'understand whether the 

decision trees are adequate or not. 

DR. LEE: Okay. 

DR. MEY,ER: I don't know whether the 

answer is it is theoretically possible, or it is 

probable, or what. Let's say tie have an NDA 

approved with polymorph 1, an ANDA with polymorph 2 

and they both have been shown to be bioequivalent 

and have similar dissolutiqn but the ANDA 'polymorph 

2 can convert during storage to polymorph 3, which 

then affects -its bioavailab'ility. Is- that 

possible? If so, is it probable. If so, how can 

we control that and monitor it? 

DR. MORRIS: Yes, it i's'tilearly.'$ossible. 

In fact, that is one of the issues that actually 

Nair had raised last time. The propensity of 

transformation between forms may not be the same, 

and this is true of amorphous forms as well. If 

you have two different forms, both of which are 

bioequivalent, they may or may not have the same 

MILLER REPORTING COMPANY, INC. 
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propensity to transform to yet another form. I 

think the decision tree add'resses that by"a"ssuming .' 

that you are using the most stable or marketed form 

but, to answer your question, that is certainly 

possible. 

DR. LEE: Yes, Leon? 

DR. SHARGEL: Well, I thi,nk that question 

could be both for the innovator side as well as the 

do dissolution and do bioequivalence, at least on 

the initial ANDA batch, followed,up by periodic 

stability studies. So, at &east we do-know 

something about the characteriiation at that point 

in time. You may or may not even notice an 

inter-conversion. 

DR. BENET: Vince, can I make a comment? 

DR. LEE: Yes. 

DR. BENET: I think the criteria that 

Yarvin raised, under our present operational 

procedures, could defin,itely happen. We 

immediately get to decision tree number two where 

it says are all known polymorphs highly solub.le, 

and the answer would be no.' Then, if we went to 

MILLER REPORTING COMPANY, INC. 
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decision tree number two', I don't think we have 

criteria today-- let's go back a minute. We don't 

have any criteria that say that you must meet 

bioequivalence, that a generic or an innovator must 

meet bioequivalence criteria during the shelf life 

of that product. We only have it when you carry 

out the study. Some of us have said that we should 

have criteria like that. So, I think under the 

present situation we would not have adequate 

protection and the decision trees wouldn't be 

adequate unless we had a USP polymorphic 

specification that actually addressed that. 

DR. HUSSAIN: The aspect I think of a 

bioequivalent study at the beginning and towards 

the end of shelf life, the way I look at that 

scenario is ,we have adequate in-process and other 

specifications that are tested'throughout'the shelf 

life. In fact, part of the stability requirement 

or dissolution is part of that. So, we do test for 

dissolution. If we have,confidence in the 

dissolution ,ts,est as an,indi.cator of change 'or no 

change, if your dissolution criteria are being met 

you address that scenario that way. If you have 

doubts in your dissolution test', then that opens up 

that possibility. 
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DR. LEE: That seems reasonable to me. 

DR. MBY"ER: But. that is assum.ing your 

dissolution test can detect differences between 

polymorph 2 and 3 let's say in the generic. I 

agree with Leon that this applies also to the NDA 

product. But we are assuming that the dissolution 

can detect that change. 

DR. MORRIS: Can I just state something? 

I guess whether or not dissolution correlates 

directly to bioavailability is sort of a different 

question in a sense, but if there is a difference 

between 2 and 3 that is significant enough in free 

energy to cause changes in solubility, then if it 

doesn't show up in the dissolution you would have 

to say it doesn't; there is not a large enough 

solubility change to make a difference, I mean just 

from a practical standpoint. That is not 

commenting on whether or not dissolution to 

bioavailability correlate. That is not my area. 

DR. MEYER: Which is kind of the issue I 

am raising. Have they been shown to correlate? I 

guess maybe there was one example shown today, 

polymorph 1 and polymorph 2 that had different 

dissolution characteristics, but I don't know if 

that was carried out to bioavailability or not. It 
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seems to me that one way to &ndle that, -and. I am 

not an expert in that field and I have no idea how 

difficult it is to test for' polymorph 2 and-3 in 

the intact dosage form-- if that can be done fairly 

readily, then it seems like that ought to be what 

is done. 

DR. SHEK: Well, I think that is a 

technology issue because you might have mixtures 

and not purely one or the other, and that is where 

it gets complicated. But if I might just add to 

the points here, talking about in general'there 

should be a concern. If‘the most stable polymorph 

form is used, that is okay, but number two, it is a 

previously c'ommercial product. I can see a 

scenario where an innovator might choose' to use a 

less stable polymorph and stabilize it in the 

formulation, or the synthesis of the API is such 

that this polymorph is stable. 

Now, when you have somebody else coming 

in, and if it is an ANDA with only three-month 

stability data being accepted", how do you shave the 

assurance that now you don't have something in the 

formulation, a different excipient that can trigger 

and now the most stable polymorph will be less 

soluble? The question still coming bac'k is, is 
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that biologically significant? I think that is 

basically the litmus test. 

DR. HUSSAIN: That sort of hinges on how 

you establish your dissolution specification and 

how it relates to bio. 

DR. BOEHLERT: I was going to comment 

along the same lines because I think it is 

certainly possible. If I were to formulate a 

product and have a dissolution test, ,and get results 

in the high 90s on a general basis and set a Q that 

is low enough I could, indeed, also produce a 

product that meets requirements and is quite 

different, and that could be due to a polymorph or 

it could be due to something else. And, how would 

one distinguish? It still'meets requirements but 

it is clearly not the same and 'I don't know ii' ' ‘ 
._., > -, . ,." 

bioequivalence is impacted in that case. 

DR. YU: Could I'comment? Essentially 

based on Marvin's comments, there is a possibility, 

I would say a distinct possibilit-y. Now, when you 

zome down to the possible dissolution and 

solubility, those that are- potentially'af‘f'ect‘ed b'y 

variability the likelihood is that those are poorly 

soluble. When it is down to the poorly soluble, 

usually when you use free energy for forming 
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conversion --we,.have to take it case by case is what 

I mean. If there is a possibility to convert from 

polymorphic 2 into polymorphic- 3'and there is a 

great possibility, then we have to look at if this 

happens, the conversion and there are two products 

with polymorphic 3 bioequivalent or not because 

that is only in rare cases that that might be 

happening. Certainly we have to make sure that 

this can detect a potential impact. I say this is 

theoretically possible. In reality it may not be 

happening. 

DR. HUSSAIN: Let me throw in one more 

wrinkle then. In a sense, you could have changes 

in polymorphic form of excipients‘and that could 

affect dissolution and could affect everything else 

and we don't even want to ask that question today. 

DR. KIBBE: I was going to go in that 

direction just a second ago; you beat me to it. 

Right now we look at the changes in dissolution for 

anything in terms of shelf life. We‘don't test 

bioequivalency at the back end. Those changes in 

dissolution can be a result of anything changing, 

ignoring polymorphs, excipients, aging, whatever. 

If we see those changes, then we use that as a 

quality control so why should polymorph concerns be 
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any different than the general conce'rn.'we have'in 

the general product? 

Now, if we really are concerned that we 

are missing a significant change in bioequivalency 

because our dissolution profiles aren't good 

enough, then we need to go back and do two-year old 

bioequivalency studies on already marketed 

innovator products to see if there is a chan,ge 

because we know the dissolution profiles are good 

because- they collect that data. Now we are asking 

a different theoretical question, which is we are 

all comfortable with dissolution projecting 

bioequivalency and once tie'h‘&ve'established 'it 'tie 

are happy that dissolution will allow us to catch 

any changes in that, but have we tested it?' That 

I is independent of a polymorphism issue. Right? 

Which is I think one of the things which Les was 

getting at. Because we know that dissolution is 

indicative of bioavailability but not guarantied. 

Have we ever really done that test? And, that is 

crompletely different than the issues we are talking 

about today. 

Looking back on polymorphism might be just 

one factor that might create a problem but we don't 

know that for a fact, and as long as we are happy 
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with dissolutio,~ as ‘a.M~~i"~V$~'of changes with 

aging, I think we should" be happy with'dissolution 

as a measure of changing with aging regardless of 

whether it is a change in excipients, which I think 

might be more likely, than a change in polymorphs. 

DR. MORRIS: If I could just add to that, 

there are a number of cases where different 

particularly hydrated and amorphous forms, as well 

as polymorphs, show differences in dissolution and 

they are also translated into plasma concentration. 

There is a fair literature on that. We work on 

trying to develop methods for quantifying 

polymorphs in dosage forms; h'owever, to' Art's point 

and to Tom's point as well, he didn't tell you but 

when we were talking he was saying that even if you 

determine differences in polymorph ratio in the 

final dosage forms, there is no guaranty. You 

could pass spec fine with that determination and 

still fail dissolution because of particle size and 

other issues that Art had raised. Not that I am a 

big fan of determination' but it is just not the 

only variable with respect to dissolution and 

availability I think. 

DR. BENET: I am convinced that the 

dissolution is satisfactory in its present state. 
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DR. LEE: Would.you'repeat that please, 

Les? We cou.ld not hear what you said. 

DR. BENET: I am convinced,<,that we hav,e 

adequate protection with dissolution criteria at 

the present time for the dosage form over its shelf 

life because if I change'that then I feed in 

problems. 

DR. LEE: Okay, thank you; 

DR. MEYER: Lawrence, under decision tree 

three, I guess the second diamond down, the 

question is does drug product dissolution testing 

provide adequate controls to determine polymorphic 

ratio changes? How are you going to test that? 

Are you going to make different formulations or 

several formulations with different polymorphs and 

look at dissolution and then look at something 

else? How are you going to know that? 

DR. YU: Sometimes you look at other 

decision trees and you tend to adopt them, you 

know, but you don't know how to answer them. This 

is actually similar to ICH Q6A, and the decision 

tree over there basically says does drug product 

performance testing provide adequate control if the 

polymorphic ratio changes, such as dissolution? If 

we truly want to know, if there is a concern, 
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unlikely as it is thatthere 1s a distinct 

possibility- -we have to ask this question first. 

so, the likelihood is extremely low but 

for us, we, indeed, want to demonstrate that the 

dissolution testing can provide adequate control 

for polymorphic ratio changes and then we will have 

to prepare product with different polymorphic forms 

and evaluate the bioequivalence study. Sometimes 

if there is greater possibility for potential 

conversions --we know there is a variety of crystal 

forms exists, for all kinds of reasons if an 

amorphous form is used the chance is extremely low 

and, certainly, we are confident that this 

dissolution method can detect potential polymorphic 

changes for the long run but at the initial stage 

we may have to do bioequivalence studies, yes. 

DR. HUSSAIN: I think in general, 

especially while developing the BCS guidance, we 

did a lot of data mining'to look at how good the 

dissolution is. In general, I think it tends to'be 

quite sensitive to changes in formulation, and so 

forth. But I think as we look forward to more 

complex drugs, dosage forms and so forth, there is 

a strong nee,d for understanding dissolution and how I, _ 

we set specifications more based on physical 
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chemical attributes. So', that is~ sort of‘a concern 

that I have. I think we need to keep in mind how 

we set dissolution specifications and make sure 

those are set appropriately. I think there is room 

for improvement in that also. 

DR. MEYER: Under decision tree number one 

you define highly soluble in terms of the BCS 

classification. Now, are we really going to have 

whatever it is, six or seven pH's for each of the 

polymorphs? 

DR. YU: The chance certainly is very low 

but we define that as known polymorphs that are 

highly soluble. Looking at it another way, you 

look at the most stable form. The most stable form 

actually determines our own answer to this question 

because the meta-stable for,m tends, to h,ave high 

solubility in the most stable form. So,' wh^at we 

actually look at for solubility"when we as this 

question is the solubility of the most stable form. 

It is not necessary for you to get all the other 

information in order to answer this question. In I 

other words, it is not necessary to get the 

solubility of a meta-stable form to answer this 

question because we know the solubility of the 

neta-stable form will be higher than the most 
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DR. MEYER: My' objection is if they are 

all known polymorphs, . highly s,oluble as definealby' 

BCS-- 

DR. YU: So, you are suggesting we should 

have considered change, for example, the most 

stable form? 

DR. MEYER: Either you do all the forms, 

like you say, and all the pH's, like BCS says or 

you have some modification of that. 

DR. YU: Excellent. That is a good 

suggestion, yes. 

DR. LEE: Leon? 

DR. SHARGEL: I want to address this first 

part in terms of the more stable form or less 

stable form. I think Gary Buehler hit it on the 

nose that litigation is often the driving force in 

this area, as well as patents. When a generic is 

coming on the market, looking at the API, we will 

certainly look at whether the polymorphic' form will 

or will not infringe on the innovator patent. So, 

it may certainly be a different polymorph than the 

innovator. 

The second is that if the product, once 

nade, is shown to be bioequivalent in similar 
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dissolution, do we really' have to worry so much 

about this part of the decision tree if our final 

product is going to be bioequivalent, stable and 

show adequate dissolution? 

DR. MORRIS: Can I ask you when you say 

this part of the decision tree, are you talking 

about the solubility part? 

DR. SHARGEL: I am talking about 

characterization or trying to always choose the 

more soluble or more stable polymorphic form. If 

there, indeed, is patent literature or something, 

perhaps taking the cefuroxime axetil as an example, 

the amorphous was used by--was it Glaxo? In any 

case, the crystalline form would be naturally more 

stable than the original fdrm in this particular 

case but they both seem to be adequately 

bioequivalent and the USP modified the monograph 

accordingly. 

DR. YU: Yes, the case you are talking 

about --I don't know this case, but if all these 

forms, amorphous form and crystalline, are highly 

soluble, therefore, most likely-they will' not 

affect the bioavailability so it is not necessary 

to do any further testing or polymorphic acceptance 

criteria for drug substance and drug product. 
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DR. MORRIS: No, they are not 

bioequivalent, if you look, the pure crystal and 

pure amorphous is what Leon is saying. He is 

saying that they are not bioequivalent as the final 

drug product. The formulation, the way it was 

made, is bioequivalent and produces the same within 

the confidence intervals or demonstrates 

20 bioequivalence. 

21 DR. YU: So, Leeon'; "what exactly is your 

22 question? 

23 

24 

DR. SHARGEL: I don't know how much we 

need to worry about solubility and such at this 

stage as the real stage is in the product itself. ., 4 .25 

DR. MEYER-: But.the argument in this case 

was the crystalline form was less soluble than the 

amorphous form in terms of greater solubility, and 

that was the rationale. The crystalline form, of 

of rate of solubility. 

DR. YU: Yes, the crystal form--maybe one 

form is less soluble than the other but this does 

not necessarily mean these two forms are not 

bioequivalent. 

DR. MEYER: Why do we need the first part 

then? 
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We characterize the polymofphs anyway as a 

necessity, as I said, because of~the science and 

maybe political science from the point of view of 

patents but the final analysis is the finished 

dosage form. 

DR. YU: In other words, what you are ' 

suggesting is we don't have to worry until we go to 

decision tree two to set up the specification. 

DR. SHARGEL: We do need specifications. 

I am not arguing about that. 

DR. YU: Certainly, decision tree number 

one is to give you a scientific justification to 

provide an opportunity to not set up any 

specification at all. If you want to go through 

this one and set up specification, that is okay. 

Your answer to the first question is yes; the 

second question is no; and you go to set up 

specification if you like. That is okay too. Yes. 

DR. HUSSAIN: A question that sort of 

comes up, I think the language and the terminology 

we are using become critical beyond the political 

science that comes in. The decision tree says are 

all known polymorphs--do you see a problem with 

that? I think with the software we are seeing now 

we can predic.t all possible polymorphic forms based 
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not always easy. So, can you just give some advice 

on the language, how this 'shou‘ld be structure? 

DR. LEE: Well, I think what we- are 

looking at is if polymorphism is believed or 

suspected to be the cause of the 

problem-- right?--what should we do? 

DR. YU: I think Ajaz' question is what 

defines Hknown.V1 What dbes llknown‘N mean? So, 

should it be experimentally verified or just 

verified by the computer? 

DR. KIBBE: I think to change it from 

llknownl' to llavailable.ll If one camp-any uses a 

particular polymorph and I can get my hands on the 

same polymorph I am finished. Okay? So, it is are 

there available polymorphs with different apparent 

solubilities, and am I using the same polymorph or 

does mine have the same solubility as theirs? I 

don't think someone making a.product needs to have 

clearly available to them all the 'bossib'le 

polymorphs or all that have ever been discovered. 

They have to deal with what is available in the 
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are going there but I think there is a problem 

there. I would agree to the extent that there are 

a lot of compounds that are,known to form solvates 

that might have 20 diffe'rent' solva'tes, and I agree 

that if you are not using that in your process 

there is not a lot of reason to go after it. But 

because of some of the differences, as Leon was 

talking about, the differences in the deve,lopment 

process and the raw material supplier, I think you 

have to screen to the extent that you know that you 

are not probing an area and confirmation space, 

which is the software that Ajaz wa-s referring to, 

that will now be stabilized by your system. If you 

go into polymorph predictors you can find, you 

know, a thousand forms and, obviously, if you can 

isolate, you know, ten of them that wouldn't be 

unusual. Of those ten, maybe only two are really 

in an energetic range to be significant. But even 

the polymorph predictors don't typically predict 

solvate forms and certainly nothing is going to 

predict amorphous forms very well at this stage. 

so, I think you are still forced on the empiricism 

>f screening to the extent that it encompasses the 

exposure that you expect your material to be 

subject to, particularly if you are doing wet 
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granulation, as we talked about before. 'If you are 

going to DC or direct compression, maybe there is 

an even little narrower focus to your screen. 

DR. HUSSAIN: That sort of brings me back 

to what Leon was trying to get at probably. In a 

sense, the regulatory question essentially then 

becomes if you have selected a supplier of drug 

substance for your product, then that becomes your 

material of interest. Why go to anything beyond .- 

that? 

DR. MORRIS: Well, in terms of your 

supplier that is fine but, 'again, if you look at' ‘, 

the examples of conversion during processing even 

or storage, particularly if you are using a 

different f orm than already has a history, I don't 

see that th .at let's you off the hook in any way. I 

just think that it focuses..muc,h mqre on what you 

have to worry about so you don't have to worry 

about the hundred forms. If you are just using an 

aqueous-base'd system, then you are not going to 

use-- 

DR. HUSSAIN: What I was driving at was, 

in a sense, to qualify any given product 

formulations, hopefully, you go through the 

development; you go through the stability; you go 
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through the bioavailabilify anyway. But now your 

material is what you are starting with and you ju.st 

focus on that material rather than looking for all 

possibilities and'sort of the physicochemical ' 

attributes would just focus on that material'rather 

than looking at all possibilities. 

DR. MEYER: Maybe that could be in the 

sense of does your polymorph convert to another 

form, and are the two forms, two or more forms,‘ do 

they have different solubility? Are they both 

highly soluble? So, you focus in 'on what is being 

used in that application. 

DR. HUSSAIN: And when there is a change 

in supplier, then everything-kicks. in. 

DR. MORRIS: I see what you are saying. 

Yes, certainly and that is what we were talking 

about earlier. If you change your supplier and 

they have a different crystallization- stiep“or a 

different profile-- 1 guess one of the exceptions 

would be in a case, as 'you were discussing, where 

you are now seeding amorphous material with 

crystalline material. That is very nerve-wrecking. 

I realize that so‘ far ithas been, you know, okay 

but, to me, that is the sort of thing that really 

bears monitoring because here you are so'rt of 
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DR. YU: .That is correct and, actually, in 

many cases despite the fact~that th.e computer 

predicts ten solvates, in reality we can'only 

discover one or two or, in many cases one 

polymorphic form and we don't have to worry about 

this in the future. So, if we can use decision 

tree number one at least to avoid unnecessary 

19 testing down the road--if you want to go to 

20 decision tree number one,and if you want to always 

21 test to set up specifications, that is okay. 

22 DR. MORRIS: And to your point, Art, and 

23 it is sort of something I talked about in the 

24 slides I presented, inclusive of amorphous and 

solvate or hydrate forms you have to have the 

230 

setting things up%to fall down the thermodynamic 

hill. 

DR. KIBBE: What you are suggesting I 

think is that it is really easy to get past the 

beginning and to decision tree two; that it is hard 

to, say, blo,w off any concern about polymorphism. 

What I was saying is that if yours and the 

innovator's are the only available forms, then you 

are done. I mean, if the two are 'the same 

polymorphic forms, you are done. That is the only 

way you would get out of here without doing any-- 

_. _. 8 / ,. * ., 
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caveat that if there is something in the-innovator 

product or even in other',generic .products that has 

been specifically done to stabilize an otherwise 

highly meta-stable phase, then you are adding 

another dimension to the risk that has to.be 

assessed. I am not saying that it still doesn't 

pan out to be--you know, once you have settle on 

that form it gives you a much higher level of 

confidence. 

DR. LEE: I guess what we are hearing is 

that there is an attempt to write specifications 

but there are so many exceptions. 

DR. HUSSAIN': It is sort of a balancing 

act where we actually bring the right science to 

bear on the type of questions we are asking because 

one of our challenges, I think, that we face is 

that generally in the drug. approval'process w& have 

much more limited data as opposed"‘to thk neti drug' '. 

review process. So, some of the decisions with 

respect to stability, and everything, is on 

somewhat more limited data. So, I think it is a 

balance that we have to strike that has 'enough' _ 

characterization to work,>.on,spme "of the other 

challenges that we face. 

DR. LEE: Or, .to sum things up, you can 
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say that science will take carve of itself. 

DR. YU: It all comes down to if the firm 

has provided adequate information to convince us 

that they can produce the generic product which is 

high quality, which is equivalent to the reference 

listed product. It all boils down to this 

question. 

DR. MORRIS: Yes, if I can sort of 

summarize what I think, I mean, it is a case by 

case basis in a sense but that is not a bad thing 

because the decision tree still gives you the 

framework to 'work by, but no matte-r hbw much we try 

to take the science out of 'the" decisi'on~makin'g 

process, not at the FDA but in terms of our general 

techniques for coming down to specific cases, you 

are always going to apply the science that is 

appropriate at the level that it is appropriate. I 

think that is all that the decision tree is trying 

to do, to say where do you need to apply what 

science. That is what it boils down to. What 

science there is will depend on the case. 
^ 

Dtherwise, y'ou can't classify anything. I mean, we 

have a separate decision tree for polymorphs and 

hydrates and then hydrates and amorphous which is 

just too cumbersome to even do. So, I think that 
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the concept is sound %id it is just a matter of us, 

as a community, saying, you know, you have to give 

your scientists freedom to do what they need to do 

when they ne,e,d to,do it., In that case it works 

pretty well. 

DR. LEE: Thank you. Is everybody 

comfortable with that? 

DR. MEYER: Let me raise just one question 

about the footnote in decision tree three. It 

bothers me, unless you have data to back it up 

which you 'may very well have, in footnote two it 

says dissolution testing with appropriate 

dissolution may frequently detect potential 

conversion of polymorphs during storage of the 

product. It refers to the product I believe. In 

rare cases dissolution testing is not able. How 

many "frequent" examples do you have where you are 

able to see the polymorphic conversion in a product 

during stora,ge that was picked up by dissolution? 

DR. YU: I guess this comes back to the 

same question about drug'products or drug 

substance, interactions, excipients, drug substance 

interactions. It comes down to this, that in this 

case, for example for some poorly'soluble drugs, 

like carbamazepine, you can develop dissolution to 
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DR. MEYER: I don't disagree with your 

statements. I am curious as to whether Gary can 

talk to lawyers or appear in court and say, oh, we 

frequently can detect and someone then will say, 

13 
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15 DR. YU: We actually have a working group 

16 which is collecting approved ANDAs‘ "t*o*.see-"those 
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detect, the diff~,~~A~.~,~, * i R’~~~~~r; for highly soluble 

drugs, and most polymorphic forms are highly 

soluble, probably it is very difficult. So, what 

you come down to in the decision tree is the 

likelihood that the drug‘is poorly soluble, 

therefore, if there is a potential conversion, 

potential solubility change, the likelihood very 

well, give me twenty examples, or ten, or something 

other than carbamazepine. 

decision trees. So far our situation is pretty 

good. 

DR. HUSSAIN: Let me sort of rephrase 

that. That is an important point because I think 

the language matters here. I think our knowledge 

base or database that we,have for dissolution, in a 

sense when you look at dissolution you are looking 

at a complex system, not just polymorph changes. 
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what that essentially does tell me is that that box 

could essentially read that dissolution testing is 

a sensitive indicator of,changes that occur that 

relate to dissolution changes. I mean, that is 

what we are talking about, not per se a polymorph 
* 

change. 

If you break it down to polymorphic 

conversion, I don't think anybody has the data. 

The argument is supported that dissolution changes 

are reflective of solubility changes and, 

therefore, the logic is there but I am not sure the 

data is there that goes to that point. 

DR. RODRIGUEZ-HORNEDO: I agree with what 

Ajaz said. I am more comfortable with the 
I 

terminology based on solubility because actually I 

have seen some cases; and we have studies some in 

our lab, where if you have very.fa'st‘pofLmbrph~c 

conversion to the more stable form the dissolution 

test is not going to be discriminating. So, I 

would think that the terminology in footnote two is 

a little bit confusing. 

DR. SHEK: But tiouldn't then the'.question 

be is it significant? If the dissolution doesn't 

pick it up, is this conversion from one polymorph 

to the other significant biologically? 
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DR. HUSSAIN: It won't be. I mean, that 

is the basis of the current system. 

DR. LEE: It seems to me that there are 

some suggestions for changing the wording. 

Anything else? No? Don‘e. Any other comments? It 

seems to me that obviously polymorphism is quite 

important for certain drug substances. I think 

that specifications might be useful as some kind of 

guidance but I don't think we can be rigid in the 

wording. I think that is the message. 

DR. YU: Yes, thank you. 

DR. LE'E: Is there anything else? 

DR. MEYER: You didn't cover number C, 

about the extraordinary formulation or 

manufacturing process. 

DR. YU: I am sorry, that was deleted. 

I'he working group realized that that sentence is 

very vague. We had to delete this sentence. Thank 

you. 

DR. LEE: Thank you very much. I think 

that is about it for polymorphism. 

Ajaz,asked me to make a comment about my 

observations on this committee, and I promise I 

Mill not spend lots of time on it. 

First of all, I think it is a wonderful 
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experience and it is wonderful because of the 

diversity, and because ,of diversity I think tie have 

to learn how to be quick thinkers and also to act 

in a fair manner. 

I am very please to see that a 

subcommittee structure is evolving. As I said 

earlier this morning, it is very scary to be able 

to understand all the issues and 2 think the 

subcommittee structure will help to deal with some 

of this a little bit. 

I think I also began to see, as Heien said 

this morning, that there is kind of follow-up, 

continuity. I think we are getting there but 

oftentimes my concern isthat some of the issues 

kind of last for a long time so that what we have 

recommended today or talked about 'I&day- 'm'ay- not bk 

shared, or our successors may not be privy to what 

has been discussed before and I think that maybe 

some kind of archives would be useful. 1' think I 

see that some kind of structure is evolving in the 

sense that we have these--what are these called, 

Ajaz?-- awareness. and some things will follow down 

the line. I often wonder whether or not a two or 

three times a year meeting is sufficient. 

Iverybody is busy but I hope that with the 
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subcommittee there will be more informed discussion 

about the issues. 

When 1. first took over the chair, I was 

not really aware about the statute. In fact, as 

scientists we. tend to be spontaneous; we like to 

discuss matters ahead of time but because we also 

wear another hat all the discussions have to occur 

in public. So, I think that may be something that 

needs to be changed in some way. But in the end, I 

thought ther.e is a strong partnership between the 

regulators and the scientific advisors. I think in 

a way we are a member of the community. I think 

today we have seen several of these scenes play out 

again. Questions were asked from the 

statistician's point of view; things don't seem to 

make much sense and, yet, it worked. 

so, I just as I begin to understand how 

the operation goes, it is time to go, not that I 

want to stay on forever. But I think\ some of the 

things I see changing are, number one, the 

subcommittee structure, and I think there may be a 

better access to the information database. I am 

rambling here, but maybe how the focus is organized ,, I. 

would be quite useful. I think the presentations 

are getting to be very constructive in the sense 
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that you kind of point out important issues and 

oftentimes for those of us whp might be busy, may 

not study every single document carefully. I tried 

to set up the subcommittee structure. It seems to 

work but I think, again, that we are still kind of 

hindered by how readily the information is 

available. So, if you have a web site you can 

instinctively go to where to find the actions, the 

suggestions that we have. 

Committee members, other opinions? I 

think everybody is anxious to go. 

DR. HUSSAIN: .A11 right, just a few 

thoughts to close this day, I think this morning we 

have seen a whole host of topics from the PAT 

subcommittee report on what we are t.rying to do 

there with r.espect to blend uniformity, with 

respect to CMC risk-based,,re,view and polymorphism. 

If you look at the underlying discussion and 

themes, there are many common issues. I think 

ending the discussion today with polymorphism sort 

of reinforces some of the basic ‘fundamentals that 

we have, for example the dissolution test; how good 

is it; how do we set the specification; and how do 

we do the right type of testing. So, the bulk of 

this committee in trying to bring more focused 
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discussion on the science of our test procedures, 

and so forth, really comes home to sort of bring 

standards that are well grounded in science. 

At the same time, I think what the PAT 

initiative also serves is to take the next step. 

If you look at polymorphism, if you want to 

characterize polymorphic forms or particles size 

you are going to do that f,,rom, avery small sample _ 

size. Where is that sample coming from? Is it 

representative? Because we are making major 

decisions on all these aspects on few samples. If 

we are just figuring out sampling strategies for 

blending, a fifty-year old operation, you can 

imagine where we are in that sense. You can also 

see why the CMC review is so important, and the 

risk-based approach is so difficult to adopt 

because of the unknown aspect that we struggle 

with. 

so, I think what we have tried to do is 

set up challenges, and identify challenges to be 

addressed by the current system and also, at the 

same time, develop a new system which actually 

overcomes some of these challenges. So, I hope you 

can see all these interconnections between the 

topics we have discussed and w'ill continue to 
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discuss with you. Again, thank you. It was a 

wonderful day. 

DR. LEE: I think in a way you mentioned a 

very important point. I wonder whether it would be 

useful for the committee to identify two or three 

issues to work on. I think it is very important 

Eor us to anticipate where science is moving in the 

lext five years. We have to respond to the issues 

:hat you raise but, hopefully, we, the scientific 

community, response more in a proactive way. 

Jgain, I want to emphasize the partnership, members 

>f the same community. 

Thank you very much for today's 

discussion. Tomorrow we are going to come together 

St 8:30 again. Have a good evening. 

[Whereupon, at 4:05 p.m.., the proceedings 

vere recessed, to resume at 8:30 a.m., Tuesday, 

October 22, 2002.1 
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